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COMPKm SPECIFY'^TI OH. 

Improvements in Electric Spark Gup Apparatus, 

I. riKHtAS l'l'RTi»!f Fv|>i-:ain-K^ of IiS. Spring ftark ,Ui'uiieh Jnmiiicii llatij, ill 
til- Slat*’ I*r Uvmdinsrtc-.. mie uf rise Uni I ml Suites of AMiuriui,. KtalriL-inn* dm 

ill'* iiJitmc mT \bi* invention nnti in wlmr manner the an me is In 
I ■■ ]K'fK.m^lt \0 In. | .irlk-nlarljr ^eribctl urnl iracrtninml in nnd hv Hu- MWin. 

S slntetn£-n,l i— * h 

Tht mow noent develiiptnenl* in eiwtriua] matter*, nnd iMirticnlnrly in iIn- 
isne of eX|icmnmitji] research in connection wj(b si atm nhwlricitv, U* duvelmjeil 
venditions m [Hiring the tli^L'l.iivgt* iff hLiuh anormou* f-.ttml in'.i mnf nrn^m^.> Ju to 
rtmlvt l lie ippaTfltiiK bur*Lurr#a pdfitUxI for heii’Ii | hi r [mbps ineltiduh t and hni*lv 

It! ii’iOM'r--, r,T l tin LCJLtion tluit tin.™ etiurimiiin d™brirgo which the five trie jiin freqtif nl ly 
tlfuii'iMi to ex|ii.riliiwit or deni willi Very qaickly render inopemlivu ur d^troV tmeh 
iisuh3 apniTilii^ 

Accord ipiglv, it i» t In- object of my pwflttifc invention to providf n ijmetii.dlv 
indeslriictilile di«chnrgn aptKtmtiiMo meet tin- mow amelinf; n-ijnEremoiK* of till' 

1 0 pr.-i.-nr lay, and lo tint t'uii I prnviilii n n|mrk gupwhich w vlrtimUy *olf-Wauptmtiv\\ 
flndcomprijei) cpjKWte ]antjM diBcburg- f || rfiuM-i «f Lsmi.^idcniWo Eir-fJi, wllEob* beside^ 
their JifliclirmLIy inripEtniirljhlc ulmradcr, |ji)Siusii iiuiiiernn.s vt-CV im|iarliiEil aulvnn- 
l"H'* :*M its will la. more fu I Ly [pointed uUl in tin- nnireo of the following detmleiL 
-liverijitlrtau of tbp 0|)|i[tmtUf, rvfrrence lidug hnri to the nocoinTanvihir dmwiinr. 

SO lllllHttntlvp t>F preferred piuIkk.1 ilileu In thereof. 
In tin- drawing Fig. 1 represent* Eli nliJo elevation n hiinjilf form itr my improved 

M’ULlk 
!' 'n- 3 is « similar dew shewing a lund ideation. 
Fiff. li is :l (op | sli ■ ■ i view'of I hi- form of appnmttiB »fitwn in *j. 

Hi I | novEile tileol rod*-* prtfrmMy lii I be form or appeal* ]mndle] di m gt o' ilia rt|r 
gn[t hit wren w IHJKO frame tmidlUX* cun sli mips (tin 5-f.ULrk gnpt the eilendod atuaof 
lliivp elevli-oden I preventing l he tmdimcy ..f the. fcmdimfier [fur iXiimple) with winch 
my invoiit.i.m will onJlImtiIy h‘ us«h 10 ilij-dinr^e until it bus: reoehvd itrf luiLifmimi 
chnr^-, iiml jiIro ciiodiif. I In- tlischnrge lo I’lconUngly Muhtw when it d.ten Ulce 

5'i [pIiici-, ami rln- djucs uni being Itnhli- lo If'veine nildclr henlt-d, 

T]j<‘&|.ULrk eniLstit nils' drtiinlly ft gfllf-rrenperativc conijcilifr, m it wcrt^ the 
3..inillrlr nilil pruff1 r:ib|y [jIjhh-. metnllio *nrfcm ./, beiiiff (be iliRoliBrao £.yrfaePs 
wb:* ii 'Itp. hwge ttiM^Igh or neiHise the fh(erreiting nir dieleelrle. The nir mn> is 
hrukt-n thrnn^h n'ln'lt iho vrilLage bits exerted ft isofflcienl gtmin ujion the itir to 
Htjuurr «r. Tim Inrger the dUca ore, the j;renter eomk-mu'r euiinvirv will thev Iml’p 
mrnE Uroec the further n[.Jirt they will Hfurk. ' 1 

At Ml || ilkrliTiirgo or [lie anideusir n ftiiiiII ]»rliun of the |jiQl^ th yi, jj. y![iilE3!fl|1 
thcsflceivdie disobargva jjroducLny very lltin nxi^ttlDii lierr ami'lbare until the 
tnt,T.- -urfhc ^ id i lir two dlHet* nw fompletdy cwidised. Tln-ne di.^.ti mnv bn mruh ur 

4U vn]iin*r nr dl In ; an able eomluetor Iniderpnh 

Snitftlile mi ■ana [irovniiit for accurately *dja3(ing these ^ntu ratnHvely lo each 
uILut nnd CTguliitinjf tlidr dinljuu-i- lunrt, Drt in utlicf wonl*. for eonln,]Iine iI... 
riMirUHU'r of the filter voicing yoHiMUs didwtriv, And L-efmiim to i lie dm wines, iiw» 

IPHet Btt] 
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h'iiifoitk'x Impvaummt# in Eitctrio Sftafrk firrp App/irtttit&t 

( tmV“ itliflAfu ft pfond mcaui’i Ibr i«»nnlltbiu|| m>y object, EL will bornm Hint t 
provide u ji'IllfilIiI v of |jjs-t.n <j~ 11 i renjed nL their upper ends un'l urt frying ahmildcrL'iL 
nuts ff1 ■ m the shoulders of which lh placed J lie Lop disc <j'- 

TIlb uJj]jij-Lrn.' pliatci ■) nest* OH a support or table f aud i* mounted Ituslilf nn ft 
post f, befog normally held downwbimy by a spring f container! in a hunger r>r j 
hi>ii r- i 11 lt <f ib pirn■Liiij' frui i] tlie tuLih1 <>1 .-.inL spring bearing ni one mid ii^.iIai^L the 
dan fil'd Lower end u! the hanger f mid at its other l-=i■! 1 tearing ug*inst n w-inIn-r <>' 
retained bv u soivw pv vWr hwul «nl«n a hole or roana in die plate ■> fi>r w»i«ring 
the latter.. 

The plate y in provided on It it underside willi a plurality of or .“irlteis, ip 
herein hIujwel’wh three in number, wbtoli receive propter strut* f" projei-tfog upwardly 
from Uld bade of the instrument. 

TIm*c projrt fm are uf pnacltiety equal length, to l.bnL they eLL|u L Llic plate <f ill 
nteclule parallelism to Llh opponita pinto 

The mi [.port a4 Ims dt'puudLujg from It? lower side il ntcut r;LI which lh engaged by ]j 
the hi fu rent td end f/1! i ►f n [over s11 pi volet! at o11 lo a post fs via i La liime. 

By iliiri provlnioTi the most delicate ^jimLiiRnt h possible simply by *vt juging the 
lover tfa one Way or the other so as to incline the stmts rj,M more or Ip?-:-, nmJ thereby 
hiDnui) or3«rat» tho distance between tbt prates jt, f, tKu- nuts befog de|ieinlet! 
U|niii for Llio eoarspr ridjaist ijipliL& of I In- phLte-o vi> 

In Figs. 2 mid h I 11 uve j-ln’wn a lit- platen */, a1, its hollow and provided with water 
dFcuImfiila pipes r;1*1, in onlrr that they tuny be da-nluldr prcrenlnt fruiu all beating 
under cxtmomtnary condition*. 

Under n-unl ivndlliodB, however, this provision >.- entirely nninuie^=Kieyh it Ih■ jii^p 
sufficient simply to provide tlie plates ns aL’-wn in Fig. L.. 

When the adjacent surfaces of L Llo plaLcs have become c-nt [ti- | y (tub I liter!, i lie platen 
duly be Lunnvl oTOr ODtl their o[i|>:>slle sides uyricl, iiml when bith hld«!4 lutve beiriniie 
oickliKed, they may be HNuttly removed ami ncotuetf oil without destroying auy 
their adjustmentr. 

My n]i]iiuisl l|h uiftkcn |iu—[Otc llu- Hiishleii diBclinrgis of n. coLHienser after I he Intter ■’(] 
haus rcui'hi'd aur-nniiL predeterilhlned poitil.ntul said ili^liargo is of front volume nr 
liirut? mu pc rage omd or n rery ,-uiLilesi imJ abrupt UlttlUr, Uri. the current will not break 
juroft the ajntrk jj a.] i tut til item mo: IluIjkIoIii^ sd, juu! when it i3+m-h do sfcl the duaharge 
Euhes place with a inihUnuni hunting effect, nnt iutorfcriitg tritfh the efficiency, with 
vory ra|i»t and with vary sliorL and nhnrp oneiUntioiM invnpnlile uf being obtained gfi. 
bt*tween n km I! or (joint ftiscEiiirgo gup. 

Tile ndjuslnient of the plates iWalfv&Ly l« eacla ulbcr rcgulnte- the Hlnjierage 
iIlho] large of I lie iunt raiment being alisehorgi'fl. 

Having now |Vlf(joutnrly iL^critn^l and JLECcnnliLoil tiie nature of my sjlJiI insea:- 
tiari, funi in what rnrHiner the wtine j-. tv ba iicrfonncd, l riedaro that «)m! I 411 
claim in :— 

I, A Flunk gnp of the kind described, siitit ^airk gap presenting oppAitte pqtallel 
ili^luirge HLirfsices of relatively ktge linns, nud mean-' for rrfLiJaun^ Elm dirichnrgo 
111? I usi-'s1 lir‘tw4MTi suit] |i;si jl1Ii'] eurfaotP, subBiftntially as described, 

a. Thu herein described s|ULrk gap comprising ojijiiinitK' dcctneJes presenting 4i 
parallel di^ctiDTOU SLlT&CCil, uuo of said cteetrodcH Iniiio hUp[wri ifd Oil three or more 
si ruts of .'■ | ant I length, anal liiVrtH a for rotating said cl rut-s n pported elaMil roilu jlIkiuL 
it.H wntret whereby ils aufjoibnent Uiay 111' s-iiri^i to nml from tlje opposite electrode, 

Libttantia!ly ns iie>eriijnt. 

H. A rmurk gii(i com hri? flag IWo permanent law Fnjperli viol a runs pantile! to hlcIl fa) 
Otlier^ con Hi Ll utfng «w3tc i'l irtcbftsgaS »ttr fncfliF, and an I gBMtni* diulcetric, 
sitid tliicliargH1 snlrfaecs having condenser capacity Tor breaking iltnrn tkie inkrrin% 
liLrlftitrif, nlnl Urn Iileter naiieinaliL'ally restoring or li'itcwilig itFelf, su11&tacia blly nn 
aJewribed* 

I. A spark gap comiui?i(tg opposite hollow platan or ilitcs having pnrolla! dischnrgfc So 
^urfacLH, uicaiiB fur regulating the aiiachftl'gu dialup baLwcen wild surfaces, and 
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Khtmitfe't fmjattvfiiuwb iw fiWc tf/Hint- ltop 

.■jr.-ninei- .n pipe* entering the Mflie, whereby a cironlfUion of water may Ire ttimiiilaitini 
fuf lir-■ 11 i ti y; the plate* or dims coni, «(ktid tnnl Lnlly ah ilescrjherL 

■ r. A s|ark ^ip gaiupifjllbg three or more [idsIh, ibuldan) Stljiutablo tliOrtidfi, it 
I.Inlc or disc hU]j]>art«L on fifth I fchauMcrs, 4 second [.Into belmir the «tme, * MippiTt 

i tliijrefor, three or more upright Hi ruts loudly engaging fimid HU ppirt, and ■tmui" to 
sopjwrt about its ctant m*, whereby mid stmt * wo simatluiiMllfllv and 

d mi in ly moved for varying the di.stance apart of si id pktej, sabftnattftlly hi 
dwtibed* 

ii. A spark comprising n antral ]K>st, a pin malty of supporting post*, two 
10 platen, one carried liy 'mid supporting posts mid the til bar adjacent said central post, 

iljrco or morv altuilar strati inpporLiug said lower pEittet a spring maintaining raid 
in prefer supporting relation, itnd moans to rotate "In1 lower plate on laid 

flMilml post, substantially it* detedbrd. 
7. -\ r|Kirk gup Bompriaing .1 plurality of Hnptiortini? po.*t?, tw-j plates, the lower 

IS plate beitit; pivotally tmtunled, three nr more similar *trnU Hilpjwrt iiig raid lower 
jiliili-, rin i lhe up)»r plate being nupj»rlrt] by said supporting | = ■-r -. » ]■ ■ v■-[ jiivinnlly 
monntNfl cdjaoelit said lower pJnle and loosely tii»nneelod (herewith nl il> inner tun I 
for rotating said plate will lipping ->»i>J krill', Htibslanl jally ai 1 Lfcbtribed., 

8. A spark gap com pricing a ntctntl pat, A plurality of mjpportmg post*,, two 
S(J plnh-s, the lower plait being pivotally m duo ted COQCOftlrfcnlly ci> HPiiii coitlral post, a 

hanger depending fjdjaecli L mill pout, a spring between --mid imal and hanger anil 
engining 1 be ban gin 1* at its lower end and held l>y the post at its upper end, three or 
rnuru similar struts rapporting said lower plnlr, and the Upper plate being s 13pported 
by said mpjwtmg pus I f, :i layer pivotally mounted- iidjiwrlit said lower plate and 

ao hki^rly eon netted llieiwwitb at its inner end Cor rotating mid ulMd atkl Uppiflg said 
struts, HiilKtaJitialLy bh ih'serEhed.- 

I Wed the Mill day of JIjltcIi IflflJ). 

WM. Ji HOOKES & -SON* 
So n»d oft, rhincery lane, tandori, Agent* for the Applicant* 

]trtl|.UIi Print nl lot El IT Uiijwl;f\ SilfclaMiy tlf MnlromiHHL A (>., I*tu,—1WKI, 

<r 
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COMPLETK SPUOU-IOATIOXi 

Improvements l fl and * elating to Static Rectifiers and other Electrical 

Apparatus for Producing or maintaining: Comtitmouis or TTiii- 

diroetional Discharges 

I Thomas Hntmx Kim.ua:, erf 3S Spring Park Athivi1, Bitten, SJotr of 
Has^aobturil^i one (if llw I iiiIl-iI States of Amorim, KNtridiiD^ do hErnbv 
dccEtire tilt1 imtUM of this invention ami m ^linl uludult ibe *iumm i- lo he 
perforin rd, In he psrticulftrEy described and ascertained In nnd by the following 

5 stlitpmont ■—- 

This imvnticn i* shown a** embodied in pin id&cfcrictd machine of the kiLnE 
kpown d- sialic1 rectifiers, I■ ui the iu vent inn considered in its broader (inilllt1? b 
Hut TL’ilrii-Crd in £IIi- particular eleriH^il m rich i Ur, 1ml is wide uppll^atw 
to various kindi of tit fit Heal apparatus,, and embodies certain uu^rlmit 

kl Ij^v^ri^ which 1 have madrK w lit* ruby E luji enabled tti positively mmutAin a el 
elccErieal discharge in one Ifwtfon mily, unit under proper ennditiops to 
intLiEiUiili said d l-.iI i m i jirN' l'i i n 4 J cLionuidy | priKtlicing, pfur nitdaaiccv wilhnut 1 Ji> ■ 
intorrtuition nf n coiumu tnfur^ a enntinnou eurraatp directly from an alternating 

■o r im armi i I an t c arrta 1. 
15 Wilhdiul necesHarBy ^In5ibljc rime (Urh as llm fnH, il miiV lw tmppu-eil lloil llo-m 

is himply rlictricnl dneigy and ilmi tin* presence of said energy Ls what wb 
in II ft positive Kfflditiink uud I lie ple-cnce nf said eftrfey is wlinl Wi *!aLL n 
.ucgnlive coiidLiinm, nml I Lis, Iiikih with mj dinovcrv llifli cleelrir emm cy in 
its pfrtitivp nml it inti didfthargp* Hwbmlly fxum a plane nvitkuul edge?, or 

20 uflgular ot pointed aurfuce*; arid diiehorgei v- ilh prrfwl freedom frum n |‘mm1iih 
enablcs me to control the directum > ■ dindiarae nf the riirrmt nml hiuicc tlu.- 
aceamulnljoii of polwAwL 

M'Ijp rp£|ui*itc mndilicuas an1 provided by meufli id wlmt I term liti es.ienaiontftH.^ 
pniul which pirwiili--, in-siiriv ;i- it rnn be done ijimdhnntrLdlvp die ideal dirH'hnrgH 

Sj ahvtrudr r*r pifc-ilive eniiililanu far I In’ nu(wnrd Hnw n{ lLih ideid i ieu I energy, 
;iHiL by m-eiina of wlint I lorttl n limHIess plnue wiiii-li pntldw Lit fibr Minie 
muafler tla1 reeejdivt- electrnde or nepnlivii rOiaditiotl in wlliidl IhoTC mny be ^imil 
to Im- till B>M.L*aicr nf t'aier^y ^>r -i loofFr |in>tOD-llfll Ihiisi IbziE nf tlte p^int JrnuL 
wliieh 11n1 disiiieii^e (■nrin-^l, an^dagnuH tn li vnuunilp cvmlithi'Q nr ubarSu.Cc of 

PC eIre L r i i 'li l pressu re. 
Jly tEiis uiiikaie, fha crlwtricjil energy i^nds to di-elmrgc coniinUolljsly in otic 

Jinn-EHiii only, trz t from Hjl^ exlrnHiunb^fl |mint k* llic timitlttw pinny. 
I tmro opjilicd niy iflwnfba in Taaiom vr\iyn, \w. for inatncLur, in li static 

uaucLine in whidl Llie r^rriviiag rlcctwth' hu- fin oillntulrdi plunc nurfurc Of 
aft Jurgc li u i nrifca of the limitless plane lyfN' uhil I lie iN^hargS Hretnda ]m± a pnint 

ill neb urge or prerfri’iiMy i^, of jmhitn. lik^ a usual cone : but fnr Ibe piaqu^en 
of fiallLT ex|ilntlnljoPi- nf my luwntioai ais well as bring covered by iH-rEitin of tile 
eli iniN am ttLi-n npplicalkmr I Inu'e i I In Crated my ii^entinn more idabmakdy in 
an elec Irion! njipir^cn^ For prmlucing unidintliuinl iiiscknr.gei uf lii^li poUuti^j 

4l> 111 the ibowipjfs |-"ig t in n vieiV,. purlly in pr-a^iieetive and largely diagram- 
laiaiicp of one form of juuchiflO efubiwlyamg mv invention ; 

Fag v in ii vt-rlhal cross-sectional view slmfritip (]ir ins^l Approved F«r.m 
{■m'w u f I lie cooperating ideclt^Mli^- 

Mg b iLlnsIrale^ 11m- npplamtion 1 hereof lm InLii^furiihEug an mirrmiltecLl 
4ft current iftfo ft consiont current] 

[Trier Set] 
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fanprm r a11 utr Vii j: .1 ■ i Ttttuivtf to Si<rt<t Itn tijier* nvd MtteMcul Appwntvfi, S-e* 

Fig 4 illuilmte tin apphrtlion of my invention. tn 1/^tcn jura fir converting 
an intermittent duellBW into a continuous diseLfttge. 

itef erring now mn-re particularly t« Fig in onSeMlwl ttip loUMiiti&a w*1 
of cllv invention niuv U- (u'hi deaily uuiIil-rs-tfiCMlJI il wdl to. sepil tLat tin’ v 
Irdde -j ir lioiplfd Lir [H’util a lid E Ln.1 I Iii1 extreme iliidmrpi P^l - 3* 
iti nr nriM^i twi digbilv Uinsugh n iminljl api-i-taK f in jl rubber or alher tbit di*r 
whirk i-xteatb ut right anglca Ibcreta, ik* purfituti of this being to cut *■« 
the an tiling ewe "wbieh Vmikl oAuth-lb* to prencai in th* peovcipang »*iIh 
or rarlncc-s of the electrode a+ 

Hi- ikii jJiP^na l pft-viilo (Mi FsivnttionIe3§ point. elect ncully 
thllVniii T uiLNhu h point in which I hr nfclraotiw nrvu of I hi1 cLEctLi.uk- itlalivclt 
te the ojjpi^ih- elcctmdc i» limited lu Hip \mmi itself ura in titk-r wi-i.U, lij wlitcb 
4 he rubber diM? |/ chii-h!* all the stiffh.h? uf ik.L tful ur cdl^t rtrtlc Lh'IiEu*L ttit* ifrj 
print thEreuf- 

liu- rubber Gisc cmrtitiilr# hitimi for euitiaig elf ito rewpli^c aiea about llio 
discharge point, 

Oppitv Ike electrode point b is llu- r«ppiiTc .■U-.-innie * whack mAwtuu u 
negiitW rendition rv-lnliwly t& ito eh-cirmh- i^. and wthich 1 bnw tcrmicil tht- 
limitless rlutt^ rtpeoking iigniti rliT'lrictilLy., this 1-1 >• 1.1«■■ s■ having it 1 ili lt* 1 recr-ptitiV 
nreU iyid (iL-iiLjf iMiwidi-iT willi. inrAUK f^r prei-criiin|t the tratlrdcy (o il i.-ehfirgy, cud 
liicjiris rraiding in pr&MTLling n iWJU^e surface or I'lnn-* w^hcttt -t 
poiotH, neliI lliFi plant- Li scrum! by providing a flat surface f of eoWidctmble 
ndulivp extant- ojj.iI ctin1 irig it# #4gPi back and tnw^atilly a* iuniraled at tjt 
wkiwlay. fiawnl dfrtjricallyr the surfoci* is |imilk« inJUmUrh id it lw no 
termination vrithiii the inJIfUcnCf of th^ di-wkntpi1 pr-inl J* 

hi iapeniiion, the [misilive ^nrrnT tlischorjfH mwiiHf Irom to* point 6 to 
the nlam' / and there Si do diiKMrgr (nm thr Ifllter hack Ip the p>Lut+ one 
ms* on Ihcri-for lM?inp I h-ftt I In- o Hnn l inti of I hr Itdlitle^ plonc is u mpeUmgt 
tlic-rc being ptiu i ii-nlfv no nttmeliiill in th- direction, du*- 1» tin- -nirhlcd 

^Ffoth tin: fanvoing till* MltfllaionlpM jiiunl uwI lunitlpu plane fenlwn*, ^hieli 
is ut thr liu^is of my iQWlltion. will be refill I ly oml firslfflH I. nint it will li<‘ wu 
llml its fSi'lil I* irntwrUHt anA Inr^-. 

Fur psamplo, in Fig n I bave iiHliMLlt'd n typical Honn:L' of inttruuttrai or 
nllprnutiilg t'lievgy in the Evitu f>( bei idducticn rail A (ppnutod by no altert.nling 
riH'i i-jlI'i w-'Jiti muouln -'i ,'■ ote jn’infidnl whh i'li'l-1 ti"h!(*s r, nf ili#i kiiLLl 

Blrtai.lv d^rrtlii.L and opp^lV ttp-e olrttrttlrt wkicli art arranged in pairs aro 
eauplementarr diTlmil^ r «, rBma«n«l u, a werfaing eireuit k «-SiLfli it a 
deftired Lave a roaliitUvu* fuirtnl. _ , 

Semrtlbermg tbal, n« already rtfpUinril, tV- rvl* u-iijn.-- paint and linulici^ «l 
vlune efcclrotlrt eompel thr dU Itargt* to tube iilttn- m uu ilirratioS, il wilt 
Le liPen thnl tliP inform] Kent or allernalimg diieilBige from I 111- coil h L4 auto- 
inuticoilly transferred into si continuoui rnrrenl Ijt lln- h->'r ■•■I- "l oltt-inHlii 
as arm ngitl i ll Fig -3.. ,* 

Itl-ferrinp no* tn Fip 1. where 1 k» ibi -v» a rmitr moipleii- uini'Juzni COO- 
ftlrnctfd lu t'rii|iliiy my invention in an flolwffli# nwniHir, I Imvo nmUhtnl rm 
luitnldo iijiulnting |HiHits "J a si-ries ut thrur otrotrmloi fl, r, ill apposite 
Bfts I lion- br-ingp Irtein ^IhjH-u three puirs in rarh net, mi oppofiiLp Mm ul thi’ 
innrhtno. *. 

Mr, till' nglit luiiLit niilii Ilf t hr mill'll in I’ i lir- IhiwI elorlriiili'H urn mounted W n .iu 
rail :! and <i-rrrtril by a sliirlil ■! lnKhough lln^v may In- s^n-yned by nay other 
suitable mrtljs, n may be enlivenioai, nud, in tfint, ihe moebiho will opemtf lo 
advantage for sonie purposes witlmul uny wreenl, iithL the plane dectrudos nro 
mpanted in a Wmducltir rad while na llie np|iMi-ito side of the ratthilie (lie 
annhi'i-mnl is iti«?Oil. Ibe plane eleetrodn ( bring montiled ill the rail ,1* -ii 
ami the point electrodes in the red y. . 

In a *uital)l» |msLiitmr herein shown as the m ] uf the right hand rod 5, ib 

S5 

3ti 

3.1 
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Imprmvmrwte i n pineJ r*[p*gifi5 fg .StaJae 

mounted a g>oi□ K ■d^Gcte^Jd^:,, ofcp end njajwiidtr ilu-n hi mounted ill tlic- tijiptatte 
twI -5 is a ptbaf rlftitmlp r, ■*% b i Li“ -nnliibtY rouiurttiril thereto ii u-ny fcit-jiL uf 
apparalUM wijL v||^ it may bo lU'sirod (4 h-m; 1 5ll- LsiaeliLm\ brnrin slicira a* ft 
nidenwr U rannrctnl lint- wlip* T. lm tins roodllfEtir u»\+ 

On Jbr Iiunp nr En.iiId l> itn- rnlTJ^I n pUlttKty ftf high potential pirating 

Tamils-, ns tlirv may Ub called, bemffl shuwai uhuiiI iuJartmii rail* INlp 12, l:L 
lie HTDtiui]* of whoso swgAJttriM hit eunJirc-Enl mtiivtiWIy in tin1 |ci#rr set of 
c-lftjitndrtft jiouuwljatelj Ilirin, n~ i- i-h*jiL% r.Iuiwiif and pfimnw err 
eon net1 ted Ui u Imikrv nr idhrct i mu iLl ^»ur<'i ] I, 1*4 ibLpt-fupEer Nt iK’ifig lUii-L-r- 

Itp posed in thi- circuit aiuj a iff inand^a-wf* I V, LlaP ITh being property Sitter powd- 
Tfca cniuteiwrv may bn IJuwwti into the i ^, u* Snoy bo drain'd, by 

svrilclie* f*P B1r iii*'1" 
White tbm 3nnrLhiui" will work wiili elbi-i- terms of mterrupLt-is, jcL Jui the 1***% 

tflirifnfT I Ini-- «r fottud El nfCMBiy 1'« lunplny u ipcna] juterrimkF cou- 

15 -inlap uf a i jp m! |i«iirii]«d villi h cpinntity Lif mercury AWV #Wdi 1* n 
bglh of kerosene nil pH1 

A fised conductor mP From the interrupter ™ tend* into the mctruryP uo4 
n.lfflV-fi t3u> **111.'.- i-i ■mUjJf'J ® fprif-i of | i-l 11 BgPn fir fnniflH ili itki-T^ Mb’, W*t nij, 

i h'itil'.-l I ii^l^f tn-rly Willi llm si1 TO nit high jwtebilLtti unite 10, 1-^ Ulid 

*Ji) operated by A -liufl m* drm'n by nay ULitnldc m™ns, n» by n butUir m¥, Mi ^ 
□ cm3 || UI Il-V MU. 

4>q thf «bp-fl ffl* otp t*«tnbin w13 trl4,t$TfIy ^JjiUslahli* hr mmiii in set 
TfHf\ 

\ liiivr* iliwrih^il my mtrhaJifiBi in uIt il? pinfi-i-riHL ilrtALla of cnmni-Uf-tieHij 
2:PJ hm-in ■' 1 ilI hm! i«'i.l r hill it u ill Ih< uiLil^nUioil iIlbI ninny O-.mipi^ am! piabfltkta- 

1 liiiti- jnuy bo rrsKirb'ii tei wiibnnl lLl>|iud 133*^ fr-nrri thr ii-ci*1 iCinfHn iny 

rnTFEikn, mini li*l tlu1 form nni! prm^ral ^ihkv uf> of Ihr ippirfltVJ vEll usually 
3wi inncliHi'ij io ODnfoTm l« thm piii-ii?ijlnT nan) purpoue fnr wrllirh it 
bi inljuadcd, B 

Tin' oprrjLiinn it follaWi WI^jl quuiitaliw rflfitl ep? dwkmip' jk 

Lbo Ibl^rru|’iii|r 1* wi rus slkottii,. Blue- rwcntri-TH nit 1m*itit [ilaoit! th■■ <afrn\ -o litnl 
111? eoiLa nrr *11 bmlc^u iiiHiullaihroutly. tb# milt lufin^ in ttiultipJ#,, ami Ibrrrliy 
Ua>^ lnw>r -b mi lIm- ught b.Mi-i, i™ii|l(ibirrrti*ly iJiwlbPT^ I^Li-ir 
iriihwtiTP r«B-l-. lilts roubthHl ilt^liir^p i- rwivinl !■}■ tbi*^ opfewaig 

3.V r].vrtni<l^ f u.bit nnswjrwl by ibr rntflqrlnr Sp ifat^trlaV piTbOff nn^ ffliWu*1ta 
diM-Luruv froBb ib^ paint NT1 la iiir r«-favirtir f-l^trodc <K thn titwnk bobof rsm* 
pitted IbmiffiKin ibrou^h rtr mp|«-r ■■IrrLn.ilr rp 11> t3fcifc i-teclmlc nml UtitaTOlfl 
[Ki* < 11 i'-riv-f ip :* r h :irifnl, ?irr*iTilin^ li« a It raparity. 

If tut slip nllrr Inaliif. fimltbHil>' i'f dhobirpc m ilewit^iL, ihl- OMf^lrirf niIJ nt^ 
|h *dju*rM stL ili?p witli rarlL OlbfT.' fO tkll UtV ilil^rniptions m tha Piapfrltty rup 

‘in- nwrlr cllan^ourJt, nr in nuwwmitL, tbrrpby lb- cfpil* IfE, 
IS, 1^. •uciw^sivfly. am! brae* prodding1 a roatiunorii il i ^J^■^|.f»TJ!,l,- hi-Ewnru tbs 

pi1, t1, "Hfch dkbinr S^iiL^ -n n uETrit -rtilteg^ owmlinfl lo flin 
rnnartiy of I hr Mmlr»!«i&r |!?, Hih 17 . urwicil !^rl 111 it icsnl, 

4$ i)y Jbn-irmg ■ plurality nt nuliiHcnn ^rkei nr bigb potential gfliffralorsb BTnngvd 
tiL gtep in ronn*fiNKi vith I'm fwinf and plman rhialrodw, 1 nni Wmll-ful E* 
oblujii a nrttinuftun discliar^^, Vf-t tutplny 1 in1iTri.|itiiFbB ihv r£‘hull WitiR 
that m maximum nulpuf it mruJr c^rtoLU. 

Thit ifiult ben 11 mL Ibi^retofnrr boon fcniblit** il would 3hp( uiM-^Kfbty _En 
Aft inM>nte Ibr- icir^irnptrr-witlt im-at nipulity in onk-r fu poc tbr ki(fk potenlinl 

nnilifRd, in id fl-lbi-n ibr> ktemplinus nf I roil An- rM ^tMliibply rapid tin- uH tpHt 
fruin Hb^ il^'iinjury, ^ 11 «r!| 7cnn™ ei, i* Imkbw if-* rapn^ty, 

idhM'itlbyii mafcL-1 jsas*bbk oliluiiiiag il ptitrly darorl diRolorpo. i-f., 

fmati oBoilUEioni, s-urb a* bas b^tTlnffciM1 been ulrtnlnrd unSy fraas a iLalh 
mftcbinp; BMoraipkiilii^ ibt* bflncHjnjtr or ran End uf P-bV ^uant ilv, bnwrvrr grrat, 
ui IbLgli |Ki1ratial cutre-QE; m n thi^E powerful peorntrir fnr X-r*v work, umi 
ideal m ii^ mibtrol of Ihr Kjiutlity of X-eiith, nu ncrottot nf tin- dhrLargr Ibribjj 
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/ii #v£fj C mgr ft* Strife lied rimi ^r-rfn'iruJ Jf. 

w^ojly iu or*1 dilwlliHl., creiLlipmou?^ ntul fmm n nm^i^rri Iwfcjdi-s vaiiflOB 
other tid vantages- which will occur to tk» *kiilfi;] in the ari 
. ^ 1 Imve i] ] lih (iti t cut my rWtrwji1 inyttilion iippiivd to two Lij’ilcd 
jflt* IS bluing their outer ciwtings ulcdriqiJly «ninerted liv a wire lit mu] 
thi'w inner coating* iniinerted by posts j> In which ■ :«■ mounted u-ual ilitdlirf!l> 5 
rnd-i v, mill posts-, llOWlTr, being provided nil 11■ i i upfN-r rxlitmilies with 
frii' rlpctrodM «, r: uppotitr to elpi'lnhln rP *t, al the Ld initials of t coil h 
[operated by a a interrupted current). 

]iy th-i - infHTis^ it is pn-iai 11le In illqiutulii pnr>r.iiil iEl*« harge nt an approsi¬ 
ll itilely lixni paten L Lul si mil nr to I be df-charge j r • ■ li ■ a siatLi machine, n.i tin* |0 
intermit I rut iHscliarg? fmui the imlurtinn ini] which i* lhe somyci of mjvpiy 
lor (be liovileli jura,. is enabled to keep ihc Leyden j.if* a! .i |k.h in .(Ut sat united 
point, so that the hitter run maintain a votthlant ; - harge t«etTrivti 1 h■ :r roda r, 

Having now purlieu! a I'ly described and twvrtlinid tk nature nf my paid 
in Ten I ion. ami Mi wbn( mnnntT the film : formed, [ (kfhtr that 1>) 
wllJit I chini i»; — 

1- The herein ilnrriki means for prod Urine i rani in noun or unidirectional 
discharge, consisting of eloel rndeji intr of which bn# a difehe^ point anil i* 
tlruvidnQ with mean*, for cutting r-ff I be i e'ceju ive aim jf-mi »nid [mint* and 
Oliullier nf nliiHi has i luge pfri"|itirr orr* provided with nnu for preventing 2D 
tlm tendency in dhu-hargi1. a» set forth. 

rWlfniJe lenuiuahiig in a place . < mint-ring >nrf*reF Laving its edges, 
CHired nr nailed rnlnrardir and inwardly 

fl. Ati i'll - tt !i' tfiiniiiujlinjr ill a tomparatEvely fine point, and a Ail .diielil 
extending approximately At tight Angle* to saiil nlm 11n.t - nml having it -mull 2-fj 
aperture in whieli hnid point is located. 

4. In an electrical apparatus, a srntrre of intermittent oWlrical energy having 
stite Opposite terminals chntrpdti nne of which has u discharge poilU. provided 
with nietui> fur milling n(F Hie receptive ami :■ limit said ilifrltcirire point Olid 
tha other nf which ban il lorgi’ n-ei*]it ive nrcsi provided with lilOQtii fur pn1 von ling tHI 
thjn irfldenry to clisrhorge, said tiirsnn- rneidini! iu piveenting u ii-i-rpl ivr mLrfnii1 
wit bool augloH or points, nml Hbcr iderlroiLcH cooper o t i ng ivitb -nid (etmihul 
«l«iiwk, there Iteinp u disnltnrgi^ pnillt olctlrmle nmnigcd In rnoprmh witli n 
receptive oti'o cbdndt oud r/rc fiTni. 

fi. An flrctficnl Jip|Mi™tuN, 4-epiipricing n ]ilnrnEily nf Idgk pnh'ldinl gobefating 35 
kinitu, utiiL nirmi- boiling Uivm iu n unLilirci-lioiml djiardiJLi'gn 

(i- An clfcl rinil up p,i im t u -, mi uprising u phmiilitv ti high pulcnliul generating 
unit*, ntHih.1 for giving tlimn j, nnirlirrt tinnal ih-n b.irte. ciitj nu'chulliaiu for 
diBebergirig llu'ni siliiuItrtQpnnslir nr di--.ni : iMmim-lv. ii- desin^l. 

T, An I'lwtriml opfNHitlus. enqtfM|g a ptanliiy nf inrittaticm coils whoso dfl 
secondorics Imvn jiI rme end n point i‘|Dflhn|i-p urnt nl IJi- other end n plane 
elect Mite, eiioperutinjj pli'ftrnih* lln'trFbr, and a rniidenner mill £ntemipli>r in 
the rtnenit nf the primfiricfl of said onih, si id interrupter cojmm^nng a mere dry 
mip having n serie.i ni nuivuldi- cOittAOl juahei- innvutdp in oil nbnvr said turn vary 

5, An idi'flrirnl apjinralus. comprising A plurality nf induction coils whose 
scHffiiluricti hove 111 ulie i-ad u point oleclroili\ end ol the other mid a ]ilune 
eli’ctrmEe. isai[H»nati.ug h I. l iiiiib-i llirtrfor, a condenser mid interrupter in ihc 
circuit Ilf (Ilc prim.! rim of -mid imila, whl i ti tcrrilpli’r comp rising » iin-reury i-up 
buviag a verics- of IlliiVflhte I'-nnEni'l milkers miivu14,• in ■ ij 1 .t.Ihitp said (BOfCUIYt 
find mi'uns for varying the lunvcuu-llt of eft id nmluet makois with felution to Each Jj() 
flikf. 

An elpolricnl |i]ipnrftii]i eninjiri-ing a plurality of induction rolls wbo-i». 
fiedmdiiriCfl httVc at enc end a point rLrrtrade, nnd lit llie other rlul a plane 
clrrtnorle, coopeinl ing tvler-Trndr* ihendor, a condenser ami internipEer m the 
cimiil of the primaries ii: --.iid foils raid interrupter comprising a Jiuwritly cup 
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iTApretrrwrtt* iti tn*4 r'tnUv&t*} Sutfi? thctijier* and Ettrfrivzi , 
liiivitop^ B| HTiPr t*r mnVAlp|p nuilurl .k^r* iiiuviilk-l-i1 ihi nil minI rm'tt'Diy. 
^uu3 niiifk-HM-i lMvifciff II ^itumtitv of in4t|»italniif porta, nail awilrliinp iirdiukiii 
fiap Itiinn'jjig fjmj pnrti niiiliij’Hri3rlnil|Lv in In ihfi Hi mil ul »uul ^rmiuia'jrt. 

iWci Llit^ 1-01 h- ifnj- ul Jobe IflOL 

WMf EHIOOKES * SQJi 
•Jhi d M flmncefr Lsmu LoUihpL 

Ajprratj far tlli< Apfiliriuil 

KHluJJi PlfcflUd tor 11-4 UftjHt}-'- ii^lknwrr Utfic*. In MtW^n A tfc.p 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 High-Frequency Apparatus, of which the fol¬ 
lowing description, in connection with the ac¬ 
companying drawings, is a specification, like 
letters on the drawings representing like 
parts. 

xo My invention relates to oscillators or high- 
frequency coils, having for its object the pro¬ 
vision of compact apparatus of enormous ra¬ 
pidity and comparatively light weight and 
bulk especially adapted for work with X-rays. 

15 The details of my apparatus will be more 
fully apprehended in the course of the follow¬ 
ing description, taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, illustrative thereof, 
and the invention will be more fully defined 

20 in the appended claims, forming a part of this 
specification. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 shows diagram- 
matically one embodiment of a simple form 
of apparatus for carrying out my invention. 

25 Figs. 2 and 3 are similar views showing fur¬ 
ther features of the invention. 

A A designate a circuit from a suitable 
source of electricity, herein shown as a dy¬ 
namo D, this circuit being any usual com- 

30 mercial circuit or branch from a usual street- 
main or any other source of energy and leads 
directly,without any intervening apparatus, 
to a condenser C of small capacity. 

The condenser is connected at either end 
35 (the right-hand connection being indicated 

by dotted lines, Fig. 1) to a coarse primary 
P, preferably having a single winding of a 
high-frequency coil H, a break B being inter¬ 
posed in the circuit, this break being shown 

40 as a commutator, although any other high¬ 
speed interrupter may be employed. 

From the above description it will be un¬ 
derstood that the dynamo is in direct circuit 
with the condenser, giving the latter a con- 

45 tinuous primary charge, which is constantly 
piled up in the condenser; but the relatively 
coarse wires of the coil-circuit, the circuit be¬ 
ing completed with great rapidity by the high¬ 
speed break, tend constantly to discharge the 

50 condenser, and this is accomplished and with¬ 
out any excessive raising of the potential 
thereby, so that the potential of the coil de¬ 

pends almost altogether upon the fluctuations 
of the condenser for its intensity. 

The fluctuations in the oscillator or coil are 55 
exceedingly high, for the reason that the 
break is run at a very high speed and the 
secondary is tuned thereto, being of rela¬ 
tively few turns, as already stated, the re¬ 
sult being that there is a very powerful spark- 60 
ing from the electrodes e er> and yet the po¬ 
tential of the coil is not so high as in the os¬ 
cillators at present employed, and therefore 
no oil insulation is required. This is a great 
desideratum in this apparatus, for the reason 65 
that the oil insulation has proved a very se¬ 
rious obstacle in practice. 

• In order to increase the efficiency of the ap¬ 
paratus still more, I prefer to construct the 
break or otherwise provide it with means 70 
whereby the intervals between the interrup¬ 
tions thereof maybe proportioned to the time- 
constant of the circuit, and for this purpose 
I have indicated in dotted lines in Fig. 1 an 
adjustable brush 5', movable relatively to 75 
what I may term the “ main ” brush 6, (shown 
in full lines,) these brushes being adjusted 
so that the two brushes shall both rest to¬ 
gether on an insulation before the contact is 
again completed) the periods of contact be- 80 
tween said interruptions being readily pro¬ 
portioned, as stated, by this means, so as to 
correspond to the time-constant of the circuit, 
or instead of the adjustable means shown in 
Fig. 1 and just described I may build the 85 
commutator, if that kind of interrupter be 
used, so that it shall be definitely propor¬ 
tioned originally as desired, this construction 
being indicated in Fig. 3, where the contact- 
segments 52 are shown as having considerable 90 
peripheral area, so as to increase the period 
of contact of the brush to correspond to the 
time period of the circuit. This feature of 
my invention produces greatly-improved re¬ 
sults in the oscillatory discharge of the coih 95 

Another improvement resides in providing 
an additional break B' at that end of the con¬ 
denser which is adjacent the other break B, 
but not so as to cutoff the circuit A from the 
latter break. I have indicated this break in 100 
Fig. 1. In this construction the breaks will 
beso constructed that certain of their inter- 
nations will be substantially in unison and 
certain other of their interruptions will .be 
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out of unison—that is to say, if tlie breaks 
are both rotated on and by the same shaft or 
otherwise caused to rotate in synchronism. 

The break B may have, for instance, thirty 
5 contact-segments.and the break B' may have 

twenty contact-segments, so that as a result 
there will be in one revolution ten interrup¬ 
tions in unison and ten times when the two 
breaks will be half an interval apart and ten 

io times when they will be a whole interval 
apart. Any other arrangement for produc¬ 
ing this effect maybe substituted. One break 
may have fifteen segments and the other 
twenty, etc. 

15 The effect of the above-outlined construc¬ 
tion is that the coil is given great frequency, 
and when the complete construction, as in¬ 
dicated, Fig. 1, is employed extraordinary re¬ 
sults may be produced by causing the pro- 

20 portioning and arranging of the parts to be 
such that a spark-gap shall be maintained in 
the break B with an approximately continu¬ 
ous discharge, the break B operating in its 
revolutions to increase and decrease this 

25 spark-gap and the break B; interrupting the 
same by intermittingly connecting the con¬ 
denser into the circuit thereof, so that the op¬ 
eration of the oscillator is brought down from 
the usual singing sound to a sharp decisive 

30 snap and the sparking thereof is changed 
from the usual bluish sparking to a series of 
white sparks. Indeed, for certain laboratory 
purposes a copper disk may be substituted 
for the break B, which being rapidly rotated 

35 will cause by reason of the slight unevenness 
of its surface and of the frictional contact of 
the brush therewith a pulsation or interrupt- 
ive tendency in its circuit, producing to some 
extent a similar effect to that of the break B. 

40 The primary P may be either inside or out¬ 
side the secondary S, being insulated there¬ 
from at I, and the coil may have a core, al¬ 
though I prefer to use it without a core. 

In Fig. 2 I have shown the primary P' out- 
45 side of the secondary S' and have shown 

means for adjusting the coil so as to per¬ 
fectly balance the fluctuations thereof and 
produce the precise harmonic effect desired 
for the purposes of any particular use there- 

50 of-—as, for instance, the study of striae, &c.— 
this means consisting of two brushes p p\ 
sliding back and forth by any suitable means, 
being shown as mounted on conductor-rods r 
r', insulated from each other at r2, the insn- 

55 lation of the primary being grooved to form 
a contact-path p2, along which the brushes 
may move in contact with the successive turns 
of the coil. 

From the above description it will be evi- 
60 dent that the sparking between the electrodes 

e er may be varied, so as to get any kind of 
discharge desired, it being £>ossible to move 
the brushes p pf together toward each other, 
so as to decrease the area of the primary 

65 evenly relatively to each end of the second¬ 
ary, or to move one brush independently of 
the other,and thereby increase or decrease the 

relative area of the primary at one or the other 
end of the secondary, it being worthy of ob¬ 
servation also that the portion of the primary 70 
which is cut out, or that is left remote from 
the secondary beyond the brush, is not cut 
out entirely, so as to be.of no effect; but it 
has an appreciable effect in influencing the 
action of the coil, the latter being, however, 75 
more readily seen in connection with the ap¬ 
paratus shown in Fig. 3, to which reference 
will now be made. 

I have shown a primary in Fig. 3 external 
to the secondary S2 and made up of twosepa- 80 
rated portions P2 P3 adjacent the respective 
ends of the oscillator, each of these portions 
being made up of a flat helix of flat conduc¬ 
tor, such as a copper ribbon, properly insulat¬ 
ing from itself, as indicated, brushes p3 p4 be- 85 
ingpreferably provided movable up and down 
to contact with the successive layers of each 
helix, as shown, for the same purpose as al¬ 
ready described in connection with the mov¬ 
able brushes of Fig. 2, the primary having an 90 
intermediate portion P4 to give direction to 
the fluctuation. The secondary has prefer¬ 
ably end pieces s s', which may be of copper 
or other conductor, being preferably ribbons 
of tin-foil secured to the inner surface of the 95 
insulation I, these extended areas of the sec¬ 
ondary being in the direct field of influence 
of the portions P2 P3 of the primary. The 
operation and advantage of this construction 
is that it adds capacity to the high-frequency ico 
coils, so that a bright spark and heavy dis¬ 
charge takes place instead-of the more dis¬ 
ruptive discharge heretofore. The end por¬ 
tions of large area of the secondary give a 
condenser action to the secondary, tending to 105 
store or accumulate potential and produce 
much heavier and more sudden discharges 
with greater drop than would take place if 
the secondary terminated in the fine wire it¬ 
self merely. . no 

While I have described above my new 
method of operating an oscillator or high-fre¬ 
quency coil, I may remark that particularly 
in connection with the form of apparatus 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 one or more choke- 115 
coils c (see Fig. 2) may be used in order to 
raise the potential. 

The apparatus already described is of pe¬ 
culiar advantage for use in the observation 
of vacuum-tube discharges and the study of 120 
strise, it being necessary in such matters to 
be able instantly and delicately to change the 
conditions of observation, the operator judg¬ 
ing thereof by the appearance of the phe¬ 
nomena. For instance, if the stride are con- 125 
fused and indistinct it is necessary to bring 
the coil into tune or at least into different 
tune from its condition, whatever the latter 
may be, and it is not always feasible and it 
may be, in fact, impossible to get the desired 133 
results by changing the speed of the break or 
the charging of the condenser or the capacity 
of the latter, &c. 5 so that these observations are 
rendered extremely difficult and unscientific. 
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By the adjustable feature of my invention 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 the coil may be in¬ 
stantly and accurately adjusted, so as to bring 
out the stride distinct and clear. Again, still 

5 taking the study of striae as an illustration, 
it frequently happens that the latter will con¬ 
stantly rush toward one end of the tube or 
will separate at the opposite ends thereof and 
will waver, so that they may not be readily 

io studied or so that they may not be photo¬ 
graphed, for instance. My invention enables 
the operator at once to throw the coil into 
such perfect balance that he may cause the 
strife to remain perfectly stationary as de- 

15 sired simply by moving the brush p or p' out¬ 
wardly at the end of the coil which proves to 
be the weaker, thereby bringing the influ¬ 
ence of a higher potential to bear upon that 
end of the coil or by oppositely moving the 

20 other brush to lower the potential at the 
stronger end of the coil. 

While I have herein shown a preferred em¬ 
bodiment of my invention I wish it under¬ 
stood that I am not restricted thereto, but that 

25 various changes in details and rearrange¬ 
ments of the combinations of parts may be 
resorted to within the spirit and scope of my 
invention as defined by the claims. 

Having fully described my invention, what 
30 I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat¬ 

ent, is— 
1. In an induction device provided with a 

primary having a plurality of turns, means 
' to shift the circuit connection from one turn 

35 to another t ransversely of said turns, at either 
or both ends of the coil at will, substantially 
as described. 

2. The combination with a relatively im¬ 
movable primary and a secondary of an in- 

40 duction device, of means to vary the posi¬ 
tion of the field of said primary relatively to 
the secondary by increasing said field at one 
end of the secondary and decreasing it at the 
other end, or vice versa, substantially as de- 

45 scribed. 
3. The combination with a primary and a 

secondary of an induction device, of means 
to bring a greater or less number of turns of 

the primary into direct inductive action on 
the secondary independently at either end 50 
thereof, substantially as described. 

4. The combination with a primary, of a . 
secondary having opposite end portions of 
large area, substantially as described. 

5. The combination with a primary, of a 55 
secondary, said secondary having opposite 
end portions of large area, and said primary 
also having relatively large area opposite 
thereto, substantially as described. 

6. In an induction device, a primary hav- 60 
ing end portions of low resistance and ex¬ 
tended area, substantially as described. 

7. In an induction device, a primary hav¬ 
ing end portions of low resistance and ex¬ 
tended area, said portions consisting of rib- 65 
bon-like fiat coils, substantially as described. 

8. In an electrical apparatus, a source of 
energy, a primary, and a break in series cir¬ 
cuit, and a condenser and second break in 
parallel across said source of energy, said sec- 70 
ond break being interposed at that end of the 
condenser adjacent said other break, said two 
breaks being constructed to give certain in¬ 
terruptions substantially in unison, and cer¬ 
tain other interruptions out of unison, sub- 75 
stantially as described. 

9. In an electrical apparatus, a source of 
energy, a primary, and a break in series cir¬ 
cuit, and a condenser and second break in 
parallel across said source of energy, said sec- 80 
ond break being interposed at that end of the 
condenser adjacent said other break, said two 
breaks being constructed to give certain in¬ 
terruptions substantially in unison, and cer¬ 
tain other interruptions out of unison, and 85 
said first-mentioned break having the inter¬ 
vals between its interruptions proportioned 
to the time-constant of the circuit, substan¬ 
tially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 90 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 
Witnesses: 

Geo. II. Maxwell, 
Geo. W. Gregory. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 High-Frequency Induction Apparatus, of 
which the following description, in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, is a speci¬ 
fication, like letters on the drawings repre¬ 
senting like parts. 

io My invention is an improvement in induc¬ 
tion-coils, and has for its principal object the 
provision of an apparatus capable of unlim¬ 
ited high frequency without danger of self- 
destruction or breaking down. 

15 Induction-coils as ordinarily constructed 
are wound in disk form, the disks being placed 
side by side, usually in a columnar or tubular 
form over a central core, so that of course the 
coils are shortest, and hence offer least re- 

20 sistance, at the centers of the disks or next 
the core, and the highest potential is at the 
outside—i. e., at the circumference of the 
disk—where the coils are the longest. I have 
departed entirely from this principle and 

25 have produced a flat coil in which the highest 
voltage is at the shortest turns and the low¬ 
est voltage is at the longest turns, or, in other 
words, the voltage increases inversely as the 
resistance. 

30 In its simplest form and preferred embodi¬ 
ment my invention comprises a coarse pri¬ 
mary of few turns and a fine secondary of 
many turns, preferably coaxially arranged, 
and the primary being confined to the low 

35 voltage or circumferential portion of the sec¬ 
ondary. 

The details of construction and the more 
complete embodiment of my invention and 
the more striking phenomena thereof will be 

40 set forth in the course of the following de¬ 
scription, reference being had to the accom¬ 
panying drawings, and the invention will be 
more particularly defined in the appended 
claims. 

45 In the drawings, in which I have shown 
preferred embodiments of my invention, Fig¬ 
ure 1 is a central vertical section of a simple 
coil or apparatus, illustrating one form of my 
invention. Fig. 2 is a top plan view thereof, 

50 on a reduced scale and partly diagrammatic, 
in order to give a clear understanding there¬ 
of. Figs. 3 and 4 are perspective details of 

insulators or separators employed. Fig. 5 is 
a view similar to Fig. 1, showing a complete 
embodiment of my invention. Fig. 6 is a top 55 
plan view thereof, partly diagram matic. Fig. 
7 is a fragmentary view showing one way of 
making the coarse primary. 

In a box A of any suitable shape and size 
desired, being herein shown in Figs. 1 and 2 60 
as circular and in Figs. 5 and 6 as oblong with 
rounded ends, I mount a primary B and a sec¬ 
ondary C, a partition D, preferably of glass, 
being interposed between the primary and 
secondary, if desired, although it maybe omit- 65 
ted. The box A has preferably a removable 
bottom a and top a', Fig. 5, these parts being 
preferably constructed of vulcanite or other 
insulating material. 

When a partition D is employed, a ledge a8 70 
may be molded, stamped, or turned, if de¬ 
sired, on the inner wall of the box, on which 
the partition may be seated, and for neatness 
of construction the top also will preferably 
rest on a similar ledge. The top and bottom 75 
may be screwed or otherwise secured to the 
edges of the walls or rim of the box,.although 
I wish it understood that the details of the 
inclosing box maybe infinitely varied within 
my invention. 80 

I wind the secondary C, of fine wire and 
such area as is desired, in the form of a thin 
flat disk and secure it by suitable means in 
one of the sides of the box, herein shown as the 
upper side, the securing means being herein 85 
shown as comprising a plurality of glass rods 
c, arranged in pairs oppositely placed above 
and below the secondary and together consti¬ 
tuting a holding-grid. It is obvious that this 
grid may be made in any form, the parallel 90 
bars being preferred merely for convenience. 
Having properly positioned the secondary be¬ 
tween its holding-rods c or such other hold¬ 
ing devices as maybe used, I preferably con¬ 
nect the terminals of the secondary with a 95 
current sufficient to raise the secondary to a 
considerable heat and then pour into the box 
a melted insulating compound E, preferably 
of rosin and beeswax, sufficient to fill the box 
and entirely cover the secondary, preferably 100 
also covering the holding-rods c, as is indi¬ 
cated in the figures, maintaining the heat for 
a sufficient time to insure that the melted rosin 
and wax shall have permeated into every in- 
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terstice of tlie secondary and its neighboring 
parts. The primary is put in position in the 
same manner, excepting that no holding-grid 
is necessary therefor, inasmuch as the inher- 

5 ent rigidity of the coarse wires prevents any 
buckling or warping thereof under the action 
of the heated insulating compound. The re¬ 
sult is that when the insulating compound 
has hardened the primary and the thin flat 

io disk of the secondary are insulated absolutely. 
In view of the fact that my secondary is 

made of such fine wire and in the form of a 
thin disk it is necessary that it should be 
positively held b}’ a grid-like holder while the 

15 wax is being poured, as otherwise it would 
work out of shape. 

The rods c may be held at their ends by 
glass blocks c', as shown in Fig. 4, or a more 
convenient construction is that shown in Fig. 

20 3, where it will be seen that the rods are sev¬ 
erally provided with heads c2 and are tied to¬ 
gether simply by wrapping a piece of silk 
thread c3 around the ends thereof. This lat¬ 
ter construction is extremel}7 convenient. 

25 These glass rods, it may be remarked, are also 
advantageous for bolding thin or fragile con¬ 
ductors in various other relations than that 
herein shown. 

It will be observed that the partition D is 
30 cut away at its middle portion, so that it will 

be understood that both sides, or, in other 
words, the entire apparatus, is poured at once 
with the insulating compound. The com¬ 
pound which I have mentioned is normally 

35 solid, and therefore there is no tendency in 
the apparatus to leak; but, on the contrary, 
it is substantially one piece or solid, without 
any danger of loosening or getting injured. 
Moreover, if from any cause wdiatever any 

40 heating effects have been produced at any 
point in the apparatus, it is evident that the 
fusible insulating compound would be sof¬ 
tened or melted sufficiently to cause it auto¬ 
matically to flow around the heated portions 

45 and maintain perfect insulation. 
1 prefer to employ a primary made as illus¬ 

trated in full lines in the figures, where it 
will be seen that it consists of a flat helix of 
coarse wire or metal, although it may be in 

50 other forms—for instance, as indicated in 
dotted lines at IF in Fig. 0. This helix B is 
conveniently made by sawing a piece of sheet 
metal to produce the form shown, (see Fig. 
7,) the air-gap formed by the saw-cuts being 

55 sufficient in practice to insulate the primary, 
especially when embedded in the insulating 
compound, as explained. 

I have shown both primary and secondary 
as circular, although it will be understood 

60 that the}7 may be square, oval, or any other 
shape desired—oval, for instance, being pref¬ 
erable where it is desired to get a long spark- 
gap in an instrument of the form shown in 
Fig. 1. 

65 In the above description I have purposely 
omitted all technical details of construction 
in order to present my invention in its broad 

features and in its simplicity, although it will 
be understood that proper binding-posts and 
connections will be provided, as indicated at 70 
b* b3, Fig. 1, and that the other usual features 
of regulation will be used in connection there¬ 
with, including a break, condenser, &c. The 
inner terminal of the secondary is shown at 
c4 as extending in a central post a4 to a usual 75 
adjustable electrode a3, and the opposite ter¬ 
minal of the secondary is shown in Fig. 1 as 
terminating at a thimble or ferrule c3 in a 
socket a6, which may contain an}’" suitable 
electrode, a ring-discharger a7 being shown 80 
in place therein. 

Referring to Figs. 5 and 0, it will be seen 
that I have provided two primaries B2 B3, 
connected together at 64, and two secondaries 
C2 C3, electrically connected by a contact ring 85 
or ferrule c5 similar to that already described. 
The two primaries and secondaries are sepa¬ 
rated by an insulating-block A', which con¬ 
stitutes a portion of the box, and they are 
embedded in insulating compound precisely 90 
the same as described in the simpler form of 
the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, it being un¬ 
derstood that the connecting - wires of the 
primary and secondary are carried through 
insulating-tubes, as is indicated at a8, Fig. o. 95 
The inner terminal of each of the secondaries 
C2 C3 connects with a central post a4, contain¬ 
ing an electrode a5, as already described, and 
the thimble or ferrule & (shown in Fig. 5 as 
stopped by a plug a9) is adapted to receive a 100 
discharge-ring a7 or any other form of elec¬ 
trode, although usually it will be stopped by 
the plug, as shown. The primary is restricted 
to the circumferential portion of the second¬ 
ary—that is to say, it is located in the vicinity 105 
of the outer or larger turns of the secondary 
in the form of an annulus having a large cen¬ 
tral aperture. Besides this, I make the pri¬ 
mary relatively short and of large cross-sec¬ 
tional area, the latter feature giving the pri- no 
mary large condenser or static capacity. Also 
there is an entire absence of any core or any¬ 
thing of that nature to produce sluggishness. 
The result is that I am enabled to obtain ex¬ 
ceedingly high frequency without destructive 115 
heating. 

The primary being entirely or mainly lo¬ 
cated at one side of or adjacent the circum¬ 
ferential portion of the secondary and there 
being no core of magnetic material, but only 120 
electrical inductive action, there results a 
piling up or condensing of the lines of force 
at the center of the secondary in an obvious 
vertical form, so that the potential or voltage 
of the inner portion of the coil is high and 125 
of the outer portion low. The intensity of 
the electrical field is enormously increased at 
the center of the coils and nearly all the lines 
of force of the entire coil are concentrated 
upon this central portion thereof, and the 130 
construction is such that this condition is 
maintained—that is to say, there is an enor¬ 
mous propulsive discharge from the elec¬ 
trode at the center of the coil and there is 
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scarcely any discharge from the outer elec¬ 
trode thereof at c5. This will be understood 
by referring to Fig. 1, where I have indicated 
by dotted lines the discharge effects. The 

5 discharge takes place or may take place like 
radiant flames collected by a ring, as shown 
in Fig. 1, or by removing the ring or turning 
the electrode a5 at some other angle this ra¬ 
diant discharge simply shoots out into space, 

io One great advantage besides that already 
pointed out of the high frequency and enor¬ 
mous discharge is that there is no fear of 
melting down^the coil. Heretofore in induc¬ 
tion-coils it has been necessary to exercise 

15 extreme care in regulating the discharge-ter¬ 
minals so as to prevent too great resistance 
between them, as otherwise the apparatus 
would at once short-circuit itself and quickly 
be ruined, whereas in my present invention 

20 all this is done away with. 
While I have herein described a preferred 

embodiment of my invention, I wish it un¬ 
derstood that very many changes and rear¬ 
rangements may be resorted to Avithout de- 

25 parting from the spirit and scope of the in¬ 
vention and that I am not limited otherwise 
to details than as expressed in the appended 
claims. 

Having described my invention, what I 
30 claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 

is— 
1. An induction device, comprising a sec¬ 

ondary in the form of a flat coil, and a pri¬ 
mary in the form of a flat coil, superimposed 
flatwise and coaxially one on the other, said 
primary being in the form of an annulus hav¬ 
ing a large central aperture relatively to the 
said coaxial secondary, as and for the pur- 

. pose set forth. 
40 2. An induction apparatus comprising a 

winding producing an exciting-field, and an 
electric conductor excited thereby, said con¬ 
ductor having a plurality of turns of varying 
lengths, s.aid field-winding being located ad- 

45 jacent the longer of said turns, and the short¬ 
est of said turns having the highest voltage, 
substantially as described. 

3. An induction apparatus comprising an 
electric conductor AAdiose resistance per turn 

50 diminishes as its voltage increases, and an 
exciting-field Avinding adjacent and confined 
to the low-voltage portion of said conductor, 
substantially as described. 

4. In an induction apparatus, a plurality of 
55 turns of electric conductor, said conductor 

being constructed and Avound to present de¬ 
crease of resistance in the turns toAvard one 
end with an increase of voltage toward the 
same end Avhen under the influence of cur- 

60 rent, and means to maintain said high Arol- 
tage at said end of minimum resistance per 
turn, substantially as described. 

5. An induction device having a primary of 
sheet metal, the turns of said primary being 

65 insulated from each other by a saAv-cut, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

6. An induction device comprising a shal¬ 

low box having a closed bottom and an inter¬ 
mediate partition, said partition extending to 
the Avails of the box parallel to the bottom, a 70 
flat coil of a single thickness of wire being 
contained between the partition and the bot¬ 
tom of the box and confined to that portion 
thereof adjacent the walls of the box, and a 
flat coil constituting a secondary being con- 75 
tained in the box on the opposite side of said 
partition and extending approximately to the 
center of the box, the box being filled with, 
and said primary and secondary being em¬ 
bedded in, a fusible insulating substance nor- 80 
mally solid, substantially as described. 

7. An induction de\7iee comprising a shal- 
Ioav box having a closed bottom and an inter¬ 
mediate partition, said partition extending to 
the walls of the box parallel to the bottom, a 85 
flat coil of a single thickness of wire being 
contained bet\A7een the partition and bottom 
of the box and confined to that portion thereof 
adjacent the Avails of the box, and a flat coil 
constituting a secondary being contained in 90 
the box on the opposite side of said partition 
and extending approximately to the center of 
the box, the box being filled with, and said 
primary and secondary being embedded in, 
a fusible insulating substance normally solid, 95 
said secondary being retained from AArarping 
by means of an insulating-grid comprising 
bars extending across it both above and be¬ 
low, substantially as described. 

8. An induction apparatus comprising a 100 
plurality of primaries connected together in 
series at one of their terminals, combined with 
a secondary for each primary, said primaries 
and secondaries being constructed and ar¬ 
ranged to maintain high voltage at the cen- 105 
ter of each secondary, and low voltage at the 
circumferential terminals thereof, the inner 
terminal of one . of said secondaries being 
IDOsitive and the inner terminal of the adja¬ 
cent secondary being negative, substantially no 
as described. 

9. An induction apparatus comprising a 
plurality of primaries connected together in 
series at one of their terminals, combined with 
a separate secondary for each primary, said 115 
secondaries having regions of high voltage 
at their centers, and regions of low voltage 
at their circumferential terminals Avhen the 
apparatus is in action, substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 120 

10. An induction apparatus comprising a 
plurality of primaries connected together, and 
a secondary for each primary, said seconda¬ 
ries being respectiArely located substantially 
coaxially relatively to their primaries, and 125 
each being wholly or mainly within the pri¬ 
mary, the latter being adjacent the circum¬ 
ferential portion of the secondary only, Avhere- 
by a large propulsive discharge may be main¬ 
tained at the central terminal of the secondary 130 
with an inappreciable discharge at the cir¬ 
cumferential terminal thereof, substantially 
as described. 

11. An induction apparatus comprising a 
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plurality of coarse, short, flat-coiled prima¬ 
ries connected together, and a corresponding 
plurality of long, tine secondaries wound in 
the form of flat coils, each primary being 

5 wound with a large central aperture, and 
having its coils restricted to the area adjacent 
the longer of the turns of its secondary, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

12. An induction apparatus comprising a 
io shallow box having a plurality of compart¬ 

ments and removable tops therefor, each com¬ 
partment containing a coil constituting a pri¬ 
mary, and a second coil constituting a sec¬ 
ondary, said coils being coaxial with each 

15 other and the secondary extending within the 
primary, said coils being embedded in a fusi¬ 
ble insulating substance normally solid and 
filling said several compartments, said box 
having insulated passages connecting said 

20 boxes, and said several primaries having one 
of their terminals communicating through 
said passages, and a discharge post or device 
for the central terminal of each secondary, 
substantially as described. 

25 13. An induction device comprising a shal¬ 
low box having a closed bottom, a flat coil of 
a single thickness of wire adjacent said bot¬ 

tom and confined adjacent the walls of the 
box, and a flat coil constituting a secondary 
winding contained in the box'adjacent the 30 
other winding and extending approximately 
to the center of the box, said secondary wind¬ 
ing being retained from warping by means of 
a plurality of glass bars arranged transversely 
thereof on opposite sides of the winding, the 35 
box being filled with and said primary and 
secondary being embedded in a fusible insu¬ 
la tingsubstance normally solid, substantially 
as described. 

14. An insulating-grid adapted to bind to- 40 
gether and insulate a disk or other winding, 
said grid being composed of glass bars ar¬ 
ranged opposite to each other on opposite sides 
of the winding and projecting therebeyond at 
their ends, said ends having heads adapted 45 
to be bound together by a filament, substan¬ 
tially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 
Witnesses: 

Geo. II. Maxwell, 
Alexander C. Proudfit. 

/ 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Iyinraide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of .Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 Dynamos, &c., of which the following descrip¬ 
tion, in connection with the accompanying 
drawings,is a specification, like letters and fig¬ 
ures on the drawings representing like parts. 

My invention aims to accomplish an in- 
io creased efficiency in electrical apparatus by 

means of a new winding thereof, which I have 
discovered to be the only proper winding for 
taking advantage of the natural impedance 
and inductance, so as to give a proper rise of 

*5 potential in the direction desired only. 
I have illustrated my invention in several 

different forms of-apparatus in order that it 
might be fully apprehended, and the details 
of these devices will be more fully under¬ 

go stood from the following descriptiou, refer¬ 
ence being had to the accompanying draw¬ 
ings, and the invention will be more particu¬ 
larly defined in the* appended claims. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 
45 view, partly diagrammatic, illustrating one 

manner of constructing a dynamo to embody 
the principles of my invention. Figs. 2 and 
3 are diagrammatic figures illustrating the 
manner of winding. Fig. 4 is a vertical sec- 

30 tion showing the principles of my invention 
applied to a different form of dynamo. Fig. 
5 is a central transverse section of another 
form of dynamo, the right hand thereof show¬ 
ing the windings in section and the left hand 

35 thereof illustrating, diagrammatically, the 
manner of winding. Fig. 6 is a vertical trans¬ 
verse section taken on the line 6 6, Fig. 7, 
showing my invention applied to a trans¬ 
former. Fig. 7 is a top plan view, partly in 

40 section, of said transformer. Fig. 8 is a cen¬ 
tral vertical sectional view of another form 
of~ transformer. Fig. 9 illustrates in per¬ 
spective the plates constituting the magnetic 
field of the latter transformer. Figs. 10 and 

45 'll show, respectively, in perspective and cen¬ 
tral longitudinal section a modified form of 
transformer. 

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that I 
have provided a rotating field A and a sta- 

50 tionary armature B, the latter being made 
up of laminated plates or stampings b and 
internal windings b'. If such a form of dy¬ 
namo were to be,built with usual windings, 

the wire would be wound around one or the 
other or all the iron walls constituting the 55 
shell or magnetic field of the armature B. 
Instead of this method of winding I inclose 
all the wires within the stampings and I wind 
the. wire in a peculiar manner illustrated in 
Figs. 2 and 3, where it will be seen that be- 60 
ginning at the inner terminal b2 the wire is 
carried in a winding parallel to the rotating 
field A in successive turns, as indicated by 
numbers in Fig. 3, so that the wire is built 
up iu successive layers from the inside out- 65 
ward until half of the cavity (at one side the 
heavy line &3, Fig. 1) within the stampings is 
entirely filled, and then the same method of 
winding is followed until the opposite half of 
the cavity is entirely filled, the outer layers 70 
of the two bodies of windings being joined 
in circuit, so that we have a U-shaped mass 
of windings with the opposite terminals there¬ 
of next to the rotating field A. This winding 
will be clearly understood by following the 75 
numbers in Fig. 3 and observing the graphic 
representation of said winding in Fig. 2, from 
which it appears that successive coils are made 
until opposite parallel layers are formed, (in¬ 
dicated, respectively, by the figures 135 7 and 80 
2 4 6 8,) and then the same wire continues lay¬ 
ing adjacent layers, (indicated, respectively, 
by the figures 9 11 13 15 on one side and 10 
121416 on the other side,) the same wire then 
being carried back in the next layer, as indi- 85 
cated on one side by 17 19 21.23 and on the 
other side by 18 20 22 24, arid then the last 
peripheral coil made in the half of the cavity 
of the armature filled by the windings thus 
far described continues over to the other half 90 
of said cavity, being coiled in precisely the 
same manner as before, the turns, however, 
proceeding from the periphery inward in the 
reverse manner to that already explained. 
In other words, supposing the last peripheral 95 
turn on one side the.line b3 to be made by the 
wire 48, this wire is continued past the divid¬ 
ing-line b3 to the side of the cavity, which we 
will suppose to be vacant; winding precisely 
as before the turns 48 47, 46 45, 44 43, 42 41, 100 
which form the outermost or peripheral layer 
adjacent the ends of the stampings b, the 
same wire being thence continued in its wind¬ 
ings to form adjacent and within said outer¬ 
most layer another layer, (represented by the ,105 
figures on one side 40 38 36 34 and on the 
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other side 39 37 35 33,) and so on, winding in 
successive layers the same wire until said 
wire ends up with the last coil 21 of the last 
or innermost layer lying in line with the first 

5 or starting layer with which the winding was 
begun at the opposite end of the wire, the 
first coil 1 2 being at one terminal of the en¬ 
tire winding and the last coil 2 1 being at the 
other terminal thereof. The result is that as 

io the field A rotates, thereby disturbing the 
induced magnetic conditions of the magnetic 
body B, which for the time being has become 
an induced magnet, the magnetic lines of the 
body B, when released from their inducing 

15 source* follow the usual law of induced mag¬ 
nets, and fall away from the region of the field 
A toward H, causing usual fluctuations in the 
winding of the armature, and the lines of force 
in the magnetic field provided by the enVCb 

20 oping body or jacket!! fall on the wires of 
the windings and outwardly toward the ends 
thereof at H, thereby creating the greatest 
impedance at the adjacent portion of the 
windings and removing from the inner por- 

25 tions of the windings the hindrance of the 
lines of magnetic force, so that the rise of po¬ 
tential of the entire winding is free to take 
place at the terminals of the windings adja¬ 
cent the field A, and consequently a high-po- 

30 tential region is maintained immediately ad¬ 
jacent the rotating field, and a low-potefitiftl 
region in the winding is maintained at the re¬ 
mote portions of the winding adjacent the 
parts marked II in Fig. 1. In Fi£. 5 I have 

35 shown the same principle of winding applied 
to an armature made up of different*shaped 
stampings, the stampings shown in Fig. 5 
having a central core portion h4, around Which 
the wire is wound. The principle of winding, 

46 however, is the same as before explained— 
that is to say, the current has to pass from 
the low-potential or outer portion of the ar¬ 
mature along the entire length of the whole 
winding before it can reach the high-potential 

45 or inner portion of the armature adjacent the 
rotating field. This is different from previous 
windings in that the old way.of winding would 
be to start, for instance, at the same end as 
in my winding; but instead of winding the 

50 wire outward in layers transversely to the 
portion b\ as indicated, the wire would be 
wound directly on the portion Z>4 in a spiral 
form throughout the length of said portion 
64, and then back again to thb start in a Sec- 

55 ond layer, and so on back and forth in layers 
.extending parallel to the length of the arma¬ 
ture instead of extending transversely there¬ 
to, and the result would be that the current 
would simply have to pass throughout the 

60 length of wire of one layer in order to pass 
from the low-potential region to the high-po¬ 
tential region of the armature, and then the 
current in traveling farther along, the wind¬ 
ing would pass back again along the next 

^5 layer, traveling from the high-potential re¬ 
gion to the low-potential region, and so on 
back and forth, according to the number of 

layers, until finally it would reach the out¬ 
going terminal. I repeat, therefore, that the 
distinction of my winding thereover is that 70 
all the current as it is generated by the fall¬ 
ing of the magnetic lines of force from the 
field A toward the end II is drawn off without 
impedance from the end of the winding away 
from which the lines of force are falling, and 75 
this takes place throughout the successive 
turns of the winding until every turn thereof 
back to the very end H discharges freely all 
its current in the one direction, all discharge 
in an opposite direction being prevented by 80 
the impedance of the lines of magnetic force 
at and falling toward the high magnetic po¬ 
tential ends H. * Accordingly an armature 
constructed as shown in Fig. 5 would present 
constant high potential adjacent the rotating 85 
field, and the potential would be raised under 
the most favorable conditions, inasmuch as 
the lines df force of the surrounding magnetic 
field would be continually falling across the 
turns of wire back so a* continually to keep 90 
releasing one and the same end of the wind¬ 
ing from their impeding influence, while con¬ 
tinuing to choke the opposite ends thereof 
adjacent H. 

In Fig. 4 I have indicated the field at A' 95 
and have provided a rotating armature B', 
made up of stampings in usual manner, the 
difference over a usual dynamo being, how- 

j ever* that I have wound the armature as al- 
| ready described, Syndicating a ribbon wind- 100 
ing, which begins adjacent the core of the 

iarmature and winds in successive layers 
; thence outwardly in a radial direction, so that, 
for the reason already explained, there is a 

] constant region of high potential adjacent the 105 
1 periphery (tf the armature and the inner ter- 
; minals at the core are low potential. This is 
| not only of advantage in that it gets all the 
j benefit of the cutting lines of force in the 
i magnetic field in the most natural manner as no 
i they fall across the turns successively from 
!‘the inner to the outer portions of the wind- 
‘ ings, but also it requires only one terminal to 
: be provided for the high-potential-current de- 
; livery from the apparatus, thereby permitting 115 * 
1 the return-conductor of the circui t to be cor* 
: respondingly light and inexpensive for the 
extremely low voltage duty required of it. 

In Fig$i 6 and .7 I have shown a secondary 
C, wound in the same manner already de- 120 
scribed In detail and as shown in Fig. 1, the 
iron field c being cut away at c' to receive a 
primary preferably wound also on the same 
principle as the secondary. This produces 
what maybe termed “a magnetic oscillator,” 125 
in which all the lines of force of the magnetic 
field (whether closed or open) are permitted 
on an interruption of the current in the pri¬ 
mary to fall across the secondary, so as to 
cut all the turns thereof successively from the 130 
center toward II and progressively through¬ 
out the length of the wire. In a transformer 
wound in the old way the lines of force would 
cut successive turns, to be sure, but would 



tmi cut said turns progressively along the 
whole wire, inasmuch as the windings would 
be transverse to the direction that I employ. 
This will be more readily understood viewing 

5 Ihigs. 10 and 11, which show the magnetic 
field as made up of wires forming at the cen¬ 
ter a core c2 and bent around the outside of 
the windings to form, a jacket c3. The old 
way of making a transformer in this form 

to would have been to wind the primary along 
the core c2 from one end to the other and then 
wind the secondary over the primary in suc¬ 
cessive la3rers parallel to the core back and 
forth. My winding, it will be seen, is entirely 

r5 different from this, for I wind the primary c4 
at one end, as clearly indicated, and then wind 
the secondary e5 in successive layers trans¬ 
versely to the core c2 instead of parallel there¬ 
to, so that all the current passes out from the 

20 delivery or outgoing terminal c7 without any 
impedance, because as the lines of force fall 
and cut the turns, beginning ate7 and falling 
back toward the opposite terminal c6, the wire 
is left free to discharge its current in one di- 

25 rection only, and this continues until all the 
wire is left free back to its terminal cG. In 
Fig. 8 I have shown a form of transformer 
wound on the same plan, but having a cen¬ 
tral core c10 and opposite disk-like magnetic 

30 fields'e11 c12, connected therewith, the stamp¬ 
ings in this case being made up of pieces c13 
c14 (shown in detail in Fig. 9} and put to¬ 
gether in an obvious manner. 

Having described my invention, what I 
35 claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 

is— " • 
1- In an electrical apparatus, a body pro¬ 

ducing a magnetic field, a winding within the 
influence of said body, means to maintain 

40 high-potential and low-potential regions re¬ 
spectively in opposite parts of said magnetic 
field, and means to cause fluctuations of said. 
field, said winding being wound to present 
conditions of electrical potential related in- 

45 vorsely to the magnetic potential of the field, 
and having decreasing potential throughout 
its entire length from its high-potential re¬ 
gion to its low-potential region, substantially 
as described. 

50 2. In an electrical apparatus, an envelop¬ 
ing body providing a magnetic field for the 
apparatus, a winding arranged in and subject 
to.the influence of said field, means to set up 
conditions of potential high and low rela- 

55 lively to each other in different regions, of 
said field, and means to cause fluctuations of 
said- field, said winding having its terminals 
adjacent the region from which the magnetic 
lines fall on a fluctuation of said field, said 

60 winding being similarly wound from its said 
terminals to its intermediate portion, the lat¬ 
ter being adjacent the region toward which 
said magnetic linos fall, and being wound to 
present decreasing potential throughout its 

65 entire length from its said respective termi¬ 
nals to its said intermediate portion, substan¬ 
tially as described. 

3. In an electrical apparatus, a body pro¬ 
viding a magnetic field for the apparatus, a 
winding arranged in and subject to the in- 70 
fiuence of said field, meant, uo set up condi¬ 
tions of potential high and .ow relatively to 
each other in different regions of said field, 
a primary winding restricted to .the region of 
said field toward which the magnetic lines fall, 75 
said first-mentioned winding being wound in 
said field to present conditions of electrical 
potential related inversely to the magnetic 
potential of the field, said .rinding having 
decreasing potential throughout its entire 80 
length from its high-potential region to its low- 
potential region, substantially^ described. 

4. In an electrical apparatus, a magnetiz¬ 
able shell or jacket providing a magnetic 
field for the apparatus, a winding arranged in 85 
and subject to the influence of said field, 
means to set up conditions of potential high 
and low relatively to each other in different 
regions of said field, a primary winding re¬ 
stricted to the region of said field toward 90 
which the magnetic lines fall, said first-men¬ 
tioned winding having its terminals adjacent 
the region away from which the magnetic lines 
fall, being similarly wound from its said termi¬ 
nals to its intermediate portion, the latter be- 95 
ing adjacent said primary winding, and said 
first-mentioned winding being wound to have 
its potential decreasing throughout-its entire 
length from its said respective terminals to 
its said intermediate portion, substantially as 100 
described. 

5. In an electrical apparatus, a thin, flat sec* 
ondary winding wound in two similar bodies 
side by side proceeding from the intermedi¬ 
ate portion of the winding constituting the 105 
secondary and each of said bodies winding 
in successive layers or coils progressively 
shorter throughout its length from the periph¬ 
ery to the central portion thereof, and a pri¬ 
mary winding restricted to the peripheral im 
portion of said secondary, part thereof being 
011 one side and part on the opposite side of 
said secondary, substantially as described. 
' "o. In an electrical apparatus, a thin, flat sec- 
ondary winding wound in two similar bodies 115 
side by side proceeding from the intermedi¬ 
ate portion of the secondary and each wind¬ 
ing in successive layers or coils progress¬ 
ively shorter throughout its length from the 
periphery to the central portion thereof, and 120 
a primary winding restricted to the periph¬ 
eral portion of said secondaiy, part thereof 
being on one side and part 011 the opposite 
side of said secondary, and a magnetic jacket 
or body inclosing said windings, substantially t 25 

as described. 
I11 testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this specification in the presence of 
twv> subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS n. KIXKATDK 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H Maxwell, 
Johx 0. KnWAHLS. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 Electrical Apparatus, of which the following 
description, in connection with the accom¬ 
panying drawings, is a specification, like let¬ 
ters on the drawings representing like parts. 

My invention is herein shown as applied to 
io dynamos or motors, and it resides in the dis¬ 

covery or application of a new principle of 
winding, by which the lines of magnetic force 
are conveyed from a larger area to a smaller 
area for use, thereby producing polarization 

15 without any large extent of interior repul¬ 
sion, such as is manifested in bar or cylin¬ 
drical magnets or pole-pieces. 

My invention might be termed a u focalizer ” 
or ‘£ magnetic transformer ” for the reason that 

20 it focalizes at the center all the lines of force 
from the successively longer turns toward the 
periphery. This gives quantitative effect and 
transforms the magnetic effect due to the lines 
of force from the longer turns at the periph- 

25 ery into magnetic potential at the cen ter. 
My invention wfill be more fully appre¬ 

hended from the following description, taken 
in connection with the accompanying draw¬ 
ings, which are illustrative of different em- 

30 bodiments of my invention. 
In the drawings, Figures 1 and 2 are cen¬ 

tral vertical sections of field-magnets con¬ 
structed and wound to embody my inven¬ 
tion. Fig. 3 is a view in side elevation, and 

35 Fig. 4 is a sectional perspective, of another 
form of field-magnet for a dynamo or motor 
embodying the same principles. Fig. 5 is a 
central vertical section, and Fig. 6 a side ele¬ 
vation, (partly broken,) of still another con- 

40 struction embodying the same invention, 
these figures showing the focalizer-field with 
extension-poles. 

In Fig. 11 have shown a field-magnet hav¬ 
ing two opposite pole-pieces a a1, which, it will 

45 be understood, cooperate with an armature, 
which, however, is not shown, inasmuch as 
it does not constitute part of my present in¬ 
vention, my invention relating to the form 
and arrangement of the field-winding. The 

50 field-winding is indicated at 5, where it will 
be seen that instead of being wound around 
the pole-piece in the form of a cylinder,which 

would be the usual winding, it is wound with 
progressively longer coils or turns, the short¬ 
est turns being at V and increasing in length 55 
from that point to the outer or peripheral 
turns at 62. Preferably the winding is very 
thin, in order that it may have direct action 
upon an extended area of the magnetic-field 
material, and I have herein shown the re- 60 
spective poles as energized from the opposite 
parallel surfaces a2 a3, thereby producing a 
motor or generator of the iron-clad type. 

In Fig. 2 the pole-pieces a a' are at the cen¬ 
ter of disks a4 a5, connected at a6 to consti- 65 
tute virtually one magnet. 

Figs. 3 and 4 also show disk-shaped fields in 
which the pole-pieces a a1 project in opposite 
directions from the hubs a? of similar cast¬ 
ings a8, the latter preferably having exten- 70 
sions a8X thereof to constitute journal-bear¬ 
ings for the armature-shaft. (Not shown.) 

Figs. 5 and 6 show a four-pole alternator 
having a split winding made up of the two 
parts ¥ b4, which act on the disk-shaped field- 7 5 
magnets a9 the same as in the other figures, 
the difference being, however, that the pole- 
pieces a10 are spread apart or extended, an 
armature being shown in position having 
stampings in the form of flat oblong strips of 80 
sheet metal c, bent at right angles opposite 
the pole-pieces and containing armature- 
windings c' c2, which may or may not rotate 
with the armature, as may be preferred. This 
form of winding focalizes the magnetic lines 85 
to the best advantage and produces a quan¬ 
titative effect at the pole-piece at the center. 

One advantage of my new system or man¬ 
ner of winding is that much less winding is 
necessary for giving a practically-saturated 90 
pole-piece, and, moreover, the polarization 
of the lines of magnetic force takes place in 
the most natural manner without interior re¬ 
pulsion or pressure except at the place of use 
where required, and the lines of force are not 95 
wasted and dissipated. Their natural and nor¬ 
mal outlet or direction of movement in or on 
the iron is toward the pole-piece at the cen¬ 
ter, where the polarization is desired. Also 
by having the winding spread out in thin 100 
layers, as shown especially in Figs. 1 and 2, 
there is a minimum conflict of lines of force in 
the windings themselves, there being merely 
enough thickness of winding over the surface 
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of the iron to generate just the number of 
lines of force which can be accommodated by 
the iron. 

By this system of winding the field offers 
5 less resistance to the flow of the energizing- 

current, the strength of the field at the pe¬ 
riphery being almost nil, while at the center 
the concentration gives great strength, and 
on account of this low resistance I am en- 

i o abled to obtain a much higher degree of satu¬ 
ration in the coil of the armature, and in con¬ 
sequence much greater efficiency from the 
machine. 

By spreading the pole-pieces, as in Fig. 5, 
15 I am enabled to employ an armature or sec¬ 

ondary winding of very many turns and 
small diameter, which produces high voltage. 

I have chosen for illustration in explain¬ 
ing my invention castings adapted to dyna- 

20 mos or motors; but it will be understood that 
my invention is not restricted in this respect, 
but may be used for transformers of various 
descriptions and, indeed, for a wide range of 
electrical work, and I intend herein to claim 

25 the same broadly. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is— 

1. In an electrical apparatus, an electro- 
30 magnet for producing a magnetic field, and 

means for polarizing or converging the lines 
of magnetic force of said magnet from a large 
area thereof to a smaller area or pole, said 
means including a winding spread out coex- 

35 tensively with said large area and immedi¬ 
ately adjacent to the surface of said magnet, 
substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

2. In an electrical apparatus, an electro¬ 
magnet having its center of polarization sub- 

40 stantially coincident with the mechanical cen¬ 
ter of the magnet, said magnet extending 

therefrom in a relatively thin body of con¬ 
stantly-increasing circumferential area from 
said center, and a relatively thin winding for 
said magnet, said winding having its turns 45 
constantly longer as they recede from said 
center of polarization, substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

3. In an electrical apparatus, cooperating 
magnets having central pole-pieces or places 50 
of polarization, said magnets each extending 
laterally in divergent directions from their 
respective regions of polarization, and wind¬ 
ings for said magnets, said windings proceed¬ 
ing from said central pole-pieces outwardly 55 
along the surfaces of said radiating parts of 
the magnets in turns longer as they recede 
from the said pole-pieces, and said magnets 
inclosing their said windings between them, 
substantially as described. 60 

4. In an electrical apparatus, cooperating 
magnets having central pole-pieces or places 
of polarization, said magnets each extending 
laterally in divergent directions from their re¬ 
spective regions of polarization, and windings 65 
for said magnets, said windings proceeding 
from said central pole-pieces outwardly along 
the surfaces of said radiating parts of the 
magnets in turns longer as they recede from 
the said pole-pieces, and said magnets inclos- 70 
ing their said windings between them, the 
said pole-pieces being spread apart, and an 
armature to cooperate with said pole-pieces, 
substantially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 75 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. IvINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. II. Maxwell, 
Alexander C. Pboudfit. 
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To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinbaide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 Induction Apparatus, of which the following 
description, in connection with the accompa¬ 
nying drawings, is a specification, like letters 
on the drawings representing like parts. 

My invention is an improved induction ap- 
io paratns whereby discharges are made possi¬ 

ble of greater efficiency, as will more fully ap¬ 
pear in the course of the following description. 

I will describe the details of my'invention 
with reference to the accompanying drawings, 

15 which illustrate a preferred form of the appa¬ 
ratus. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a view, partly 
diagrammatic and partly in section and plan, 
illustrating the arrangement of the system 

20 according to my invention. Fig. 2 is a tox) 
plan view of the break. Fig. 3 is a front ele¬ 
vation thereof, parts being broken away to 
show the detailed construction. Fig. 4 is a 
view similar to Fig. 2, showing a modified 

25 form thereof. Fig. 5 is a top plan view of my 
i mproved spark-gap. Fig. G shows the spark- 
gap in elevation. 

Heretofore there has always been a consid¬ 
erable amount of waste energy in systems for 

30 developing high potential, and also there has 
been an ever-present danger of breaking down 
and destroying the apparatus by its own out¬ 
put, and accordingly it has been my present 
aim to provide a system in which all the in- 

35 crease of potential which may be developed: 
shall be delivered for use for the translating 
devices and in which the apparatus is self- 
containing and practically indestructible. 

Let A designate a dynamo, battery, or any 
40 other suitable source of electrical energy. 

From the dynamo the current passes by con¬ 
ductors a a! to an inductance device B, each 
conductor a a'.having its own coil b b\ said 
coils being preferably insulated from each 

45 other, as indicated at>b2, and surrounded by a 
laminated core ¥. Each coil 6 is wound trans¬ 
versely back and forth until the opposite ter¬ 
minals .¥ ¥ reach the center and are thence 
carried to the opposite ends of a condenser C, 

50 a break I) being interposed and connected to 
the main conductors b4 ¥ at ¥ ¥ and the dis¬ 
charge from the condenser being received by 

a translating device (herein shown as a spe¬ 
cial induction-coil E) by means of an auto¬ 
matic spark-gap G. 55 

Each one of the details of apparatus above 
enumerated as constituting my system is of 
special construction and peculiar effect in 
the system, whereby it becomes possible to 
discharge currents of considerable strength. 60 
with great velocity through the primary of 
the coil E, the discharge across the spark-gap 
being of very great amperage and exceed¬ 
ingly short and sharp oscillations. 

Referring now to the inductance device B, 65 
I will explain' that the object of this device 
is to raise the potential of the current and 
cause all this increase of potential to pass to 
the condenser, preventing any of it from dis¬ 
charging through the dynamo. 70 

By my device the total potential is deliv¬ 
ered only from the forward end of the wire or 
the one toward the condenser, and also there 
is only one end of the coil which has high po¬ 
tential. This is because the lines of mag- 75 
netic force occasioned by the flow of the elec- • 
trie current, which during said flow are radi¬ 
ated. from the core or field ft3, fall from the 
center across all the turns of wire into the 
periphery as the circuit is interrupted, and 80 
hence maintain a region of constant magnetic 
intensity at the periphery, effectually check¬ 
ing all rise of potential at that end, but leav¬ 
ing the opposite or outgoing end free from 
the presence of the lines of magnetic force as 85 
soon as the break occurs, and therefore with¬ 
out impedance. As soon as the current is 
broken the lines of force fall back toward the 
iron core and leave the central portion of the 
coil free from the restraining influence of 9c 
these lines of force, said lines cutting across 
the successive turns of wire, the coil being 
left free to permit the induced current of in¬ 
creased X30tential to flow toward the center of 
the coils or toward that point which has no 95 
magnetic field whatever to choke back the 
current, thereby permitting the latter to rush 
out unconfined and unrestrained toward its 
natural outlet; but as the lines of the mag¬ 
netic field are constantly maintained with 10 
maximum impedance at the periphery of the 
coil and remain surrounding the peripheral 
turns until the very last moment, of the fall 
due to the break in the circuit their presence 
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there prohibits any possibility of manifesta¬ 
tion of the rise of the potential in the current 
at that end of the coil, so that all the increase 
of potential in the whole coil is obliged to find 

5 an outlet from the center, and the ease of out¬ 
flow from this outlet increases as the lines of 
force fall away from the center, thereby re¬ 
moving* their restraining and impeding influ¬ 
ence therefrom. This will be clear by bear- 

fo ing in mind the action which takes place in 
what is commonly called a “choke-coil”— 
i. <?., a winding about an iron core, said wind¬ 
ing being in a spiral from one end of the iron 
to the other. In such a coil it is obvious that 

15 when a current passes the lines of force rise 
equally along the extent of the entire coil 
and that when the current is broken the lines 
of force fall directly in, perjjendicular to the 
core, thereby, cutting each turn of the spiral 

20 equally and at the same time, thereby pro¬ 
ducing high pressure at both ends of the 
choke-coil, the potential being necessarily the 
same at both ends of the wire, because both 
ends are affected by the same conditions of 

25 falling lines of force. 
In my coil the lines of force do not fall 

equally on all the turns; but there is a mini¬ 
mum intensity at the center and a maximum 
intensity at the periphery, the latter being 

30 the point of entrance of the current, so that 
the current due to self-induction is always 
free to be drawn off, as it were, into the con¬ 
denser at one end as fast as it is developed 
and is prevented from departing at the op- 

35 posite end, or, stated in other words, while 
the current from the dynamo is always free 
to flow into the coil for having its potential 
raised the said potential must all seek its out¬ 
let at the opposite end of the coil, so that all 

40 the current of the coil flows therefrom into 
the condenser, whereas in a choke-coil the in- 
duced current may be said to ooze out at both 
ends, so that the benefit is not received of all 
that is developed. 

45 By my coil all the lines of force are col¬ 
lected for cutting from the center across the 
entire coil, whereas in the usual choke-coil 
the lines of force that fall at the center cut 
only the central turns, so that in my coil I 

50 develop all the potential that is possible to’ 
be developed. 

I regard it as a new principle to withdraw 
the lines of magnetic force away from that 
portion of the coil from which the current is 

55 being drawn and maintain a magnetic field 
at that portion of the coil which receives the 
current. 

Other features of construction to be noted 
in the coil shown in Fig. 1 are that the liigh- 

60 potential end of the coil is that portion of 
least resistance, because the central turns are 
of course shorter than the peripheral turns. 
The resistance in the coil diminishes as the 
potential increases; also, it will be observed 

65 that I have given the magnetic core substan¬ 
tially the form of a semicircle in cross-sec¬ 
tion, my reason for this form being that 

thereby the lines of magnetic force are given 
their best radiation or are distributed to the 
best effect 011 the coil, it being understood 70 
that these lines leave the iron perpendicular 
to its surface and are gradually bent around 
toward the coil. 

Referring now to the break D, (best shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3,) I journal in a central post 75 
or bearing d the spindle cV of an iron plate or 
armature cl2> having two or more eccentric 
edges (Z3, as clearly shown in Fig. 2, or other 
provision of regions of increasing magnetic 
attraction. Mounted on or otherwise con- 80 
nected to rotate therewith are one or more 
small antifriction-rolls c/4, two being herein 
shown mounted at the opposite ends of a bar 
cZ5, clamped adjustably on t-lie plate cZ2. These 
rolls or circuit-interrupters are preferably of 85 
indurated fiber. Mounted to extend into the 
path of the rolls cZ4 is an arm (shown as a wire 
dG) carrying a hammer d1 to contact with an 
anvil cZb on a post cZ° and limited in its move¬ 
ment by a fiber stop cZ1(J on the end of an ad- 90 
justing-screw dn. The wire cZ(; is carried by 
a hub cZ12, loose on a pin cZ13 and held under 
tension by a spring-coil cZ14, Fig. 3, fastened 
at one end to said hub and at its other end to 
a nut cZ15, carrying an adjusting or set screw 95 
cZ16, so that by loosening the set-screw and 
swinging its handle one way or the other the 
resistance of the arm cZG may be varied. Op¬ 
posite the surfaces cZ3 I place solenoids or 
electromagnets (Z17 tZ18, operated by taps dv,) 100 
from the main circuit entering the solenoids 
at their inner terminals, so that as the mag¬ 
nets cZ17 cZls are energized they attract the 
plate (Z2, and by the increasing pull exerted 
thereon on account of the eccentric surfaces 105 
tZ3 they cause the plate to rotate with a speed 
only cheeked by the striking of the inter¬ 
rupters (Z4 against the end of the arm di\ 
said rolls being placed relatively to the high¬ 
est points of the surfaces cZ3, so that they no 
cut off the current just before said highest 
points get opposite the propelling-magnets, 
thereby permitting the momentum of the 
plate or armature d2 to carry said highest 
points beyond the magnets sufficiently to pro- 115 
vent the latter exerting any retarding influ¬ 
ence on the rotation of the break. Prefer¬ 
ably I mount the anvil and hammer on a swing¬ 
ing ledge or carrier d2{\ journaled on the post 
cZ, so that I am enabled to regulate t-lie speed 120 
of the break simply by swinging the carrier 
tZ20 one way or the other. The same effect 
may be obtained by shifting the roll or rolls 
cZ4 on the plate cZ2, provided they are carried, 
as preferred, on a bar dr\ so that they can be 125 
shifted; but this adjustment cannot of course 
take place while the apparatus is in operation, 
and therefore for instantaneous regulation of 
the apparatus and of the system I provide the 
swinging carrier cZ20. A movement of the car- 130 
rier from right to left in the diagram causes 
the current to be broken before the armature 
has readied its point of greatest attraction, 
and as it is moved farther toward the left the 
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pull on the armature exerted by the magnets 
is diminished more and more and the speed 
of rotation of the armature is correspondingly 
reduced, thereby reducing the number of 

5 breaks and at the same time lengthening the 
time which the circuit of the inductance-coil 
is closed. This is of great importance, be¬ 
cause thereby it results that the degree of 
magnetic saturation of the core or field ft3 

10 may be increased up to its highest limit, 
I place the arm or wire dG slightly tangen¬ 

tial to the armature, as will be seen viewing 
Fig. 2, in order that the rolls d4 may strike 
the extreme end thereof with least friction, 

15 striking outward instead of square against 
the end. 

The mains b4 b5, Fig. 1, are connected, as 
stated, to the break by the conductors b° b7, 
and in order that the condenser may not dis- 

20 charge back through the break I interpose in 
these conductors a resistance, herein shown 
as consisting of a few small turns b8. The 
discharge from the condenser will seek the 
path of least resistance, and therefore I inter- 

25 pose just sufficient resistance at bs to prevent 
said discharge acting through the break, but 
not enough to render the condenser inoper¬ 
ative. One object of this special break is to 
make it possible to get all the efficiency out 

30 of the inductance apparatus B that there is. 
This would be impossibe with any usual 
break, for the reason that if a usual break 
were used, so as to give an equivalent period 
in which the circuit was closed, the brush 

35 would remain upon the surface of the break, 
tending through the heat or friction engen¬ 
dered to arc upon it, so that the condenser 
could not receive the full charge from the in¬ 
ductance-coil,but a portion would belost upon 

40 the break-surface. My break, however, gives 
an absolutely instantaneous break, this break, 
moreover, being of extremely short duration, 
so that in practice I am enabled to leave the 
circuit closed during thirty-five thirty-sixths 

45 of the period of rotation of the break-arma¬ 
ture, thereby leaving the inductance-coil B 
all of this period in which to raise its poten¬ 
tial. It will be understood that as the point 
of highest saturation of the core is approached 

50 the discharge into the condenser is much 
greater in volume than if the magnetic flux 
were not complete. 

In my break there is not only no chance for 
it to arc, as there is no surface for it to arc 

55 over, but the break itself is so exceedingly 
quick that there is not even a spark at the 
time of break, blit there is merely occasion¬ 
ally a residual spark upon the closing of the 
break. Thus I am enabled to avoid entirely 

60 the considerable loss of energy heretof ore con¬ 
sumed by the break, and I am enabled by the 
use of this break, in connection with the spe¬ 
cial inductance-coil B,to charge the condenser 
with an amperage which has not been possi- 

65 ble in any system heretofore. Also by rea¬ 
son of the spark-gap G, which I will now de¬ 

scribe, I am enabled to maintain the con¬ 
denser action at the maximum charge and 
without any danger of breaking it down. 

I provide electrodes in the form of opposite 70 
parallel disks g the air-gap between whose 
plane surfaces constitutes the spark-gap, the 
extended area of these electrodes preventing 
the tendency of the condenser to discharge 
until it has reached its maximum charge, and 75 
also causing the discharge to be exceedingly 
sudden when it does take place and the disks 
not being liable to become unduly heated. 
The spark-gap G constitutes virtually a self- 
recuperativeorindestructible condenser, as it 80 
were, the parallel and preferably plane metal¬ 
lic surfaces gg{ being the discharge-surfaces 
which discharge through or across the inter¬ 
vening air-dielectric. The air-gap is broken 
through when the voltage has exerted a suffi- 85 
cient strain upon the air to rupture it. The 
larger the disks are the farther apart they will 
spark. At each discharge of the condenser a 
small portion of these plates is oxidized, the 
successive discharges producing* very thin 90 
oxidation here and there until the entire sur¬ 
faces of the two disks are completely oxi¬ 
dized. Referring to Figs. 5 and 6 for the de¬ 
tails of this spark-gap, it will be seen that I 
provide a plurality of posts g2, threaded at 95 
their upper ends and carrying shouldered 
nuts <73, on the shoulders of which is placed 
the top disk gbeing held accurately on said 
shoulders by a spring g4 under a tension-nut 
g"\ said nut and spring being mounted on the ico 
reduced end of a central post gG, over which 
the plates g g' are placed. The opposite plate 
g rests on a support or table </7, provided on 
its under side with a plurality of recesses or 
sockets grs, herein shown as three in number, 105 
which receive props or struts g\ projecting 
upwardly from the base g10 of the instrument. 
These props g° are of precisely equal length, 
so that they support the plate g in absolute 
parallelism to its opposite plate g\ The sup- tio 
port g7 has depending from its lower side a 
stud gtx, which'is engaged by the bifurcated 
end gn of a lever gv% pivoted at gu to a post 
g15 on the base. By this provision the most 
delicate adjustment is possible simply by 115 
swinging the lever gls one way or the other, 
so as to incline the struts gG more or less, and 
thereby increase or decrease the distance be¬ 
tween the plates g g\ the nuts cf being de¬ 
pended upon for the coarser adjustments of 120 
the plates. 

I have shown the plates g g! as hollow and 
provided with water-circulation pipes g1G in 
order that they may be absolutely prevented 
from all heating under extraordinary condi- 125 
tions. 

The induction-coil E comprises a primary 
e of large cross-sectional area, capable of re¬ 
ceivings considerable amperage, the second¬ 
ary e' being wound on the principle explained 13° 
in connection with the coils b ?/, so that its 
inner terminal alone has the high-potential 
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discharge,the other terminal having compara¬ 
tively no discharge. I do not herein claim 
this induction-coil, inasmuch as it forms the 
subject of another application and is therein 

5 claimed; nor will I herein further describe the 
details thereof, merely showing this particu¬ 
lar coil for the reason that this is the only coil 
known to me which can be used for obtaining 
the best results from my system; nor do I 

io herein claim the special break device, nor the 
special spark-gap, inasmuch as these form the 
subjects-matter of other applications, Serial 
iSTos. 691,757 and 691,758, filed September 24, 
1898, and are therein claimed, and it will ae* 

15 cordingly be understood that while these par¬ 
ticular instruments are preferably employed 
in my system I do not intend to restrict the 
latter thereto, nor otherwise than as expressed 
in the following claims. The conditions that 

20 are obtained in this system make it possible 
to discharge currents of enormous strength 
with great velocity through the primary, the 
velocity obtained making it possible to raise 
the potential in the secondary enormously, 

25 and the said potential being confined to one 
terminal only a resulting discharge is ob¬ 
tained representing the total of the potential 
that otherwise would be manifest at both ter¬ 
minals of an ordinary coil. 

30 The spark-gap G is adjlisted to the point of 
discharge of the condenser which it is de¬ 
sired the latter should maintain, and accord¬ 
ingly said condenser is automatically dis¬ 
charged as often as it rises to said point of 

35 maximum charge, and it can never be over¬ 
charged, for the reason that the spark-gap re¬ 
in ains unvarying. 

The use of the plates g g’ makes possible 
the sudden discharge of the condenser after 

40 it has reached the certain predetermined point 
mentioned, and said discharge is of great vol¬ 
ume or large amperage and of a very sudden 
and abrupt nature, as the current will .not 
break across the spark-gap until it cannot 

45 help doing so, and when it does do so the dis¬ 
charge takes place with a minimum heating 
effect, not interfering with the efficiency, with 
very rapid and with very short and sharp os¬ 
cillations, incapable of being obtained be- 

50 tween a ball or point discharge-gap and pro- 
dactive of very great results in the secondary. 

The plates g gf of the gap G are adjusted to 
the potential at which it is desired the con¬ 
denser C shall discharge, and then the break 

55 D is regulated to give the volume or amper¬ 
age of current which it is desired shall charge 
the condenser, the latter being automatically 
discharged as frequently as its charge reaches 
the predetermined limit to which the spark- 

60 gap has been adjusted. For example, sup¬ 
posing that the break D is adjusted so as to 
require the inductance device B to operate at 
its saturated point,as before explained. Then 
the number of discharges of the condenser 

65 across the spark-gap during each fluctuation 
in the coil B will be many more times than if 

the break D were operating more rapidly, and 
hence the rapidity of the discharge from the 
induction-coil E is increased in its efficiency, 
giving more volume of discharge. 70 

It must be understood that the potential 
that is developed in the induction-coil E is 
not as great when the plates g g' are brought 
near together as it is when they are far apart, 
because in the latter case the condenser 75 
charge becomes greater necessarily before it 
is discharged. By increasing the length of 
the spark-gap, the speed of the break remain¬ 
ing the same, I get au increase of potential in 
the oscillator or induction-coil E, and also I 80 
may obtain the same effect without varying 
the length of spark-gap by decreasing the 
speed of the break. 

The maximum potential obtainable from 
the induction-coil is when the break is ad- 85 
justed to rotate at a speed sufficient to permit 
the saturation of the core f and the spark- 
gap at G is lengthened so that the condenser 
is allowed to charge to its full capacity. 

The sudden opening of the break-gap wide 90 
enough so that no discharge may take place 
thereat, but all the charge seeks a much bet¬ 
ter channel of discharge in the condenser, 
taking place as it does in an exceedingly small 
interval of the period of rotation of the break, 95 
gives the inductance-coil B volume of dis¬ 
charge such that it may charge the condenser 
a considerable num ber of times before another 
break takes place; or, to put this in another 
way, my apparatus enables me to produce a roo 
charge from the device B of such enormous 
volume that the spark-gap G will be called 
upon to automatically discharge the con¬ 
denser a number of times during the interval 
of one falling of the lines of force in the in- 105 
ductance device B. 

I regard myself as the first to provide an 
induction system capable of automatically 
regulating itself so as to maintain a given 
discharge, and I also believe myself to be the no 
first to provide an apparatus capable of main¬ 
taining said condenser-discharge at a given 
amperage. 

The frequency by my system is practically 
unlimited, inasmuch as a plurality of indue- 1 r5 
tance devices B may be connected independ¬ 
ently to the break D and condenser C, merely 
being arranged to operate out of stej) with 
each other, and there will be no danger to the 
condenser, for the reason that the spark-gap 120 
G will take care of all the charge which may 
be delivered to the condenser. 

My system enables me to use a small con¬ 
denser and yet with enormous efficiency there¬ 
from. 125 

While I have herein described preferred 
embodiments of my invention, I do not re¬ 
strict myself thereto. For example, the elec¬ 
tromagnets du clls need not be used; but in¬ 
stead thereof the inductance device B may 130 
be oppositely wound, as indicated in Fig. 4, * 
so that the core f will be properly located for 
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running the armature rP of the break. In this 
case I make the ends of the core 7)9 hemispher¬ 
ical, thereby obtaining the same advantage 
before explained in connection with the sirni- 

5 larly-shaped surfaces of the core 7>p>, and the 
coils &10 611 will be wound back and forth trans¬ 
versely in the same manner as the coils b b\ 
the difference being that in this case the in¬ 
ner terminal becomes the low-potential end 

io of the coils for connection to the dynamo and 
the outer terminals are the high-potential ends 
of the coils for connection to the condenser, 
this form of apparatus, however, not being* 
so efficient as the form previously described, 

15 for the reason that the outer or longer turns 
present an increased resistance to the higher 
potential, whereas the best effects can be ob¬ 
tained, as before explained, by presenting a 
decreasing resistance to an increasing poten- 

20 tial. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 
is— 

1. In asystem of the kind described, an elec- 
25 trie circuit, means including a condenser to 

impress thereon a current of high frequency, 
combined with means for automatically dis- 
.charging the condenser at any predetermined 
degree of charge, and means for varying the 

30 amperage charge of the condenser, substan¬ 
tially as described. 

2. In a system of the kind described, a 
source of electrical energy, and a condenser, 
combined with a device for raising the poten- 

35 tial of the current, means for discharging said 
raised potential solely in one direction from 
said device, and means for controlling the po¬ 
tential of said device, substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

40 3. In a system of the kind' described, a 
source of electrical energy, a break, con¬ 
denser, and a translating device to receive 
the discharge from the condenser, combined 
with means for preventing the discharge of 

45 the condenser back through the break, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

4. In a system of the kind described, the 
combination with a source of electrical energy, 
a break, and condenser, of an inductance de- 

50 vice between said source of energy and the 
break, said device having a magnetic core,and 
coils in the influence of said core and wound 
to present high potential at one end and low 
potential at the other end, said coils having 

55 their low-potential terminals connected to the 
source of energy, and their high-potential ter¬ 
minals connected to the condenser, and in¬ 
terrupted by the break, substantially as de¬ 
scribed. 

60 5. In a system of the kind described, the 
combination with a source of electrical energy, 
a break, and condenser, of an inductance de¬ 
vice between said source of energy and the 
break, said device having a core producing a 

65 magnetic held, and coils in the influence of 
said field and wound to present high potential 
at one end and low potential at the other end, 

said coils having their low-poten tial terminals 
connected to the source of energy, and their 
high-potential terminals connected to the con- 70 
denser, and interrupted by the break, and 
means to vary the degree of magnetic satura¬ 
tion of said held in the operation of the sys- 
tem, substantially as described. 

6. In a system of the kind described, .a 75 
source of electrical energy, a break, and a con¬ 
denser, combined with means independent of 
the break for automatically regulating the 
frequency of discharge from said condenser, 
substantially as described. 80 

7. In a system of the kind described, a 
source of electrical energy, an inductance de¬ 
vice for raising the potential of the current 
therefrom, said device delivering said poten¬ 
tial in one direction only and away from the 85 
source of energy, a break provided with 
means for maintaining long intervals of closed 
circuit, and sudden short intervals of break, 
a condenser, and an automatic discharge de¬ 
vice for said condenser, substantially as de- 90 
scribed. 

8. In a system of the kind described, a 
source of electrical energy, an inductance de¬ 
vice for raising the potential of the current 
therefrom, said device delivering said poten- 95 
tial in one direction only and away from the 
source of energy,a break provided with means 
for maintaining long intervals of closed cir¬ 
cuit, and sudden short intervals of break, a 
condenser, means preventing back discharge 
from the condenser and sparking at the break, 
and an automatic discharge device for said 
condenser, substantially as described. 

9. The combination in an electrical circuit, 
of an inductance-coil having a core produc- 105 
ing a magnetic field and wound to present a 
high-potential region at one end and low-po¬ 
tential region at the other end, the terminal 
thereof connected with the source of current- 
supply being at said low-potential region, and 110 
the opposite terminal being at said high-po¬ 
tential region, said coil having the potential 
thereof decreasing in a constant ratio from 
the one to the other terminal, and mechanism 
for interrupting the said circuit, said mech- 115 
anism comprising means for maintaining the 
circuit closed in periods sufficient to fully 
charge said magnetic field, substantially as 
described. 

10. An indnctance-eoil comprising a core, 120 
and a winding of current-conductor centrally 
of said core, said winding being in two coils, 
each having one terminal adjacent said core 
and the other terminal removed from said 
core, with all the windings of the coil located 125 
between said two terminals, and said coil 
having its potential varying per turn pro¬ 
gressively in a constant ratio throughout its 
length from one terminal to the other ter¬ 
minal, substantially as described. 130 

11. In an inductance-coil, a peripheral core 
or magnetic body, and a winding of current- 
conductor within the held of said magnetic 
bod}7, said conductor being wound to present 
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its successive layers of windings successively 
shorter from the periphery to the center of 
the coil throughout the entire length of the 
conductor, substantially as described. 

5 12. In an inductance device, a magnetic 
core, and a coil adjacent thereto, said core 
presenting curved surfaces adjacent the coil 
curving therefrom in a direction away from 
t he coil, whereby the lines of magnetic force 

io leaving the core perpendicular to said sur¬ 

faces are widely distributed about the coil, 
substantially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. II. Maxwell, 
Frederick L. Emery. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 Electric Breaks, of which the following de¬ 
scription, in connection with the accompany¬ 
ing drawings, is a specification, like letters 
on t'he drawings representing like parts. 

My present application is a division of my 
io application, Serial No. 679,7-99, fifed May 5, 

1898, 
Electric breaks as heretofore provided have 

been subject to considerable sparking, which 
is not only destructive of the apparatus, but 

15 is very objectionable in its effects on the cur¬ 
rent and sj^stem being operated, this being 
especially true of rotary breaks which operate 
by means of a brush in frictional engagement ’ 
with a rotating surface. Accordingly I have 

20 invented a break in which there is no chance 
for arcing, as there is no surface to arc over, 
and also a leading object of my break is to 
provide a means for making an exceedingly 
quick break with a relatively long period of 

25 closed circuit, my break rendering it possible 
to regulate the period of closed circuit accu¬ 
rately. Many considerable advantages re¬ 
sulting from this construction will occur to 
those skilled in the art. 

30 The details of construction and principles 
of operation of my improved break will be 
more fully pointed out in the following de¬ 
scription, reference being had to. the accom¬ 
panying drawings, in which Ihave illustrated 

35 a preferred embodiment of my invention, and 
the latter will be more particularly defined in 
the appended claims. 

In the drawings, Figured is a top plan view 
of one form of my break. Fig. 2 shows the 

40 same in elevation. 
On a suitable base B, I journal, in a cen¬ 

tral post or bearing d, a spindle dl of an iron 
plate or armature d2, having two or more re¬ 
gions of varying mass of magnetic material,; 

45 herein shown in the form of eccentric edges 
d3, as clearly shown in Fig. 1. 

My object is to provide regions of increas¬ 
ing magnetic attraction to cooperate with one 
or more suitable electromagnets or solenoid 

50 devices so located as to successively attract 

these regions of varying mass of magnetic ma¬ 
terial for rotating the armature, as will now 
be explained. 

Mounted on or otherwise connected to ro¬ 
tate with the armature d2 are one-or more 55 
small antif notion-rolls^4, two being herein 
shown mounted at the opposite ends of a bar 
d5, clamped adjustably on the plate d2. These 
rolls or circuit-interrupters are preferably of 
indurated fiber. 60 

Mounted to extend into the path of the rolls 
d4 is an arm, (shown as a wire #y) caiTying a 
hammer d7 to contact with a^ Mil d8 on a 
post- d9 and limited in its movement by a fiber 
stop d10 on .the end of an adjusting-screw d11. 65 
The wire d6 is carried by a hub d12, loose on a 
pin d,13 and held under tension by a spring- 
coil d14, Fig. 2, fastened at one end, to said 
hub and at its other end to a nut d15, carrying 
an adjustingorsetsci'ewd16, so that byloosen- 70 
ing the set-screw and swinging its handle one 
way or the other the resistance of the arm dG 
may be varied. 

Preferably adjacent the periphery of the 
armature d21 place attracting means, herein 75 
shown in the form of solenoids or electromag¬ 
nets d17 d18, connected with the main or other 
source of current by wires d19, which enter 
the solenoids at their Mixer terminals, so that 
as the magnets d17 dt8 are energized they at- 80 
tract the armature or plate d2, and by the in¬ 
creasing pull exerted thereon on account \>f 
the eccentric surfaces d3 they cause the plate 
to rotate with a speed only/ checked by the 
striking ofThe interrupters d4against the end 85 
of the arm d6, said rolls being placed rela¬ 
tively to the highest points of the surfaces d3, 
so that they cut off. the current just before 
said highest points get opposite the. propel¬ 
ling-magnets, thereby permitting the momen- 90 
turn of the plate or armature d2 to carry said 
highest points beyond the magnetssufficiently 
to prevent the latter exerting an}7 retarding 
influence on the rotation of the break.. 

Preferably I mount the anvil and hammer 95 
on a swinging ledge or carrier d20, journaled 
on the post d, so that I am enabled to regu¬ 
late the speed of the break simply by swing¬ 
ing the carrier d20 one way or the other. The 
same effect may be obtained by shifting the iod 
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roll or rolls # on the plate d2, provided they 
are carried, as preferred, on a bar ri5, so that 
they can be shifted. This adjustment can¬ 
not of course take place while the apparatus 

S is in operation, and therefore for instantane¬ 
ous regulation of the apparatus I providethe 
swinging carrier cZ20. 

A movement of the carrier from right to left 
causes the current to be broken before the 

io armature has reached its point of greatest at¬ 
traction, and as it is moved farther toward 
the left the puli on the armature exerted by 
the magnets is diminished more and more, 
and the speed of rotation of the armature is 

15 correspondingly reduced, thereby reducing 
the number of breaks and at the same time 
lengthening the time which the circuit being 
interrupted is closed. 

I place the arm or wire <Z6 slightly tangen- 
20 tial to the armature, as will be seen viewing 

Pig. 1, in order that the rolls cZ4 may strike: 
the extremo end thereof with least friction, 
striking outward instead of square against 
the end. The arm dG is connected to the main 

25 or. branch therefrom at d21 by ineans of any 
suitable conductor cP, and the anvil c?8 has 
a connection cF to the delivery end d2i of the 
circuit, as will readily be understood. 

In operation the magnets being energized 
30 attract the eccentric surfaces or other vary¬ 

ing masses of magnetic material, so as to cause 
the armature to rotate ,over to the left, Fig. 
1, the circuit being completed at d? d% until 
the very moment when the interrupter d4, 

35 strikes the free end of the arm cZ6, whereupon 
the circuit is instantaneously broken, and 
as this time occurs slightly before the highest 
points or places of greatest attraction of the 
armature come opposite the solenoids the 

40 latter are rendered inactive merely during 
the moment when the momentum of the arma¬ 
ture is carrying the latter by the solenoids, 
so as to bring the region of least magnetic mass 
again opposite the solenoids in position for the 

45 latter, upon becoming active by the making 
again of the circuit, to renew their pull upon 
the armature, and thereby continue its rapid 
revolution. This action is rapidly repeated 
at every make and break of the instrument. 

50 I prefer to provide opposite-solenoids.in. 
order to render the device perfectly balanced 
and smooth-running, although it will be un¬ 
derstood that variations in this and in all other 

' details of my invention may be made. 
55 By the use of my invention the time-period 

of closed circuit may be made as considerable 
as desired. With any usual break this would 
be impossible, for the reason that in order to 
give an equivalent period of closed circuit 

60 the brush would of necessity remain upon the 
surface of the break so long as to heat fric- 
tionally the surfaces, so as to produce a con¬ 
stant arc, ultimately destroying the break as 
well as the efficiency of the circuit. In my 

65 break there is not only no chance for it to arc, 
as there is no surface for it to aye over, but 
the break itself is so exceedingly quick that 

there is not even a spark at the time of break, 
but there is merely occasionally a residual 
spark upon the closing of the break. 70 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 
is— 

1. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member, an electromagnet, a break device, 75 
and means driven by said rotating member 
for interrupting said break device, said ro¬ 
tating member presenting a surface of attrac¬ 
tion to said magnet eccentric to the center of 
rotation of said member, substantially as de- 80 
scribed. 

2. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member, an electromagnet, a break device, 
and means driven by said rotating member 
for interrupting said break device, said ro- 85 
taring member presenting a surface of attrac¬ 
tion to said magnet eccentric to the center of 
rotation of said member, and means for vary¬ 
ing the time of interruption of said break de¬ 
vice relatively to the point of highest attrae- 90 
tion of said eccentric surface,substantially as 
described. 

3. Ah electric break comprising a rotating 
member, an electromagnet, a spring, a break 
device, means to vary the resistance of said 95 
break device, and means driven by said ro¬ 
tating member for interrupting said break 
device, said rotating member presenting a 
surface of attraction to said magnet eccentric 
to the center of rotation of said member, and ico 
means for varying the rime of interruption of 
said, break device relatively to the point of 
highest attraction of said eccentric surface, 
substantially as described. 

4. An electric break comprising a rotating 105 
member having regions of varying mass of 
magnetic material producing regions of in¬ 
creasing magnetic attraction, an electromag¬ 
net adjacent said rotating member, a break 
device, and an interrupter driven by said ro* no 
taring member for interrupting the break de¬ 
vice, substantially as described. 

5. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member having regions of varying mass of 
magnetic material producing regions of in- 115 
creasing magnetic attraction, an electromag¬ 
net adjacent said rotating member, a break 
device, and an ro¬ 
tating member for interrupting the break de¬ 
vice, substantially as described. 120 
. 6. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member having regions of varying mass of 
magnetic material producing, regions of in¬ 
creasing magnetic attraction, an electromag¬ 
net adjacent said rotating member, a break 125 
device, and a pivoted roll carried by said ro¬ 
tating member for interrupting the break de¬ 
vice, substantially as described. 

7. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member having regions of increasing mag- 130 
netic attraction, an electromagnet adjacent 
said rotating member, a break device, and a 
pivoted roll carried by said rotating member 
for interrupting the.break device, and means 
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fot adjusting said roll on said rotating mem¬ 
ber, substantially as described. 

8. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member having regions of increasing mag- 

5 netic attraction, an electromagnet adjacent 
> said rotating member, a break device, and a 

bar fixed on said rotating member and pro¬ 
vided with rolls pivoted thereon at its oppo¬ 
site ends in line with and to interrupt said 

io break device, substantially as described. 
9. An electric break comprising a rotating 

member having regions of increasing mag¬ 
netic attraction, an electromagnet adjacent 
said rotating member, a break device, and an 

15 interrupter carried by said rotating member 
for interrupting the break device, said break 
device being mounted on a carrier movable 
concentrically to said rotating member, sub-. 
stantially as described. 

20 10. An electric break comprising a rotating 
member having regions of increasing mag¬ 
netic attraction, an electromagnet adjacent 

said rotating member, a break device, and a 
revolving interrupter driven by said rotating 
member, said break device including a yield- 25 
ing arm projecting obliquely into the path of 
said interrupter, substantially as described. 

11. An electric break comprising an arm 
carrying a hammer, an anvil opposite said 
hammer, said arm being yieldingly supported 30 
and provided with means for regulating the 
tension or resistance thereof, an interrupter 
for engaging the free end of said arm, and 
automatic means operated by the current be¬ 
ing broken for driving said interrupter, sub- 35 
stantially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses, 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. II. Maxwell, 
Alexander C. Proudfit. 
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To all whom it may concern,: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kixraide, 

of Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa¬ 
chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 

5 Electric Spark-Gaps, of which the following 
description, in connection with tlie accompa¬ 
nying drawings, is a specification, like letters 
on the drawings representing like parts. 

The more recent developments in electrical 
io matters, and particularly in the line of ex¬ 

perimental research in connection with static 
electricity, have developed conditions requir¬ 
ing the discharge of such enormous potentials 
and amperage as to render the apparatus here- 

15 tofore x>rovided for such purposes inefficient 
and largely useless, for the reason that these 
enormous discharges which the electrician 
frequently desires to experiment or deal with 
very quickly render inoperative or destroy 

20 such usual apparatus. 
Accordingly it is the object of m.y present 

in vention to provide a fjractically indestructi¬ 
ble discharge apparatus to meet the more ex¬ 
acting requirements of the present day; and 

25 to that end I provide a spark-gap which is 
virtually self-recuperative and comprises op¬ 
posite parallel discharge-surfaces of consider¬ 
able area, which, besides their practically in¬ 
destructible character,possess numerous very 

30 important advantages, all as will be more fully 
pointed out in the course of the following de¬ 
tailed description of the apparatus, reference 
beinghad to the accompanying drawings,illus¬ 
trative of preferred embodiments thereof. 

35 In the drawings, Figure 1 represents in side 
elevation a simple form of my improved spark- 
gap. Fig. 2 is a similar view showing a modi¬ 
fication. Fig. 3. is a top plan view of the form 
of apparatus shown in Fig. 2. 

40 While the spark-gap which constitutes my 
invention and which I will now describe is 
primarily intended for use in discharging con¬ 
densers, as shown in my application, Serial 
No. 079,799, filed May 0, 1898, it will be un- 

45 derstood that it is notlimited thereto, but may 
be employed in various other relations. 

I provide electrodes preferably in the form 
of opposite parallel disks g g\ the air-gap be¬ 
tween wffiose x^ane surfaces constitutes the 

50 spark-gap, the extended area of these elec¬ 
trodes preventing the tendency of the con¬ 
denser, for example, to discharge until it has 

reached its maximum charge and also caus¬ 
ing the discharge to be exceedingly sudden 
when it does take place and the disks not be- 55 
ing liable to become unduly heated. 

The spark-gap constitutes virtually a self- 
recuperative or indestructible condenser, as 
it were, the parallel and preferably plane me¬ 
tallic surfaces g g! being the discharge-sur- 60 
faces, which discharge through or across the 
intervening air dielectric. The air-gap is 
broken through when the voltage has exerted 
a sufficient strain upon the air to rupture it. 
The larger the disks are the greater condenser 65 
capacity will they have, and hence the farther 
apart they will spark. 

At each discharge of the condenser a small 
portion of the plates g gr is oxidized, the suc¬ 
cessive discharges producing very thin oxi- 70 
dation here and there until the entire sur¬ 
faces of the two disks are completely oxidized. ■ 
Suitable means is provided for accurately ad¬ 
justing these plates relatively to each other 
and regulating their distance apart, or, in 75 
other words, for controlling the resistance of 
the intervening gaseous dielectric, and, refer¬ 
ring to the drawings, where I have shown a 
preferred means for accomplishing my object, 
it will be seen that I provide a plurality of 80 
posts g2, threaded at their upper ends and 
carrying shouldered nuts g3, on the shoulders 
of which is placed the tox) disk gr. The ox> 
posite plate g rests on a support or table £4 
and is mounted loosely on a post g5K being 85 
normally held downwardly by a spring g{\ 
contained in a hanger or housing g\ depend¬ 
ing from the table p4, said spring bearing at 
one end against the flanged lower end of the 
hanger f/7 and at its other end bearing against 90 
a washer gs, retained by a screw g\ whose , 
head enters a hole or recess in the plate g for 
centering the latter. 

The plate g is provided on its under side 
with a plurality of recesses or sockets, herein 95 
shown as three in number, which receive 
props or struts g10, projecting upwardly from 
the base of the instrument. These props g1Q 
are of precisely equal length, so that they 
support the plate g in absolute parallelism to 100 
its opposite plate g'. The support g4has de¬ 
pending from its lower side a stud gn9 which 
is engaged by the bifurcated end g12 of a le¬ 
ver 9™.pivoted at gli to a post g15 on the base. 
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By this provision the most delicate adjust¬ 
ment is possible simply-by swinging the lever 
gis one way or the other, so as to incline the 
struts g10 more or less, and thereby increase 

5 or decrease the distance between the plates 
g g\ the nuts gs being depended upon for the 
coarser adjustments of the plates. 

In Figs. 2 and 3 I have shown the plates g 
gr as hollow and provided with water-circu- 

io lation pipes plcin order that they may be ab¬ 
solutely prevented from all heating under ex¬ 
traordinary conditions. Under usual condi¬ 
tions, however, this provision is entirely un¬ 
necessary, it beingsufficientsimply to provide 

15 the plates, as shown in Fig. 1. 
When the adjacent surfaces of the plates 

have become entirely oxidized, the plates may 
be turned over and their opposite sides used, 
and when both sides have become oxidized 

20 they may be readily removed and scoured off 
without destroying any of their adjustments. 

My apparatus makes possible the sudden 
discharge of a condenser after the latter has 
reached a certain predetermined point, and 

25 said discharge is of great volume or large 
amperage and of a very sudden and abrupt 
nature, as the current will not break across the 
spark-gap until it cannot help doing so, and 
when it does do so the discharge takes place 

30 with a minimum heating effect, not interfer¬ 
ing with the efficiency, with very rapid and 
with very short and sharp oscillations inca¬ 
pable of being obtained between a ball or 
point discharge gap. 

35 The adjustment of the plates relatively to 
each other regulates the amperage-discharge 
of the instrument being discharged. 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 

40 is— 
1. A spark-gap of the kind described for use 

in a condenser-circuit,said spark-gap present¬ 
ing opposite parallel discharge-surfaces of 
relatively large areas and means for regulat- 

45 ing the discharge distance between said par¬ 
allel surfaces, whereby a condenser charge 
may be automatically governed, substantially 
as described. 

2. The herein-described spark-gap compris- 
50 ing opposite electrodes presenting parallel 

discharge-surfaces, one of said electrodes be¬ 
ing supported on three or more struts of equal 
length, and means for rotating said strut-sup¬ 
ported electrode about its center, whereby its 

5 5 adjustment may be varied to and from the op¬ 
posite electrode, substantially as described. 

3. A spark-gap, comprising two permanent 
large superficial areas parallel to each other, 
constituting opposite discharge-surfaces, and 

60 an interposed gaseous dielectric, said dis¬ 
charge-surfaces having condenser capacity | 

for breaking down the intervening dielectric, 
and the latter automatically restoring or re¬ 
newing itself, substantially as described. . 

4. A spark-gap comprising opposite hollow 65 
plates or disks having parallel discharge-sur¬ 
faces, means for regulating the discharge dis¬ 
tance between said surfaces, and circulation- 
pipes entering the same, whereby a circula¬ 
tion of water may be maintained for keep- 70 
ing the plates or disks cool, substantially as 
described. 

0. A spark-gap comprising three or more 
posts, shoulders adjustable thereon, a plate 
or disk supported on said shoulders, a second 75 
plate below the same, a support therefor, 
three or more upright struts loosely engaging 
said support, and means to rotate said sup¬ 
port about its center, whereby said struts are 
simultaneously and similarly moved for va- 80 
rying the. distance apart of said plates, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

6. A spark-gap comprising a central post, a 
plurality of supporting-posts, two plates, one 
carried by said supporting-posts and the other 85 
adjacent said central post, three or more simi¬ 
lar struts supporting said lower plate, aspring 
maintaining said struts in proper supporting 
relation, and means to rotate the lower plate 
on said central post, substantially as de- no 
scribed. 

7. A spark-gap comprising a plurality of 
supporting-posts, two plates, the lower plate 
being pivotally mounted, three or more simi¬ 
lar struts supporting said lower plate, and the 95 
upper plate being supported.by said support¬ 
ing-posts, a lever pivotally mounted adjacent 
said lower plate and loosely connected there¬ 
with at its inner end for rotating said plate 
and tipping said struts, substantially as de- 100 
scribed. 

8. A spark-gap comprising a central post,* a 
plurality of supporting-posts, two plates, the 
lower plate being pivotally mounted concen¬ 
trically to said central post, a hanger depend- 105 
ing adjacent said post, a spring between said 
post and hanger and engaging the hanger at 
its lower end and held by the post at its up¬ 
per end, three or more similar struts support¬ 
ing said lower plate, and the upper plate be- 110 
ing supported by said supporting-posts, a le¬ 
ver pivotally mounted adjacent said lower 
plate and loosely connected therewith at its 
inner end for rotating said plate and tipping 
said struts, substantially as described. 1.15 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 
Witnesses: 

Geo. II. Maxwell, 
Alexander C. Proudfita 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas Burton Kin- 

kaide, a citizen of the United States, and a 
resident of Boston, county of Suffolk, and 

5 State of Massachusetts, have invented an Im¬ 
provement in Electrical Apparatus, of which 
the following description, in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, is a specifica¬ 
tion, like letters on the drawings represent- 

io ing like parts. 
My present invention is of wide application 

to various kinds of electrical apparatus and 
embodies certain important discoveries which 
I have made whereby I am enabled to posi- 

15 lively maintain an electrical discharge in one 
direction only and under proper conditions 
to maintain said discharge continuously, pro¬ 
ducing, for instance, without the interven¬ 
tion of a commutator a continuous current 

20 directly from an alternating or intermittent 
current. Without necessarily stating that 
such is the fact, it maybe supposed that there 
is simply electrical energy and that the pres¬ 
ence oLsaid energy is what we call a “posi- 

25 live ” condition, and the absence of said en¬ 
ergy is what we call a “negative” condition, 
and this, taken with my discovery that elec¬ 
tric energy in its positive condition discharges 
reluctantly from a plane (without edges or 

30 angular or pointed surfaces) and discharges 
with perfect freedom from a point, enables 
me to control the direction of discharge of 
the current, and hence the accumulation of 
potential. The requisite conditions are pro- 

35 vided by means of what I term an “exten¬ 
sionless point,” which provides, as nearly as 
it can be done mechanically, the ideal dis¬ 
charge-electrode or positive condition for the 
outward flow of the electrical energy, and by 

40 means of what I term a “limitless plane,” 
which provides in the same manner the re¬ 
ceptive electrode or negative condition, in 
which there may be said to be an absence of 
energy (or a lower potential than that of the 

45 point from which the discharge comes) corre¬ 
sponding to a vacuous condition or absence of 
electrical pressure. By this means the elec¬ 
trical energy tends to discharge continuously 
in one direction only—viz., from the exten- 

50 sionless point to the limitless plane. 
In the drawings, in which I have illus¬ 

trated, largely diagrammaticallv, one form of 

my invention, Figure 1 represents, partly dia- 
grammatically and largely in vertical cross- 
section, two electrodes arranged to provide the 5 5 
conditions above explained. Fig. 2 illustrates 
the application thereof for transforming an 
intermittent current into a constant current; 
Fig. 3 illustrates the application of my inven¬ 
tion to Leyden jars for converting an inter- 60 
mittent discharge into a continuous discharge. 

The general structural features of my in¬ 
vention may be very briefly stated. 

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the 
electrode a is pointed or pencil-shaped and 65 
that the extreme discharge-point 6 is in or pro¬ 
jected slightly through a small aperture c in a 
rubber or other flat disk d, which extends at 
right angles thereto, the purpose of. this disk 
being to cut off the attracting area which 70 
would otherwise be present in the converging 
walls or surfaces of the electrode a. By this 
means I provide an “extensionless point,” 
speaking electrically. By thi3 term I mean 
a point in which the attractive area of the 75 
electrode relatively to the opposite electrode 
is limited to the point itself, or, in other 
words, in which the rubber disk cl shields all 
the surface of the rod or electrode behind the 
very point thereof. The rubber disk consti- 80 
tutes means for cutting off the receptive area 
about the discharge-point. Opposite the elec¬ 
trode point b is the receptive electrode e, 
which maintains a negative condition rela¬ 
tively to the electrode a and which I have 85 
termed the “limitless plane,” speaking again 
electrically, this electrode having a large re¬ 
ceptive area and being provided with means 
for preventing the tendency to discharge, said 
means residing in presenting a receptive sur- 90 
face or plane without angles or points, and 
this plane is secured by providing a flat sur¬ 
face f of considerable relative extent and 
curving its edges back and inwardly, as indi¬ 
cated at £7, whereby, viewed electrically, the 95 
surface is limitless, inasmuch as it has no 
termination within the influence of the dis¬ 
charge-point b. 

In operation, the positive energy discharges 
invariably from the point b to the plane /, 100 
and there is no discharge from the latter back 
to the point, one reason therefor being that 
the attraction of the limitless plane is com¬ 
pelling, there being practically no attraction 
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in the opposite direction due to the shielded 
point. 

Applying the-invention to practical uses, 
it will be seen that its field is important and 

5 large. 
In Fig. 2 I have indicated a typical source 

of intermittent or alternating energy in the 
form of an induction-coil ft, (operated by an 
alternating current,) whose terminals i j are 

io provided with electrodes a e of the kind al¬ 
ready described,and opposite these electrodes, 
which are arranged in pairs, are complemen- 

. taiy electrodes e a, connected to a working cir¬ 
cuit h, which it is desired shall have a contin- 

15 uous current. 
Remembering that, as already explained, 

the extensionless-point and limitless-plane 
electrodes compel the discharge to take place 
in one direction, it will be seen that the inter- 

20 mittent or alternating discharge from the co\l 
h is automatically transferred into a contin¬ 
uous current by the lower sets of electrodes 
as arranged in Fig. 2. 

Again referring for further illustration to 
25 Fig. 3, it will be seen that I have arranged two 

Leyden jars m, having their outer coatings 
electrically connected by a wire n and their 
inner coatings connected by posts p, in which 
are mounted usual discharge-rods r,said posts, 

30 however, being provided on their upper ex¬ 
tremities with the electrodes a e,opposite elec¬ 
trodes e a at the terminals of a coil ft, (op¬ 
erated by an interrupted current.) By this 
means it is possible to maintain constant dis- 

35 charge at an approximately fixed potential 
similar to the discharge from a static machine, 
as the intermittent discharge from the induc¬ 
tion-coil, which is the source of supply for the 
Leyden jars, is enabled to keep the Leyden j ars 

40 at a practically saturated point, so that the 
latter can maintain a constant discharge be¬ 
tween their rods r. This application of my 
invention is of great practical importance for 
the electrical spinning of fine fibers, such as 

45 silk, the rapid evaporation of liquids, and the 
accomplishment of effects that can be pro¬ 
duced by the continuous running of a static 
machine. The static machine necessarily 
leaks, is not subject to control, and is of ne- 

50 eessity uncertain, whereas by my invention 
all these objections are removed and the 
static discharge is rendered continuous and 
uniform. 

My invention is what might be called an 
55 “electrical check-valve,” as it permits the 

unlimited discharge of the current in one di¬ 
rection, but checks it from discharging in the 
opposite direction. 

In measuring the effectiveness of my inven- 
60 tion I have found that upon arranging the 

source of supply in such a manner that a posi¬ 
tive discharge could be compelled to pass from 
the electrode e to the electrode ft the elec¬ 
trodes could only be one-quarter the distance 

65 apart that they could be when the current 
was passing in the opposite direction, and 

even then the current had to be forced or 
compelled to discharge, because, if possible, 
it would seek some other outlet in preference 
to the one desired for the sake of experiment. 70 

It will be understood that the practical em¬ 
bodiment of my invention may be varied 
within a wide range of equivalent embodi¬ 
ments, and accordingly I do not limit myself 
otherwise than as is hereinafter expressed in 75 
the claims, nor do I limit myself in respect to 
the applications of my invention, as, for in¬ 
stance, it is useful as a spark-gap capable of 
definite control; also, for a lightning-arrester 
and a multitude of other uses. 8c 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is—: 

1. The herein-described means for produc¬ 
ing a continuous or unidirectional discharge, 85 
consisting of electrodes one of which has a 
discharge-point and is provided with means 
for cutting off the receptive area about said 
point, and another of which has a large re- 
ceptive area provided with means for prevent- 90 
ing the tendency to discharge, as set forth. 

2. An electrode terminating in a compara¬ 
tively fine point, and a flat shield extending 
approximately at right angles to said elec¬ 
trode and having a small aperture in wrhich 95 
said point is located. 

3. An electrode terminating in a plane, 
conducting-surface, having its edges curved 
or rolled rearwardly and inwardly. 

4. In an electrical apparatus, a source of in- 100 
ter mittent electrical energy having at its op^ 
posite terminals electrodes one of which has 
a discharge-point provided with means for 
cutting off the receptive area about said dis¬ 
charge-point and the other of which has a 105 
large receptive area provided with means for 
preventing the tendency to discharge, said 
means residing in presenting a receptive sur¬ 
face without angles or points, and other elec¬ 
trodes cooperating with said terminal elec- no 
trodes, there being a discharge-point electrode 
arranged to cooperate with a receptive-area 
electrode and vice versa. 

5. In an electrical apparatus, a source of in¬ 
termittent electrical energy of high potential, 115 
means for compelling a unidirectional dis¬ 
charge from one end thereof, means opposite 
said end for receiving said discharge, said 
means being incapable, under ordinary con¬ 
ditions, of transmitting a back discharge, and 120 
means cooperating therewith for storing and 
maintaining said charge at an approximately 
fixed potential and maintaining a constant 
discharge therefrom. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 125 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIHE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 
John C. Edwards. 
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To all whom' it may concern: \ 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at Bos¬ 
ton, county of Suffolk, State of Massachu- 

S setts, have invented an Improvement in Elec¬ 
trodes, of which the following description, in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, 
is a specification, like letters on the drawings 
representing like parts. 

io My present invention is an electrode hav¬ 
ing for its object the regulation of the dis¬ 
charge effects or capabilities of the electrode. 

As is well known, in certain situations of 
electrical discharge—as, for instance, in con- 

15 nection with the discharge-electrode of a Ley¬ 
den jar—there is a tendency to continuous 
leakage,, which prevents the full charging of 
the jar, and, again, it is sometimes desirable 
to check the brush - discharge—as, for in- 

20 stance, in an induction apparatus —espe¬ 
cially when the two discharge-terminals are 
separated some distance, and also it is fre¬ 
quently convenient to be able to reverse 
the direction of discharge between two elec- 

25 trodes. Accordingly I have devised the here¬ 
inafter - described electrode for accomplish¬ 
ing, among other things, the above results, 
and in effecting my purpose I have availed 
myself of the principles set forth in my ap- 

30 plication, Serial No. 26,709, filed August 13, 
1900, by combining the extensionless-point 
feature with the limitless-plane feature, as 
defined in my said application. 

In the preferred construction of my pres- 
35 ent electrode I mount the point-discharge or 

discharge-rod adjustably in the center of the 
limitless plane, shaping the latter to corre¬ 
spond, so that it will maintain itself, elec¬ 
trically speaking, as a receiving plane or sur- 

40 face without edges or angular or pointed sur¬ 
faces. 

Further description of my invention and 
the operation thereof will be set forth in the 
following portion of the specification by ref- 

45 erence to the accompanying drawings. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 

view of my electrode. Fig. 2 is a vertical 
cross-section thereof. Fig. 3 is a view simi¬ 
lar to Fig. 2, showing the electrode In a differ- 

50 ent adjustment. 
It will be understood that my electrode is 

applicable to any conductor, the latter being 

herein indicated as a rod a, having at its for¬ 
ward end a point-discharge a', formed inte¬ 
grally therewith. Mounted on the rod a just 55 
back of the point a/is the limitless-plane por¬ 
tion 6 of the electrode, herein shown as hav¬ 
ing a central inwardly-sloping curved sur¬ 
face b\ forming a bell-shaped mouth or open¬ 
ing, in the center of which is the point a'. 60 
The limitless-plane portion of the electrode 
extends from this central bell-shaped portion 
outwardly in such manner as to have no an¬ 
gular or pointed surfaces, being herein shown 
as curved around at fc2, substantially as 65 
shown in my before-mentioned application, 
the rear portion of the shell or surface ex¬ 
tending at bd back to the rod a and being 
joined at h4 to a tubular or sliding portion?)5 
thereof. The purpose of this construction is 70 
to permit the point and surface to be moved 
relatively to each other so that the point 
may occupy an extended position, as shown 
in Fig. 2, or an intermediate position, as 
shown in Fig. 1, or a retracted position, as 75 
shown in Fig. 3, the portion 6 being in my 
present construction simply shoved backward 
or forward on the rod a. When the point 
projects forward, as indicated in Fig. 2, the 
electrode operates freely as a point-discharge; 80 
but when the parts are in the position shown 
in Fig. 3 the point is rendered inactive by 
reason of its inability to discharge past the 
extended surface 5, which is charged with the 
same electricity as the point, this extended 85 
area of charged surface of like electricity re¬ 
pelling the discharge tendency of the point. 
Also by moving the two parts in one direc¬ 
tion or the other a minimum or maximum 
charge or tendency to discharge may be main- 90 
tained. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, 
there is the greatest freedom of discharge, 
and this decreases as the shielding or screen¬ 
ing influence of the limitless plane portion b 
is moved forward toward the point. 95 

If, for example, my electrode is employed 
as a discharge-terminal of a Leyden jar and 
it is desired to check the brush discharge that 
takes place in the Leyden jar, causing the 
same slowly to “leak,” as it is termed, all 100 
that is necessary is to move the surface b into 
screening position relatively to the point, 
thereby insuring a maximum charge of the 
jar. When thus charged, my electrode makes 
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it possible to discharge the charge across a 
m uch greater air-gap by means of the screened 
point than is possible with simply usual dis¬ 
charge-terminals. 

5 I have not undertaken to set forth in this 
specification all the uses to which my inven¬ 
tion may be put, as it will be understood that 
it is applicable to a practically endless range 
of uses in connection with electrical appa- 

to rat us. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is— 

1. An electrode having a discharge-point, 
15 and means for electrically screening said 

point for limiting the tendency thereof to dis¬ 
charge. 

2. An electrode having a discharge-point, 
and adjustable means for electrically screen¬ 

ing said point for varying the tendency there- 20 
of to discharge. 

3. .An electrode having a comparatively fine 
point combined with a plane conducting-sur¬ 
face having its edges curved or rolled-rear¬ 
ward ly and inwardly, and means for moving 25 
said surface relatively to said point. 

4. An electrode having a plane conducting- 
surface shaped without edges or angular or 
pointed surfaces, combined with a point-dis¬ 
charge mounted within the area of said sur- 30 
face and projecting therefrom. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 
' THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 

WlLHELMINA C. I-lENSER. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Howard Jackson, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at New¬ 
ton, county of Middlesex, and State of Mas- 

5 sachusetts, have invented an Improvement 
in Electrical Apparatus for Therapeutical^ 
Work, of which the following description, in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, 
is a specification, like letters on the drawings 

ro representing like parts. 
My invention is an apparatus for producing 

ultraviolet rays for Finsen treatments, and. 
by the latter term I intend to include the va¬ 
rious forms of treatment suggested by medi- 

15 cal men in the general line of Dr. Finsen’s 
experiments, whereby various bacteriological 
growths are destroyed or their growth retard¬ 
ed by exposure to strong ultraviolet rays. 

The object of my experiments and investi- 
20 gation has been to render this great discov¬ 

ery practically available to the medical pro¬ 
fession generally by producing an apparatus 
capable of generating a superior light at mini¬ 
mum cost, thereby bringing the apparatus 

25 itself within the reach of all and making it 
possible to reduce the time required for suc¬ 
cessful treatment to such a short period as to 
adapt it to the frailest subject. 

The constructional details and further ad- 
30 vantages of my invention will be pointed out 

in the course of the following description, ref¬ 
erence being had to the accompanying draw¬ 
ings, ih which I have shown a preferred em¬ 
bodiment of my invention. 

35 In the drawings, Figure 1 is a diagrammatic 
view of the apparatus complete. Fig.’ 2 is a 
central longitudinal section of the light-tube. 
Figs. 3 and 4 are cross-sectional views of the 
latter, taken, respectively, on lines 3 3 4 4, 

40 Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is an end view of said tube, 
taken on line 5, Fig. 2. 

Referring more particularly to the light- 
producing tube A, which constitutes one of 
the important features of my invention, it will 

45 be seen that it comprises a tube a, which may 
be of any desired material suitable for the 
purpose and capable of withstanding the 
usage to which it is put, and mounted suit¬ 
ably in a tube are the electrodes and operat- 

50 ing mechanism therefor. 
The electrodes which I prefer to use are 

composed of iron, as indicated at a', said elec¬ 
trodes being short and provided at their sup¬ 
ported ends with threaded studs a2 and made 
square at their free ends a3, being held in po- 55 
sition by any suitable means, as by nuts a4, 
which serve to clamp them against supports 
a5, carried on an adjusting-frame, herein 
shown as consisting of opposite rods a6, insu- . 
lated from said supports at a7 and connected 60 
thereto by screws a8, mounted in insulating- 
bushings a9. The frame a6 has a block a10 at 
one end, preferably secured to a cap a12, pro¬ 
vided for closing the tube at one end, and in 
said block is mounted a rod a18 free to rotate, 65 
but held against longitudinal movement by a 
pin a14, occupying a groove a15 in said rod. 
At its inner end the rod a18 is in threaded en¬ 
gagement at a16 with a nut a17, connected by 
toggle-links a18 to the frame, so that upon ro- 70 
tating the rod a13 by its thumb-nut a19, which 
projects through the cap a12, the electrodes a' 
may be'adjusted as required. Adjacent the 
end carrying the electrodes I provide a screen- 
holder a20, adapted to receive a block of ice, 75 
rock - salt, or other suitable substance a21, 
which may be held therein in any suitable 
way, as by means of set-screws a22, and is re¬ 
movably mounted by threads or otherwise on 
the tube, as indicated at a23. The frame a6 80 
preferably has its free end turned out, as in¬ 
dicated at a24, to center the same and also pref¬ 
erably carries a spider or centering means a25 
intermediate its length, and the tube a has an 
insulating-lining a26, of asbestos or other raa- 85 
terial, adapted to withstand the heat and in¬ 
sulate the outside case or tube. Feed-wires 
5 V are secured at b2 to the supports a5 and 
pass out through the cap a12, as indicated at 
a27. Suitable sight-windows a28 are provided 90 
for watching the electrodes. 

One main purpose of my invention is to ob¬ 
tain a light of maximum efficiency, whereby 
the time required for an exposure is reduced 
to a minimum, so ns to avoid the necessity of 95 
a tedious and dangerous exposure or treat¬ 
ment. 

I have found that by my apparatus the ex¬ 
posure can be reduced to an exceedingly-^ 
short period, five minutes being sufficient in 100 
some instances. 

The iron electrodes are very rich in actinic 
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rays, and by having their ends square I get 
an exceedingly sharp effect, and a further 
very important feature of my invention re¬ 
sides in providing, in connection with a eon- 

5 denser C, a step-up transformer T, which 
may receive its current from any usual alter¬ 
nating commercial circuit of one hundred to 
one hundred and ten volts, to which it may be 
connected by a usual electric-light plugp. 

io For general use the transformer maybe 
wonnd with eight layers of three hundred and 
four turns of No. 16 magnet-wire for the 
coarse winding t and twenty layers of sixteen 
hundred turns of No. 24 wire for the fine 

15 winding £ on cores i2, six by one and five- 
eighths inches, composed of fine iron wire con¬ 
nected at their ends by laminated iron yokes 
^oneand one-fourth by one and three-fourths 
by four and one-half inches, and as thus con- 

20 structed the condenser of micanite sheets and 
tin-foil has a capacity of about one-fourth of 
a microfarad connected by heavy flexible con- 
ducting-wires c c' to the lamp A for carrying 
the rapidly-oscillating current. 

25 This apparatus is not only relatively inex¬ 
pensive, but can be used with any commer¬ 
cial alternating current, as stated. The ap¬ 
paratus is very readily portable and does not 
require a skilled operator, is rapid in its 

30 work—a treatment requiring only two to five 
minutes is capable of treating a large area 
satisfactorily—and is inexpensive to operate. 
It will run steadily without heating and does 
not require adjustment, except at long inter- 

35 vals, and the light is exceedingly rich in ultra¬ 
violet rays. 

In the foregoing description I have stated 
the size and proportions which I have found 
the best for a convenient portable apparatus; 

40 but it will be understood that by increasing 
the condenser a larger arc may be produced, 
the transformer being modified within limits 
by using larger wire for carrying increased 
current; and it will be understood that I have 

45 set forth herein the said preferred proportions 
as an example to enable those skilled in the 
art to apprehend more clearly my invention. 

For practical use it is necessary that the 
ultraviolet rays shall preponderate, and one 

50 object of my invention is to produce these 
rays in abundance without at the same time 
generating to an appreciable extent the other 
rays of the spectrum, or, in other words, I do 
not produce an intense light and then elimi- 

55 nate therefrom the superfluous and undesir¬ 
able rays, (which is an expensive and cum¬ 
bersome process;) but I have devised an ap¬ 
paratus which arrives at the desired result 
directly by producing the ultraviolet rays in 

60 great abundance by having a condenser op¬ 
erated by an alternating - current step - up 
transformer in time to deliver a high-tension 
high-frequency current directly to the arc- 
lamp. It is well known that a current of this 

65 character will produce an arc rich in ultra¬ 
violet rays. By my*apparatus these rays are 

produced in an inexpensive, simple, and 
easily-operated mechanism capable of long 
continuous use. 

I have aimed toproduce an apparatus safely 70 
operable by a person not specially skilled and 
at a low cost, portable, and capable of opera¬ 
tion with current commonly available. 

My apparatus requires practically no atten¬ 
tion, excepting turning the switch and occa- 75 
sionally adjusting the electrodes. 

While I prefer to use iron electrodes, I do 
not wish to limit myself thereto, except where 
specified in the claims. These electrodes are 

I mounted at an angle of about ninety degrees, 80 
as shown, and are held rigidly at one end, be¬ 
ing capable of being turned to bring new por¬ 
tions of the sharp corners into action at the 
arc, these electrodes being inexpensive, long- 
lived, readily mounted, highly actinic, not 85 
liable to injury, interchangeable, and eco¬ 
nomical. 

When it is desired to renew the screen a21, 
the holder can be quickly removed from the 
tube and another put in place, or the screen 90 
material may be released by loosening the 
thumb-screws and afresh supply substituted. 

When it is desired to remove the electrodes 
or get at them, this may be done quickly sim¬ 
ply by unscrewing the cap a12 and slipping 95 
the whole connected apparatus out of the 
tube. 

Without undertaking to set forth all the 
modifications in form and arrangement of my 
apparatus and the various further advantages too 
thereof, what I claim as new, and desire to 
secure by Letters Patent, is— 

1. An apparatus of the kind described, 
comprising in series a source of alternating 
current, a step-up transformer and a con- 105 
denser for producing a high-tension, high- 
frequency current, and an arc-lamp operated 
thereby for producing ultraviolet rays, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

2. An apparatus of the kind described, no 
comprising in series a source of alternating 
current, a step-up transformer and a con¬ 
denser for producing a high-tension, high- 
frequency current, and an arc-lamp operated 
thereby for-producing ultraviolet rays, said 115 
lamp being provided with iron electrodes, 
substantially as described. 

3. An apparatus of the kind described, 
comprising in series a step-up transformer, a 
condenser, and an arc-lamp for producing 120 
ultraviolet rays, said lamp having square- 
ended iron electrodes arranged at an angle to 
each other for producing an arc between 
them, substantially as described. 

4. In an apparatus of the kind described, a 125 
lamp comprising a case, a frame therein, 
electrode-supports carried thereby, and iron 
electrodes fixed rigidly on said supports, and 
means for adjusting said supports toward and 
from each other, substantially as described. 130 

5. In an apparatus of the kind described, a 
s lamp comprising a case, a frame therein, sup- 
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jpotts carried thereby,square-ended electrodes 
mounted in said supports, said electrodes be¬ 
ing capable of being rotated in said supports, 
but immovable longitudinally therein, sub- 

5 stantialty as described. 
6. In an apparatus of the kind described, a 

lamp, comprising a case, opposite electrodes, 
separate supports therefor, and means for ad¬ 
justing said supports toward and from each 

io other, comprising toggle-links and an operat¬ 
ing member therefor connected with said links 
and extending outside of the case, substan¬ 
tially as described. 

7. In an apparatus of the kind described, a 
15 lamp comprising a case, opposite electrodes, 

separate supports therefor, and means for ad¬ 
justing said supports toward and from each 
other, comprising toggle-links, a nut con¬ 
necting the same, and a threaded rod in en- 

20 gagement with said nut, said rod extending 
beyond the case, substantially as described. 

8. In an apparatus of the kind described, a 
lamp comprising a case, opposite electoodes, 
separate supports therefor, and means for ad- 

25 justing said supports toward and from each 
other, comprising a threaded rod for operat¬ 

ing saidlinks, said rod extending beyond the 
case, substantially as described. 

9. In an apparatus of the kind described, a. 
lamp comprising a case, a removable cap 30 
therefor, a frame rigidly connected to said 
cap, supports carried by said frame, elec¬ 
trodes mounted on said supports, whereby 
the frame and all parts connected therewith 
can be bodily removed with said cap, sub- 35 
stantially as described. 

10. In an apparatus of the kind described, a 
lamp, comprising a case having at one end a 
cap and at the other end a removable screen- 
holder provided with means for detachably 40 
holding a screen of ice, a frame, supports 
and electrodes, all carried by said cap, and 
means for maintaining the same out of con¬ 
tact with the case, substantially as described.. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 45 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

HOWARD JACKSON. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 

WlLHELMINA C. IlEUSER. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of Jamaica Plain, in the Commonwealth of 

5 Massachusetts, have invented an Improvement 
in Interrupters, of which the following* de¬ 
scription, in connection with the accompany¬ 
ing drawings, is a specification. 

My invention is an improvement in inter- 
IO rupters, and has for its object the provision 

of means for obtaining a quick short break, 
the means for obtaining the same, as herein 
shown, being mechanical. In other words, 
the object of my invention is to cause a break 

15 for the least possible time and to keep the cir¬ 
cuit closed the longest possible time, and to 
accomplish this result it is necessary as far 
as possible to do away with momentum, hav¬ 
ing no hammer as such, but providing a strik- 

2o ing device operating against the tension of a 
spring suddenly released. 

In my Patent No. 623,318, dated April 18, 
1899,1 have shown and described a 44spark- 
gap ” composed of plates one of whose f unc- 

25 tions is to receive a condenser discharge when 
properly adjusted, and one of the objects 
of the present invention is to obtain certain 
of the advantages of the aforesaid construc¬ 
tion by means of an interrupter, and I ob- 

30 tain the .same by having the separation of 
the electrodes so brief and sudden that the 
movable electrode returns just in time to take 
the condenser discharge and prevent the surg¬ 
ing back of the impulse or wave from the con- 

35 denser which would otherwise take place 
through the inductance-coil, but which by 
having the break short and quick (and the 
parts free of momentum) permits the gap to 
close in time to direct the condenser discharge 

40 through the primary of the induction-coil, and 
the break or gap can be so adjusted as to con¬ 
sume or receive all the condenser discharge 
as fast as conveyed to it, thereby preventing 
all surging back, and hence securing the great- 

45 est efficiency at the primary. 
Various other advantages and further con¬ 

structional details of my invention will be 
pointed out and the operation thereof will be 
fully set forth in the course of the following 

50 description, reference being had to the accom¬ 

panying drawings, in which I have illustrated 
a preferred embodiment of my invention. 

# In the drawings, Figure 1 is a central ver¬ 
tical section of one form of my interrupter. 
Fig. 2 is a top plan thereof. Fig. 3 is a frag- 55 
mentary view in vertical cross-section, taken 
at right angles to Fig. 1. Figs. 4 and 5 are 
fragmentary details similar to Fig. 3, show¬ 
ing, respectively, the interrupter in position 
about to give a break and in position just 60 
causing a break. . Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic 
view showing the circuit connections for which 
my interrupter is particularly adapted. 

The main principle of my interrupter is that 
the break is caused by a striker propelled by 65 
a suddenly-released spring or by equivalent 
means, which causes the same to give a ham¬ 
mer-like blow, without, however, employing 
a hammer. The old interrupter employs a 
swinging hammer or momentum device and is 7c 

practically limited in its operation to the mo¬ 
mentum due to its weight, and this very weight 
also renders its action necessarily sluggish, 
which is further increased by the action of the 
electromagnet, which tends to hold the ham- 75 

mer until deenergized. Having premised this 
much, my invention will be readily understood 
from the following brief description. 

Mounted on a suitable base a is a top plate 
or support, herein shown as a cap a', retained 80 
by posts a2 d and shouldered at d to engage 
the upper end of an oil well or cup d, in 
which the separating contacts or electrodes are 
mounted. 

As herein shown, the fixed electrode b is 85 
mounted in a cross-bar b\ carried by two op¬ 
posite rods or conductors ¥ and the mov¬ 
able electrode b4 is carried by a rod V\ slid- 
ingly mounted in a cross-bar V and in the top 
plate d, conductor-wires or copper ribbons 90 
V ¥ being connected, respectively, with the 
electrodes b ¥ and to the rods b2 ¥. The rod 
¥ has a shoulder or head ¥ at its upper end 
and is normally held in contact with electrode 
b by a spring ¥\ whose tension is regulated 95 
by a thumb-screw bv\ Beneath the head ¥ is 
a striker c, shown as a light plate-metal arm 
pivoted, as at c\ and having its rear end ¥ en¬ 
gaged by a spring c\ whose tension is regu¬ 
lated by a thumb-screw c4. The striker c is loo 
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freely movable toward and from the head S9, 
a piece of felt or other cushioning material 
If3 being interposed for lessening the noise, 
and the end of the said striker projects for- 

5 ward into the path of an actuator, herein 
shown as a shouldered cam <?5, mounted on the 
end of a shaft journaled in a block c7 and 
carrying at its opposite end a drive wheel or 
pulley e8. 

ro As the cam rotates in the direction of the 
arrow, Fig. 3, the parts first assume the po¬ 
sition shown in Fig. 4, spring c3 being strongly 
compressed and striker c moved back away 
from the head S9 of the movable electrode or 

15 electrode-carrier, and thereupon further rota¬ 
tion of the cam permits the striker to escape 
from the shoulder <? thereof, and instantly 
spring c3 causes said striker to deliver a sud¬ 
den and severe blow against the head If, which 

20 instantly separates the electrodes;.but as the 
force of the blow is spent the very moment it 
strikes the head If, there being no heavy swing¬ 
ing hammer or momentum device, the blow is 
given entirely by the suddenly - released 

25 spring, or, in other words, the mechanical ac¬ 
tuator or cam that operates the striker does 
not deliver the blow, but the latter is brought 
about entirely separately from the cam by the 
suddenly-released spring. This will act to 

30 open a strongly spring closed pair of contacts, 
which could not be opened even by a heavy 
hammer, and yet it will do so with a quick¬ 
ness and to such a slight extent that the clos¬ 
ing is almost instantaneous, and thereby ac- 

35 complishes the short break and quick closing 
which is the principal object of the invention. 

The chatter or noise of the contacts or elec¬ 
trodes 1) If upon each other, due to the strong 
action of the spring J10, is objectionable, and 

40 1 have found that it can be almost entirely 
prevented by providing the supporting-rod 
lf\ of the electrode If with a head If\ resting 
against a cushion, shown as consisting of a 
series of felt disks b1G, retained by a remov- 

45 able cap If7 in a casing b13, supported on the 
under side of the plate V, so that as the blow 
of the movable electrode is delivered the noise 
is effectually prevented. 

The operation of my invention will further 
50 be understood by reference to Fig. 6, where 

it will be seen that the interrupter I is con¬ 
tained in the circuit of a primary p of an in¬ 
duction-coil, the other end of the primary 
leading to an inductance-coil B and thence to 

55 a source of energy D, a condenser C being 
inserted across the circuit between the in¬ 
ductance-coils and the interrupter. With an 
old interrupter operating in the above system 
the action would necessarily be so sluggish as 

60 to obtain little efficiency, the discharge from 
the condenser surging back through the in¬ 
ductance-coils during the break or period of 
opening of the electrodes; but by reason of 
the extremely short and quick break made 

6 5 possible by my interrupter the discharge from 

the condenser is received by the movable elec¬ 
trode just as it is moving back into closed po¬ 
sition, and this operation is repeated, so as to 
consume all the condenser discharge as fast as 
it is deli vered. 7° 

In the preferred formof my apparatus, which 
I have described above, the cam c5 releases the 
striker twice at each rotation, the force of the 
blow being determined by the adjustment of 
the striker-spring c3, and the striker spends 75 
its force against the shoulder or head If, de¬ 
livering the blow, however, against the felt 
buffer b13, and instantly the spring Z>10 restores 
the contacts to closed position. In other 
words, the desired intense quickness of move- 80 
ment is due to the inertia of the contact and 
its spring and to the fact that when the thin 
light striker has delivered its quick-flying blow 
it instantly parts with its force, there being 
nothing to continue its impelling movement, 85 
as would be the case if it were weighted like 
a hammer, and therefore the result is that the 
instant the force of the striker is spent against 
the contact-head the high-tension spring of 
the latter closes the contacts again. The 90 
periodicity of movement thereof may be regu¬ 
lated by adjusting the tension of the spring so 
as to insure that the open interval corresponds 
to the time of the forward wave or impulse of 
the condenser. 95 

As the electrode returns to closed position 
and strikes against the relatively fixed con¬ 
tact the noise is taken up or absorbed by the 
sound-deadening felt disks S16, which are re¬ 
tained in the oil-tight casing b13. 100 

It will be understood that I have shown 
merely one of the many embodiments of which 
my'invention is capable, the present embodi¬ 
ment being well adapted to continuous and 
hard usage; but I do not intend to limit my- 105 
self to the constructional details herein set 
forth, excepting as otherwise required in the 
claims. 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters no 
Patent of. the United States, is— 

1. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, means tending to maintain them 
closed, a striker for momentarily separating 
them, impelling means for imparting the strik- 115 
ing movement to said striker, and an inde¬ 
pendent actuator therefor. 

2. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, a striker for suddenly moving one of 
said contacts, and a mechanical actuator for 120 
operating said striker. 

3. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, yield ing means for maintaining them 
closed, and spring-impelled means for momen¬ 
tarily separating said contacts. 125 

4. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, yielding means for maintaining them 
closed, a striker having its striking end thin 
and light for reducing momentum effects to a 
minimum, a spring adapted to be compressed 130 
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and released for causing said striker to sepa¬ 
rate said contacts by the force of its impact, 
and means for releasing said spring. 

5. An interrupter, comprising separable 
5 contacts, a striker having a thin, light, strik¬ 

ing end, means consisting of a released spring 
for imparting a sudden striking impulse to 
said striker for separating said contacts, and 
means for instantly counteracting the separat- 

io ing effect of said striker and closing the con¬ 
tacts. 

6. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, a striker, means consisting of a re¬ 
leased spring for actuating said striker to sep- 

15 arate said contacts, and an oppositely-acting 
spring for instantly closing the contacts thus 
separated. 

7. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, a striker for separating them, and a 

20 cam-actuator for operating said striker. 
8. An interrupter, comprising separable 

contacts, carrying means for one of said con¬ 
tacts provided with a shoulder or head, a cush¬ 
ion on the inner side of said head and a spring- 

25 impelled striker for acting against said cush¬ 
ion to separate said contacts. 

9. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, carrying means for one of said con¬ 
tacts provided with a shoulder or head, a cush- 

3° ion on the inner side of said head and a spring- 
impelled striker for acting against said cush¬ 
ion to separate said contacts, and a cushion 
bearing against the outer end of the other of 
said contacts. 

35 10. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, a striker for moving one of them, a 
cushion-holder provided with sound-deaden¬ 
ing yielding material, and means carried by 

the other of said contacts for bearing against 
said materials and thereby deadening the sound 40 
of the closing of said contacts. 

11. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, quick separating means therefor, 
quick closing means, and sound-deadening 
means for receiving the closing impact of said 45 

contacts. 
12. An interrupter, comprising separable 

contacts, quick separating means therefor, 
quick closing means, and sound-deadening 
means for receiving the closing impact of said 50 
contacts, consisting of a series of felt layers 
for receiving the closing impact of said con¬ 
tacts. 

13. An interrupter, comprising separable 
contacts, quick separating means therefor, 55 

quick closing means, and sound-deadening 
means for receiving the closing impact of said 
contacts, an oil-well inclosing said contacts, 
and an oil-tight casing inclosing said sound- 
deadening means. 60 

14. The combination with an induction-coil 
and condenser of an interrupter, comprising 
separable contacts, separating means and clos¬ 
ing means therefor for giving a long closed 
period and an exceedingly short open period, 65 
and adjusting means cooperating therewith to 
give said contacts a periodicity of movement 
to receive and transmit the full condenser dis¬ 
charges. 

In witness thereof I have signed my name to 70 
this specification in the presence of two sub¬ 
scribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 
Witnesses: 

R. S. Ford, 

John E. Porter. 
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To all ivhom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

a citizen of the United States, residing in Bos¬ 
ton, in the county of Suffolk, State of Massa- 

5 chusetts, have invented an Improvement in 
High-Potential Induction-Coils, of which the 
following description, in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, is a specification, like 
letters on the drawings representing like 

io parts. 
My present invention is an improvement in 

that kind of apparatus which I have patented 
heretofore and whose advantages and pur¬ 
poses are set forth in my Patent No. 615,653, 

15 dated December 6,1898, the present invention 
having for its object the provision of means 
for greatly increasing the efficiency and capac¬ 
ity of the coil. 

One of the main objects of my special kind 
20 of coil as outlined in the aforesaid patent is 

to obtain a unidirectional discharge or high 
voltage at the center, and for this purpose the 
turns are made successively shorter as they 
recede from the surrounding primary, or, in 

25 other words, the coil is helical for providing 
the constantly-decreasing resistance per turn, 
and in my present invention I avail myself of 
the same principle of construction, having, 
however, provided means for rendering it 

30 feasible to employ coarse wire of many turns, 
whereby the coil has low resistance, and hence 
higher frequency and higher voltage. I ac¬ 
complish this object by winding the coil in 
the form of a cone, so that the windings over- 

35 lap each other and gradually approach the 
center. . When the windings are in a flat coil, 
it is obvious that .the extent of wire is limited 
to that number of turns whose aggregate di¬ 
ameters of wire equal the diameter of the coil, 

40 because each turn must necessarily be within 
the adjacent turn, whereas by building the 
coil in the form of a cone it is possible to have 
the successive layers or turns overlap the pre¬ 
ceding layers or turns and yet be successively 

45 shorter sufficiently to insure a unidirectional 
flow of the current or a tendency of the cur¬ 
rent to flow in one direction, due to the con¬ 
stantly-decreasing resistance of the successive 
portions of the coil. 

5° My invention will be further explained as 

to its construction, operation, and advantages 
in connection with the accompanying draw¬ 
ings, in which I have shown one embodi¬ 
ment of my invention, and the latter will be 
more- particularly defined in the appended 55 
claims. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a view in side 
elevation of the preferred embodiment of my 
invention. Fig*. 2 is a vertical cross-sectional 
view thereof. . Fig. 3 illustrates diagram- 60 
maticall.y certain advantages thereof. 

It will be understood that in the drawings 
I have not undertaken to show the complete 
mechanical embodiment or to illustrate the 
construction of the coil itself. 65 

A coarse primary a of one or more turns is 
provided at the base of the coil, and from said 
base the secondary l? is wound, being preferably 
wound in successive ring-like layers, the 
largest being' indicated at V at the base of the 70 
coil and thence extending diagonally upward, 
as indicated at If If f bd 5C, &c., these successive 
layers being supported by insulator-rings c. 
This construction permits each successive 
turn or layer of secondary wire to overlap 75 

the preceding layer, and yet each successive 
layer is shorter, and therefore has less resist¬ 
ance, than the preceding layer. For example, 
If overlaps V and is overlapped by.the layer 
b\ so that although each layer may thereby 80 
have the same number of turns yet these 
turns can be composed of coarser wire than 
would be the case if all the layers were in the 
same flat, plane with the layer V. Also this 
construction brings the entire mass of sec- 85 

ondary within the saturated field d of force, as 
indicated diagrammatically in Fig. 3. The de¬ 
creasing resistance of the turns maintains the 
highest potential at the center, and the over¬ 
lapping of the turns, and hence employment 90 
of coarse wire, still further decreases the re¬ 
sistance of the successive turns, so that the 
frequency and voltage are extremely high. 
The resistance of any secondary when oper¬ 
ated from a condenser determines the fre- 95 

quency of the coil, and by my invention, 
which permits the employment of coarse wire, 
the resistance is reduced to a minimum. The 
angle or pitch of the cone will vary according 
to the conditions and purposes of use, and 100 
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ordinarily the coil will be inclosed in a suit¬ 
able jacket and incased in wax, as indicated 
by the dotted line e. 

My invention is capable of a wide variety 
5 of embodiments and an extended field of 

usefulness, being specially adapted for use 
wherever exceedingly high frequency is de¬ 
sired without liability of breaking down under 
severe usage. 

io While the employment of a long coarse-wire 
secondary wound as explained is of great 
value and an important feature of my inven¬ 
tion, I do not restrict myself thereto, as the 
conical arrangement is of advantage for many 

*5 purposes with fine wire, nor do I limit the 
invention except as otherwise required in the 
claims to the particular shape shown. 

Having fully described my invention, what 
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 

20 Patent of the United States, is—- 
1. An induction-coil whose secondary is 

composed of a plurality of overlapping sec¬ 

tions successively shorter as they recede froni 
the primary. 

2. An induction-coil having its secondary 25 
composed of a plurality of successively shorter 
sections of greater aggregate width than the 
diameter of the coil, thereby decreasing the 
resistance, for affording very high potential. 

3. An induction-coil having a conical sec- 3° 
ondary. 

4. An induction-coil comprising a primary 
and secondary, the latter having its successive 
sections, toward the center, of decreasing re¬ 
sistance, and having a plurality of the longer 35 
sections directly adjacent the primary. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub¬ 
scribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 
R. S. Ford. 
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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resident of 
Boston, in the Commonwealth of Massachu- 

5 setts, have invented an Improvement in Ther¬ 
mal Inductors, of which the following descrip¬ 
tion, in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, is a specification, like letters on the 
drawings representing like parts, 

io The present invention is anelectrical appa¬ 
ratus for therapeutical uses, the object there¬ 
of being to produce a high state of cell ac¬ 
tivity unaccompanied by the well-recognized, 
disagreeable, and unpleasant electrical phe- 

15 nomena usually attending the use of electrical 
apparatus. 

I have discovered that it is possible to pro¬ 
duce a peculiar heat effect, which is very ad¬ 
vantageous in therapeutical treatment wher- 

20 ever sluggish conditions exist without produc¬ 
ing any sensation of current passing through 
the body, but producing merely the sensation 
of heat. I accomplish this result by provid¬ 
ing an electric filed of enormous frequency 

25 having very low self-inductive resistance per 
turn. 

The structural arrangement and further ad¬ 
vantages of my invention will be pointed out 
in the course of the following description, 

30 reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings, in which I have illustrated one em¬ 
bodiment of my invention. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a diagram¬ 
matic view thereof; and Fig. 2 is a vertical 

35 cross-sectional view taken on the line 2 2, 
Fig. 1. 

In connection with a suitable high-frequency 
generator, herein indicated as comprising a, 
high-potential transformer composed of a pri- 

40 mary a and a secondary the latter leading 
to a condenser a2 of small area, from which 
lead terminals d3 a\ a spark-gap V being in¬ 
terposed in one or both of said terminals, be¬ 
ing shown in a4, I provide a special coil B, 

45 which, taken in connection with the aforesaid 
high-frequency generator, produces the pecu¬ 
liar thermal effect, with imperceptible current 
effect, which constitutes my discovery. This 
coil B, as clearly shown in Fig. 2, in which I 

50 have shown a practical working size thereof, 

consists of a thin wide ribbon of suitable con¬ 
ducting material, such as copper, formed in 
a coil having large diameter and few turns.' 
For practical purposes I have found that a 
coil about eighteen inches in diameter corn- 55* 
posed of five turns of ribbon one inch wide 
used in connection with a condenser of small 
capacity is very efficient for accomplishing 
the results which I have discovered. Suit¬ 
able hand-electrodes a d are connected to the 60 

terminals of the coil as near to the condenser 
as convenient, as indicated in Fig. 1. 

In use the terminals cd are grasped by the 
hands of the patient, or if other forms of elec¬ 
trodes are used they are placed upon the body 65 

or manipulated in any manner desired by the 
physician, the result being that a gently-per¬ 
meating heat effect suffuses the portions of 
the body adjacent the electrodes c d without, 
however, being accompanied by any of the 7° 
disagreeable and in some instances dangerous 
electrical effects which accompany the ordi¬ 
nary faradic current. There is no painful 
spark and no danger whatever from the.cur¬ 
rent, so that it can be safely applied with a 75 
sponge without any danger of bad effects in 
removing or applying the same in a wet con¬ 
dition. The enormous high frequency pro¬ 
duced by this special coil produces a bom¬ 
bardment in the molecular structure of the 80 

tissues, resulting in a mechanical heat effect, 
and yet as the resistance per turn of the coil 
B is extremely low in self-induction, there 
being scarcely any rise in potential from turn 
to turn, there is no appreciable electric effect 85 

present. The high state of cell activity pro¬ 
duced by this apparatus manifests itself in 
various ways—as, for example, by the pro¬ 
duction of moisture on the surface and the 
reddening of the skin. j ■ 9° 

I do not intend to limit myself to the precise 
form, proportions, or arrangement herein de¬ 
scribed, as it will be readily understood by 

' those skilled in the art that the invention is • 
capable of a wide variety of embodiments. 95 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim to be new, and desire to secure by Let¬ 
ters Patent, is— 

1. A device of the kind described, compris¬ 
ing a source of high-frequency current includ- 100 
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ing a condenser of small capacity, and a coil 
in series therewith, consisting of few turns of 
large diameter and extremely low self-induct¬ 
ive resistance. 

5 2. A device of the kind described, compris¬ 
ing a source of high-frequency current, in se¬ 
ries with a coil of low self-inductive resist¬ 
ance per turn and having an inappreciable dif¬ 
ference in potential between successive turns, 

io 3. A device of the kind described, compris¬ 
ing a high-frequency generator including a 
condenser of small capacity, and a coil of large 
diameter and few turns of conductive mate¬ 
rial presenting large superficial conducting 

15 area, said coil being connected around said 
condenser, and a spark-gap interposed in one 
terminal. 

4. A device of the kind described, compris¬ 

ing a source of high-frequency current, in se¬ 
ries with a coil of large diameter and few 20 
turns composed of a wide, thin ribbon con¬ 
ductor. 

5. A device of the kind described, compris¬ 
ing a source of high-frequency current, in se¬ 
ries with a coil of large diameter, few turns, 2 5 
and low self-inductive resistance per turn, and 
an electrode connected to each terminal of said 
coil. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub- 30 
scribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 
R. S. Ford. 
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To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinkaide, a 
citizen of the United States, and a resident of 
Boston, in the Commonwealth of Massachu- 

5 setts, have invented an Improvement in Elec¬ 
tric Spark-Gaps, of which the following de¬ 
scription, in connection with the accompany¬ 
ing drawings, is a specification, like letters on 
the drawings representing like parts. 

1 o My invention relates to spark-gaps intended 
particularly for high - frequency apparatus, 
where great strain and constant action with a 
high-voltage current is required, my object 
being to provide a spark-gap capable of con- 

15 tinuous service with uniform and economical 
action. One of the main difficulties encoun¬ 
tered in this class of apparatus is that the 
heating effects are apt to cause a short circuit, 
thereby destroying the sparking effects and 

20 rendering them irregular in their action by 
tending to produce a continuous arc, due 
partly to the heated condition of the metal 
and partly to the heated air, which forms a 
good conductor between the two electrodes, 

2 5 and also the intense heating of the electrodes, 
especially at their points, tends rapidly to de¬ 
stroy them. Moreover, when used with an 
alternating current a point spark-gap is apt 
to be quite irregular and unsteady in its op- 

30 eration. Also the oxidizing of the metal causes 
serious interference with the continuous and 
proper operation of the usual spark-gap. My 
invention is to obviate all these disadvantages, 
as will be more fully pointed out in the course 

35 of the following description, where I have set 
forth in detail a preferred mechanical embodi¬ 
ment of my invention, and the latter will be 
more particularly defined in the appended 
claims, forming a part of this specification. 

40 In the drawings, Figure 1 represents one 
embodiment of my invention in side eleva¬ 
tion. Fig. 2 is a top plan view thereof . Fig. 
3 is a fragmentary detail in perspective, 
showing one of the percussion-plates in place 

45 and illustrating the removable character of 
the electrodes. Fig. 4 is a transverse sec¬ 
tional view taken on the dotted line 4, Fig. 2. 
Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view of a modi¬ 
fied form of discharge-electrode. 

50 Mounted on a suitable base a are opposite 

uprights or supporting-standards d for sup¬ 
porting the electrodes which constitute the 
apparatus the standard d supporting slide- 
rods d and an adjusting-screw d, operating 
in opposition to springs d, held between the 55 
support d and headed ends d, provided on 
the slide-rods d. The rods a3 support at 
their forward ends an electrode - carrier a\ 
herein shown (see more particularly Fig.^ 3) 
as having a slideway a8 at its forward side 60 
and provided with overhanging retaining- 
clips &9, removably secured to the carrier d 
by set-screws <rd°. Said clips d and way d 
constitute a receiving-passage and holder for 
a removable electrode a12. At the rear of the 6 5 
electrode-carrier d I mount a series of verti¬ 
cally-extending heat - separators d3, spaced 
apart by any suitable means, herein shown 
as themselves threaded upon the slide-rods d 
and held apart by intervening washers a14 and 7° 
clamped in immovable relation by nuts d'\ 
Opposite the electrode d2 is a similar elec¬ 
trode cd6, removably retained in a similar 
holder, composed of clips and a carrier, the 
same as already described. The latter is sup- 7 5 
ported on rods d\ rigidly held in the rear 
standard or support d and carrying separa¬ 
tor-plates d'\ as in the case of the opposite elec¬ 
trode. 

The electrodes proper or discharge-bars d2 8° 
are herein shown as square in cross-section, 
and the seats of the holders are correspond¬ 
ingly shaped, the purpose of this construction 
being to permit the parts d2 to be changed, 
one edge thereof being kept in use until worn 85 
away, and then the electrode is simply pulled 
out from its holder, given a quarter-turn, and 
inserted again with another corner or edge 
presented for active use. These removable 
parts d* are preferably composed of hardened 9° 
steel, so that the oxid whenever formed is at 
once burned off, whereas with copper and the 
baser metals a permanent film of non-conduct¬ 
ing oxid is formed, which rapidly results in 
insulating the discharge-surface of the elec- 95 
trodes. A V-shaped edge gives the best re¬ 
sults; but the bar may be varied from the tri¬ 
angular shape to cylindrical shape to suit dif¬ 
ferent conditions. 

Adjacent one of the electrodes herein shown 100 
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for convenience of illustration (and preferably 
so constructed for use) is a percussion-plate 
a\ rigidly connected by bolts a19 to brackets 
or supporting-arms gt0, extending from the 

5 outer pair of rods a17. Also, preferably, a simi¬ 
lar percussion-plate a21 is mounted in vertical 
ahnement with plate a18 to cooperate with the 
electrode a™, on the under side thereof. These 
plates a18 a"1 engage or are arranged close to 

10 electrode a1{\ slightly back from the point 
or edge thereof. If desired, similar percus¬ 
sion-plates may be employed on both elec¬ 
trodes, although for usual purposes the ar¬ 
rangement shown is sufficient and even one 

15 of the plates will ordinarily suffice. 
The foregoing construction taken as a whole 

results in giving a uniform continuous action, 
the separators aLi serving to separate the heat 
effect from the electric effect, it being* borne 

20 in.mind that there is always present a heat 
effect which invariably accompanies the elec- 
ti ic discharge, and the object of the separa¬ 
tor-plates au is to separate these two effects, 
thereby confining* the spark-gap discharge as 

25 nearly as possible to the electric effect solely 
and shunting the heat effect or separating it 
as developed from the electric effect as the 
discharge takes place between the points at 
the discharge-gap. This results in permit- 

3° ting a continuous disruptive discharge effect. 
Taken alone, however, it does not give uni¬ 
formity of action with an alternating current, 
and to secure this result 1 provide the percus¬ 
sion-plate, as I have found that the main rea- 

35 son for unsteady and defective action in this 
particular is due to the fact that the alterna¬ 
tions of the current interfere with each other 
and produce a bombardment at the spark-gap, 
resulting in a decidedly irregular sparking! 

4° I have also discovered that this irregularity of 
action can be entirely prevented simply by 
placing a plate slightly back from the'dis¬ 
charge-point, the result being1 that it permits 
both alternations to spark across the gap. 

45 The plate, simply destroys the arcing which 
is otherwise produced by the alternation of 
the current, and thereby enables the discharge 
to take place naturally and also make a much 
freer path for the discharge, permitting longer 

5° sparking. 
I prefer to make the percussion-plates of 

copper, although other materials may be used. 
In .Fig. 5 I have shown a construction in 
which the percussion-plate is embodied with 

55 the electrode as nearly as possible, (although 
the result is inferior to that secured by the 
construction above explained,) said figure 
showing an electrode having a discharge 
edge or point ar\ and adjacent thereto a plane 

60 surface serving very much the same pur¬ 
pose as the.plates a18 a21. The discharge-point 
a' maintains a positive condition and the 
plane surface au a negative condition, the 
former constituting a discharge element and 

^5 the latter a receptive area and cooperating 

with the point or8 to receive the bombardment 
or percussion and counteract the arcing, as 
above explained. 

In use the alternating current passes from 
one electrode to the other across the gap with 70 
the utmost freedom under all conditions of 
stress, and the construction above explained 
in detail results in a steady and uniform dis¬ 
charge, removing all strain on the condenser 
by making a perfectly free and easy path for 7S 
the discharge. 

Besides the features of construction to 
which I have already directed special atten¬ 
tion I wish to direct attention to the fact 
that the preferred embodiment of my inven- 80 
tion herein disclosed provides an edge dis¬ 
charge of considerable length, thereby secur¬ 
ing to a large extent the advantages more 
fully explained in my Patent JSro. 623,318, 
dated April 18, 1899. 85 

It will be understood that while I have en¬ 
deavored herein to comply with the law re¬ 
quiring a complete description of the best 
embodiment of my invention I do not intend 
to limit all my claims thereto and wish it 90 
understood that various features of my inven¬ 
tion are applicable to other relations and that 
many, changes in form, arrangement, and 
combination of parts may be resorted to with¬ 
out departing from the spirit and scope of 95 
my invention. For example, the main fea¬ 
tures of my invention are applicable to a 
point discharge-gap, and so likewise various 
features herein shown may be omitted and 
yet leave a construction capable of producing 100 
superior results over the ordinary spark-gap! 
I consider the removable feature of the elec¬ 
trodes as of considerable importance, the 
holder being slightly yielding for maintaining 
perfect contact and yet permitting the instant 105 
removal of the electrodes for the purpose of 
rotating them so as to bring a new edge into 
active position or for the purpose of replac¬ 
ing them with entirely new electrodes. Also 
the. copper separator-plates or means of sepa- no 
latmg the heat effect from the electric effect 
of the discharge is. of importance, as it pre¬ 
vents the overheating of the discharge elec¬ 
trodes. In other words, this part of the in¬ 
vention provides what might be termed a 1x5 

cool discharge instead of a hot discharge 
rapidly tending to produce an arc and also 
the. percussion-plates,” as 1 term them, for 
taking the bombardment and preventing* the 
colliding or interference of the alternating 120 
current, thereby giving a smooth uniform 
discharge. All these novel features conspire 
together.to produce a continuously even and 
steady discharge. Besides these leading fea¬ 
tures I have.in some of my claims claimed 125 
various specific constructional details. 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United States, is— 

1. In an electric spark-gap, having opposite 13 0 
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discharge-electrodes, heat-separating means 
consisting of a series of thin members of heat- 
conductive material extending laterally out¬ 
ward and located contiguous to the discharge- 

5 gap for diverting and separating from the 
electric current the heat effects and providing 
a cool discharge between said electrodes. 

2. In an electric spark-gap, having opposite 
discharge-electrodes, heat-separating means 

:o located contiguous to the discharge-gap for 
diverting and separating from the electric 
current the heat effects and providing a cool 
discharge between said electrodes, said means 
comprising a series of separated conductor- 

[5 plates in heat-conductive circuit therewith. 
3. In an electric spark-gap, having opposite 

discharge-electrodes,’ heat-separating means 
located contiguous to the discharge-gap for 
diverting and separating from the electric 

20 current the heat effects and providing a cool 
discharge between said electrodes, said means 
comprising separated parallel plates mount¬ 
ed rigidly in conductive contact with the ap¬ 
paratus. 

25 4. An electric spark-gap, having heat-sepa¬ 
rators in the form of thin conductor-plates 
mounted rigidly thereon. 

. 5. An electric spark-gap, comprising oppo¬ 
site electrodes having a series of thin conduc- 

30 tor-plates held rigidly adjacent but out of con¬ 
tact with each other, and extending outwardly 
from the electrodes. 

6. In an electric spark-gap, an electrode 
having a rigid carrier provided with yielding 

3 5 holding means, and a discharge-bar removably 
held thereby, said holding means springing 
firmly in circuit-closing contact flat against 
the sides of said bar for giving a large con¬ 
ducting area for transmission of current. 

4-o 7. In an electric spark-gap, an electrode 
having a rigid carrier provided with yielding 
holding means, and a discharge-bar removably 
held thereby, said bar having its forward 
sides converging to form a discharge edge, 

45 and said holding means conforming in shape 
thereto. 

8. An electric spark-gap, having adjustable 
electrodes provided with two opposite equi¬ 
distant, continuous discharge edges extending 

50 parallel to each other longitudinally across the 
apparatus. 

9. An electric spark-gap, having electrodes 
provided with discharge edges extending 
lengthwise, parallel to each other, one of said 

55 electrodes being slidingly mounted in a sup¬ 
port at a plurality of points, and means for 
adjusting said electrode toward and from the 
other electrode. 

10. An electric spark-gap, comprising op- 

posite electrodes of conductive material, said 60 
material being disposed in mass adjacent the 
discharge-gap and having the conductive ma¬ 
terial at'the rear thereof distributed in thin 
radially-extending plates, the whole electrode 
being secured rigidly together for giving in- 65 
timate conductive contact to all parts thereof. 

11. In an electric spark-gap, comprising op¬ 
posite electrodes, a percussion-pi ate secured 
in close relation to one of said electrodes and 
slightly back from the point thereof. 70 

12. In an electric spark-gap, an electrode 
having a metal percussion - plate,' secured 
slightly back from the discharge-point there¬ 
of and extending laterally therefrom for pro¬ 
ducing an even, uniform discharge of an alter- 7 5 
nating current. 

13. An electric spark-gap, having a percus¬ 
sion-plate mounted on opposite sides of its 
discharge-point slightly back from the point 
thereof, and extending transversely to the di- 80 
rection of discharge. 

14. An electric spark-gap, having an elec¬ 
trode provided with a conductor-plate mount¬ 
ed in contact therewith, slightly back from the 
point of discharge for preventing improper 85 
action in discharging an alternating current. 

15. An electric, spark-gap, comprising op¬ 
posite electrodes, having discharge edges ex¬ 
tending lengthwise, parallel to each other, and 
a percussion-plate mounted transversely to the 90 
air-gap between said electrodes and adjacent 
thereto, as and for the purpose set forth. 

16. An electric spark-gap, comprising op¬ 
posite electrodes having discharge edges ex¬ 
tending lengthwise, parallel to each other, and 9 5 
opposite percussion - plates, mounted trans¬ 
versely to the air-gap between said electrodes 
and adjacent thereto, said percussion-plates 
restricting the active area of the electrode to 
the edges thereof. 100 

17. An electric spark-gap,* having an elec¬ 
trode provided with a central discharge-point 
of small area and adjacent receptive portions 
of large area, of conductive material extend¬ 
ing in planes approximately at right angles to * 05 
the direction of discharge. 

18. An electric spark-gap, having a gap 
formed by laterally-extended discharge parts, 
and a percussion-plate coextensive with said 
gap. no 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub¬ 
scribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 
R. S. Ford. 
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No. 774,759. Patented November 15,1904. 

United States Patent Office. 

THOMAS B. KXNRAIDE, OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 

PORTABLE HIGH-FREQUENCY DEVICE AND VACUUM-TUBE STAND. 

Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, a 
citizen of the United States, and a resident of 

' Boston, Massachusetts, have invented an Im- 
5 provement in Portable High-Frequency De¬ 

vices and Vacuum-Tube Stands, of which the 
following description, in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, is a specification, 
like letters on the drawings representing like 

io parts. 
My invention is an apparatus for enabling 

a vacuum-tube or the like to reach the high¬ 
est effiqiency in .connection with high-fre¬ 
quency currents of high potential, my inven- 

15 tion being particularly intended for thera¬ 
peutical purposes. 

The transmission of high-potential currents 
aloqg long conductors is very wasteful. For 
instance, in the ordinary static machine the 

20 transmission from the machine to an X-ray 
tube causes a loss of considerably over fifty 
per cent., and it is well known that high-po¬ 
tential current is very difficult to transmit 
without a great loss by atmospheric conduc- 

25 tion, and this is still more true of high-fre¬ 
quency alternating current, the difficulty be¬ 
ing greatest, and hence the waste of current 
greatest,’with the strictly high-frequency cur¬ 
rents of induction apparatus. The loss, and 

30 hence the difficulty of transmission, increases 
with the increase of frequency, so that in 
therapeutical work (for which my invention 
is particularly adapted, as above mentioned) 
it becomes practically impossible to transmit 

35 the effects from the ordinary high-frequency 
apparatus to the patient or other object, even 
ten feet of the best insulated conductor prac¬ 
tically dissipating the output. The result is 
that the so-called “ high-frequency ” appara- 

46 tus falls far short of producing proper high- 
frequency results. Another serious objection 
resulting from the transmission of this high- 
potentialcurrent over long conductors(as here¬ 
tofore necessary) is the danger to the patient, 

45 apparatus, and operator from the heavily- 
charged conductor-wires, and hence requir¬ 
ing great skill in their handling and a con¬ 
stant nervous strain upon the operator in do¬ 
ing so. 

My invention has for its objects the obviat- 5° 
ing of the aforesaid difficulties and objections 
by providing an apparatus which can be op¬ 
erated without any danger to the patient or 
anxiety on the part of the operator, requiring 
little skill or technical knowledge in its use, 55 
working with very slight dissipation of cur¬ 
rent, and at the same time not being liable to 
break down or give out with careless han¬ 
dling. Besides, my invention provides a su¬ 
perior current and is attractive in appearance 60 
and convenient to manipulate. 

Stated broadly, my invention, so far as it 
relates to the avoidance of loss of current, re¬ 
sides in mounting the X-ray tube directly on 
the secondary itself, thereby eliminating the 65 
usual conductors, inasmuch as the terminals 
of the secondary are directly connected with 
the terminals of the X-ray tube, and that fea¬ 
ture of my invention which resides in its con¬ 
venient portability consistSi in operating the 7° 
high-frequency induction device—i. e., the in¬ 
duction-coil, resonator, or the like—at a dis¬ 
tance from the high-frequency generator, so 
that all the heavy portions of the apparatus 
remain stationary, while the induction device 75 
and tube are mounted together for direct use 
wherever required. 

Other features of my invention and the va¬ 
rious constructional details of the invention 
in its embodiment as herein shown will be 80 
pointed out in the course of the following de¬ 
scription. 

In the drawings, in which I have shown one 
only of many embodiments of my invention. 
Figure 1 is a perspective view thereof. Fig. 85 
2 is a view in elevation looking at the rear 
side of the apparatus as shown.in Fig. 1. 
Fig. is an enlarged sectional detail showing 
the construction of one of the terminals of the 
apparatus. 9° 

This invention relates to high-frequency ap¬ 
paratus of the most advanced type, and by 
the terms “high frequency” and “high po¬ 
tential” as herein used I refer to currents 
capable of producing a disruptive or brush 95 
discharge into the air from spherical elec¬ 
trodes at least one inch to one and one-half 

I inches in diameter, or, defined otherwise, my 
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invention relates to currents which cannot be 
conducted (at least not in the usual manner) 
over a conductor-wire, as commonly practiced 
with ordinary currents, but will dissipate 

5 themselves in the air in spite of any usual in- 
v sulation. This high-frequency high-poten¬ 

tial current because of the impossibility of 
conducting it has heretofore been incapable 
of practical and successful use for such pur- 

to poses as those hereinbefore mentioned, be¬ 
cause almost entirely lost in the air before 
reaching the translating device, (at the pa¬ 
tient, for example,) said dissipation being, 
moreover, exceedingly dangerous to the op- 

15 erator; and it is the object of my invention 
to render available without danger or loss of 
current the kind of current which I have just 
defined. I have succeeded in securing the de¬ 
sired result, not by rendering the current any 

20 more transmissible than before, but by sep¬ 
arating the essential parts of the apparatus 
in such manner and providing such construc¬ 
tion that the exceedingly high frequency and 
high-potential current, with its attendant dan- 

25 ger and difficulty, need not be transmitted, 
but is developed directly at and in connection 
with the portable translating device operated 
by a stationary and remote generating source 
comprising the heavier and more cumbersome 

3° portions of the apparatus, which are capable 
of transmitting without danger to the port¬ 
able portion the proper current for operating 
the latter to produce the dangerous and non- 
transmissible current first defined. 

35 The high-frequency generator or source of 
' high-frequency current may be of any usual 

or preferred kind, being herein diagrammatic- 
ally represented as comprising an alternator 
A, transformer T, condenser C, spark-gap S, 

4° (the latter being indicated as of the kind con¬ 
tained in my application Serial No. 209,686.) 
From this source of high-frequency energy 
conductors a a! lead to the “tube-stand,” (by 
which term I mean to include any device car- 

45 rying the vacuum-tube or other translating 
device.) As herein illustrated said tube-stand 
is mounted for convenience on a standard or 
rod b. As already stated, the tube-stand con¬ 
sists of a “ high-frequency ” device, (by which 

50 term 1 mean to include any device capable of 
high - frequency discharge,) and, as herein 
shown, this high-frequency device is composed 
of two conical secondaries a' a3, extending co¬ 
axially in opposite directions from a common 

55 primary a*. The general construction and ad¬ 
vantages of the conical form of secondaries 
are set forth in my copending application. Se¬ 
rial No. 209,684, filed May 25, 1904. While 
1 do not limit my invention to any definite use 

60 or capacity, a convenient construction in¬ 
cludes a coarse winding of four turns, whose 
terminals connect to the respective conductors 
a a, and a fine winding of No. 30 triple-wound 
secondary. 

55 The bases of the secondary coils are ar¬ 

ranged adjacent to each other and separated 
from the common primary a4, wound in a pe¬ 
ripheral groove formed between plates and 
held in rigid position by suitable means, as 
bolts a7. These secondaries are wound on V 
hollow insulating shells or supports a8 and 
held together by a tie-rod d passing through 
the plates d d and having threaded engage¬ 
ment at its ends with opposite ferrules &10, 
(one only being shown in Fig. 3, as the con- 7 
struction is the same at the opposite ends of 
the apparatus,) whose heads a12 engage the 
outer ends ,of the cones </, thereby clamping 
the high-frequency device together. At their 
smaller ends each cone is provided with a con- 8< 
ductor-plate a13, connected by a pin or strip 
of conductive material au to a contact-plate 
a15 for tightly receiving ametal sleeve or post 
a16, to the outer end of which is soldered or 
suitably secured the secondary-terminal ax\ 8 
as indicated at a18, within a ball of insulating 
material. The opposite terminals of the two 
secondaries are connected together, as indi¬ 
cated at a19, and grounded by a wire a20. 

The plates d d carry a frame &21, shown as 9 
comprising a pair of rods ft32, supported in 
said plates, and end supports &23, notched at 
their upper ends, as plainly shown in Fig. 1, 
for receiving the vacuum-tube V or other 
translating device operated in connection with 9 
the apparatus. In the drawings I have shown 
one well-known form of X-ray tube as mount¬ 
ed in the frame &21, said tube being held in- po¬ 
sition by heavy rubber straps a24, connected 
at their free ends to the supports, a23 and 1 

passed yieldingly about the ends of the 
vacuum-tube. On the latter is a bridge-frame 
consisting/of a rod d3 and inverted-Y sup¬ 
ports &26, held in place by heavy rubber straps 
a2\ similar in construction and arrangement 1 

to the straps dl. This bridge-frame carries 
opposite electrodes a28 connected by wires 
d° a31 to the vacuum-tube for regulating the 
vacuum therein in welhknown manner. The 
opposite secondary-terminals a17 are provided 1 

with hooks d2 for quick connection with the 
translating device. 

The tube-stand is provided at its lower end 
with a handle &33, shown as slidingly mount¬ 
ed in a bracket b\ adjustably secured by a 1 

hand-screw V to a slide b3, clamped by a thumb¬ 
screw b4 to the standard b. 

In use it will be seen that, in the first place, 
the X-ray tube is mounted directly on the 
high-frequency device instead of being mount- 1 

ed at a distance on a separate stand, as has 
heretofore been the practice. By this means 
separate conductors are entirely eliminated, it . 
being necessary merely to extend the terminals 
proper of the high-frequency device the short 1 

distance required in order to reach the trans¬ 
lating device, mounted as close thereto as the. 
shape of the respective parts will permit. 
By this means the energy of the high-fre¬ 
quency device is not dissipated, but is directly 1, 
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transferred to the X-ray. tube, thereby giving 
an efficiency hitherto not obtainable. In the 
next place, the high-frequency device is light 
and portable, inasmuch as the heavier parts 

5 of the apparatus are separated therefrom, be¬ 
ing ordinarily kept in a heavy cabinet con¬ 
siderably removed from the operating chair, 
table, or, it may be, from the room itself. 

By the arrangement of the mechanism here- 
10 in set forth as the preferred embodiment of 

my invention one primary serves for two 
secondaries, and also by having the second¬ 
aries .arranged as shown, in which a single 
layer of fine wire is provided, the liability of 

15 sparking from turn to turn is eliminated 
and the discharge-terminal is removed from 
the primary, the resistance decreases with 
each turn, and it is possible to get more turns 
than in any other form with a single layer, 
&c., as explained in my before - mentioned 
conical-coil application. v 

The yielding holders a2i a?1 permit the trans¬ 
lating device to be turned readily without 
disarr anging the connections, as has heretofore 
been necessary. . . 

As already intimated, I do not intend to re¬ 
strict myself to the precise construction here¬ 
in set forth as the preferred embodiment of 
my invention, as many changes in form, ar- 

> rangement, and relation of parts may be re¬ 
sorted to without departing from the spirit 
and scope of my invention as defined in the 
broader claims hereinafter contained. I re¬ 
gard my invention as broadly new in a num¬ 
ber of particulars, as will appear more defi¬ 
nitely in the following claims. 

My invention has no relation in any way to 
low-frequency hand devices and portable 
cabinets operated by primary batteries and 

> the like nor to the induction devices which 
were commonly used in connection - with or¬ 
dinary currents a few years ago, but is re-, 
stricted to that class of apparatus, as pre¬ 
viously defined, of which the current is of 
such a high frequency and high potential as 
to be practically non-transmissible, for the 
reasons already stated, over a usual conductor, 
said current having a high frequency and 
high potential capable of a disruptive brush 
discharge, as already stated. 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent of the United States, is— 

1. The herewith-described means of render- 
; ing the described kind of current available 

with the highest efficiency directly at the poipt 
of use, consisting in the combination of asta-^ 
tionary generating source of high-frequency 
current, with an independently mounted and 
inclosed device capable of developing there¬ 
from a high-potential and high-frequency cur¬ 
rent of the kind described, said device being 
capable of hand manipulation for direct ap* 
plication of said current and connected to saic 
stationary source by a long flexible conductor 
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permitting it to be readily moved, about the 
room or patient without disturbing said sta¬ 
tionary source. 

2. The combination with a stationary source 
of high-frequency current, of a portable in- 7° 
duction-coil operating in connection therewith 
to develop high-frequency high-potential cur¬ 
rent of the kind described, and a long flexible 
conductor supplying current from said source 
to the primary of said coil. 75 

3. A high-frequency apparatus having a 
high-potential high-frequency disruptive dis¬ 
charge device movable independently of the 
rest of the apparatus for permitting local ap¬ 
plication or the like. 80 

4. In an apparatus of the kind described, 
comprising a source of high-frequency cur¬ 
rent, and remote high-frequency device oper¬ 
ated thereby, and a frame carried by said de¬ 
vice for supporting a translating device in 85 

close proximity thereto. 
5. In an apparatus of the kind described, 

comprising a source of high-frequency cur¬ 
rent, a high-f requency device, having a cen¬ 
tral partition, terminals at the opposite sides 9° 
of said partition, a frame carried by said par¬ 
tition transversely thereof for supporting a 
translating device, and means for connecting 
the latter directly with said terminals. 

6. In an apparatus of the kind described, 95 
comprising a source of high-frequency cur¬ 
rent, a high-frequency device, a flexible con¬ 
ductor engaging the two, means for connect¬ 
ing the terminals of said high-frequency de¬ 
vice directly to a translating device, andmeaiis I0P 
for moving said translating device and high- 
frequency device together. 

7. In an apparatus of the kind described, 
comprising a source of high-frequency cur¬ 
rent, a high-frequency device, a flexible con- 105 

ductor engaging the two, means for connect¬ 
ing the terminals of said high-frequency de¬ 
vice directly to a translating device, and a han¬ 
dle extending from said high-frequency de¬ 
vice for adjusting and moving the same and no 
said translating device together. 

8. A high-frequency device, comprising a 
primary, and a pair of independent secondaries 
operated by said single primary. 

9. A high-f requency device, comprising an 115 

intermediate coarse primary, and opposite fine 
secondaries, operated thereby, having their dis¬ 
charge-electrodes remote from said primary. 

10. A high-frequency device, comprising a 
primary, and opposite'1 conical secondaries.. 120 

11. A high-frequency device, comprising a 
conical support, a secondary wound thereon, a 
peripheral groove at the base of said support, 
and a primary held in said groove. 

12. A high-frequency device, comprising a 125 

primary, insulating-plates on opposite sides 
thereof, opposite secondaries outside of said 
plates, and retaining means therefor. . • • 

13. A high-frequency device, comprising a 
primary, retaining-plates therefor, opposite 13° 



u conical secondaries extending coaxially in op¬ 
posite directions therefrom, and an axial tie¬ 
red binding all of said parts. 

14. A high-frequency device, comprising a 
5 primary, a conical secondary operated there¬ 

by, a tie-rod, a ferrule binding said parts to¬ 
gether, said ferrule having external and in¬ 
ternal contact-plates electrically connected to¬ 
gether and with said secondary. 

o 15. In a high-frequency device, a conical 
secondary, having a discharge-terminal con¬ 
sisting of a ferrule having an internal contact- 
plate electrically'connected with the smallest 
turn of said secondary, a removable conductor- 

5 post fitting against said contact-plate and hav¬ 
ing, adjacent the end of said ferrule, a short 
terminal wire permanently secured thereto. 

16. In a high-frequency device, a conical 

secondary, having a discharge-terminal, con¬ 
sisting of a ferrule having an internal plate 20 

electrically connected with the smallest turn 
of said secondary, a removable conductor-post 
fitting against said contact-plate and having, 
adjacent the end of said ferrule, a short ter¬ 
minal wire permanently secured thereto in, a 25 

ball of insulating material. 
17. A high-frequency device, having a frame 

mounted directly thereon, and provided with 
means for securing a vacuum-tube thereto. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 3 

to this specification in the presence of two sub¬ 
scribing witnesses.. 

THOMAS B. KINRAIDE. 
Witnesses: 

Geo. H. Maxwell, 
E. G. Proctor. 
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To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, Thomas B. Kinraide, a 
citizen of the United States, and a resident of 
Boston, Massachusetts, have invented an Im- 

5 provement in Self-Contained Hand-Elec¬ 
trodes, of which the following description, in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, 
is a specification, like letters on the drawings 
representing like parts. 

io The value and importance of electricity in 
the treatment of disease have recently gained 
wide recognition, especially in connection 
with the employment of high-frequency cur¬ 
rent. One serious difficulty, however, has 

15 been the adaptation or provision of means for 
rendering it practicable to employ very high 
frequency currents for local application. 
One difficulty lias been the danger or discom¬ 
fort likely to attend the application of this kind 

20 of current, and another difficulty has been the 
loss of current due to the action of atmos¬ 
pheric conduction on the conducting-wires 
leading from the high-frequency device to the 
patient, and a third serious difficulty has re- 

25 sided in the cumbersome apparatus, it having 
heretofore been necessary to move the entire 
generating apparatus to the patient or else 
move the patient to the apparatus. 

It is the object of my present invention to 
30 obviate all these difficulties, besides providing 

various other advantages. I accomplish my 
object by providing a high-potential high-fre¬ 
quency disruptive discharge device operated 
by hand and readily movable independently 

35 of the generating source of the high-fre¬ 
quency current, so that the operator can ma¬ 
nipulate the hand device the same as he has 
heretofore manipulated the usual hand-elec¬ 
trode and can now do so with my invention 

4° without the danger, inconvenience, or loss of 
current heretofore experienced. 

The preferred form of my invention which 
I have herein shown is especially adapted for 
prolonged application as a heiad-terminal or 

45 for use above the patient, and I have also 
shown a form of my invention adapted for 
short and general application and for delicate 
manipulation and difficult cases of local ap¬ 
plication. I 

50 In the drawings, Figure 1 is^a view in side 

elevation of one form of my invention. Fig. 
2 is a transverse sectional view thereof on the 
line 2 2, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a view in side eleva¬ 
tion of a modified form, parts being broken 
away for clearness of illustration. 55 

One of the distinctive features of my pres¬ 
ent invention is the provision of a hand-elec- 
trocle constituting in itself a high-frequency 
device, Figs. 1 and 2 showing the same as 
capable of being moved by hand up and down 60 
on a standard or removed therefrom and han¬ 
dled separately and Fig. 3 showing a lighter 
form of device for hand use only. 

I wish it understood that my invention is 
restricted to high-frequency high-potential 65 
current of the kind previously mentioned, by 
which I mean current of such enormous fre¬ 
quency and high potential that it cannot 
readily be conducted because of its tendency 
to discharge into the air in spite of any usual 70 
insulation, my invention residing in providing 
means whereby that portion of the apparatus 
which is to be carried or moved by the hand 
of the operator is separated from the rest of 
the apparatus and contains within itself that 75 
portion of the winding or other mechanism 
which serves to transform the high-frequency 
transmissible current into the kind of cur¬ 
rent which is not transmissible and which I 
have defined as a high-frequency high-poten- 80 
tial disruptive discharge-current. 

On a suitable base a is rigidly secured a 
hollow standard a!, provided with a pulley d\ 
swiveled at its upper end, over which passes a 
cord as, carrying a hand-electrode high-fre- 85 
quency device d at its outer end and a coun¬ 
terbalance-weight a5 at its inner end. 

The electrode ct comprises a back piece cf, 
to which is secured at a7 a shell of hard rub¬ 
ber or the like «8, containing a coarse primary 90 
a9, wound adjacent the outer turns of a flat 
secondary a10 of the form shown in my patent, 
Serial No. 615,653, of December 6, 1898, all 
embedded in insulating material, such as hard 
wax a12, poured therein in melted condition. 95 
One terminal, «13, of the secondary is shown 
as grounded,. and the other or inner terminal, 
which constitutes the high - potential dis¬ 
charge-terminal of the secondary, is connect¬ 
ed at cou to a tubular contact device air\ per- 100 
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manently secured in the pointed end a™ of the 
high-frequency device for receiving any de¬ 
sired form of discharge-electrode, the shank 
a17 of a ball-discharge electrode^18 being here- 

5 in shown as mounted therein. The terminals 
of the primary are connected by suitable flexi¬ 
ble conductors aVJ d20 to a suitable source of 
electrical energy, shown as comprising a gen¬ 
erator A of alternating current, whose con- 

io ductors lead to a transformer T, connecting 
with a condenser C and spark-gap S. In my 
copending application, Serial No. 214,266, 
I have explained more at length the advan¬ 
tages of having the high-frequency device 

i5 separated from the generating source, and in 
the present arrangement I have separated the 
parts still farther, the alternator and trans¬ 
former, which serve to generate the low-fre¬ 
quency high-voltage current and which con- 

20 stitute the heavier portions of the generating 
apparatus, being separated a long distance 
from the movable portion of the apparatus, 
and the condenser and spark-gap, which serve 
to raise the low-frequency current to a high- 

25 frequency current, being mounted, preferably, 
directly on the standard d, thereby bringing 
as near to the discharge-electrode as practi¬ 
cable all that portion of the current which has 
any tendency to dissipate itself in the atmos- 

30 pliere by conduction. This also brings all the 
adjustable parts of the apparatus directly to 
the hand of the operator. 

The arrangement as thus described is of 
great importance in therapeutical work, be- 

35 cause it makes it possible to use the highest 
frequency and most powerful and efficient 
current without deterioration wherever it is 
desired to quickly shift the electrode, as the 
surgeon can readily move the standard a! here 

40 and there about the room without, any incon¬ 
venience, the heavy generating parts being 
connected by long conductors and located in 
a closet or other convenient place, and as the 
operator is using the apparatus he can in- 

45 stantly adjust the hand-electrode up or down 
or sidewise and likewise adjust the spark-gap 
or condenser, all without leaving the patient 
or otherwise interrupting the treatment. 

The backed of the high-frequency device is 
50 provided with a clamp a21 and operating-han¬ 

dle a?2, said clamp being shown as consisting 
of two blocks a23 dz'\ hinged at a25 and locked 
together by a thumb-nut a2G, although I do 
not restrict myself in any way to the means 

5 5 which may be provided for retaining the high- 
frequency device movably upon its standard. 

From the above description it will be un¬ 
derstood that the high-frequency generator 
may be located in the corner of the room or 

60 elsewhere, as desired, transmitting the cur¬ 
rent generated thereby to the high-frequency 
device over the conductors au dzo without dan¬ 
ger or material loss of current, inasmuch as 
the form of the current as delivered from the 

65 source mentioned is of such well-known char¬ 

acter that it is readily restrained by the ordi¬ 
nary insulation provided with good conductor- 
wires. The current having been delivered prop¬ 
erly to hand-electrode a\ which I have denomi¬ 
nated the “high-frequency device,” is raised 70 
by the latter to the enormous frequency and 
high voltage required for the disruptive dis¬ 
charge desired in this class of apparatus, and 
by my invention the high-frequency device 
itself is the electrode and is movable directly 75 
to the position required for local application. 
The truck or standard is readily moved to the 
operating-table or wherever required, and the 
hand device is swung on the rod a! to any di¬ 
rection desired and is readily raised or low- 80 
ered. This, for instance, enables it to be 
used with a head-terminal for prolonged ap¬ 
plication, which would otherwise be practi¬ 
cally impossible with the ordinary apparatus 
because of the fatigue resulting to the oper-. 85 
ator, whereas by my invention the operator 
is relieved of all fatigue and also the element 
of danger, and hence nervous anxiety on the 
part of the operator is practically eliminated, 
inasmuch as there are no conductor-wires 90 
from the high-frequency device, (which have 
heretofore constituted the source of danger.) 

In case the application of the high-frequepey 
disruptive discharge is to be of short duration, 
and especially if the application is to be with 95 
reference to an awkward position, the oper¬ 
ator simply unclamps the device d from its 
standard and holds it in his hand to the spot 
desired. For the latter purpose I also pro¬ 
vide a lighter form of construction, as shown 100 
in Fig. 3, where it will be seen that I have 
provided a conical secondary a27, wound on a 
light supporting-shell co2\ and preferably in¬ 
closed by an outer cone cf\ the primary cd 
being wound in a peripheral recess or groove 105 
dd\ provided in abases33, the parts being held 
together in any desired manner, as by a rod 
co3\ having threaded engagement with the 
handle au and adapted to receive any kind of 
a discharge-electrode at its opposite end, as 1 j o 
a ball This form of hand device is light 
and well adapted to general use and lends 
itself to more delicate manipulation than the 
heavier form of hand devices previously de¬ 
scribed. 13 5 

It will be understood my invention is capa¬ 
ble of a wide variety of embodiments, as I 
believe it is broadly new to provide a hand 
device or electrode which itself produces the 
high-potential high-frequency current that 120 
causes the disruptive discharge delivered by 
the electrode. 

The current supplied to this hand device or 
hand-electrode is a high-frequency current, 
but is not of that quality which renders it 125 
dangerous and practically non-transmissible, 
the mechanism which transforms said current 
into the latter kind of current being con¬ 
tained within the electrode itself, whereby all 
necessity for further conductors, and hence 13° 
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loss of current and danger, &c., are elimi¬ 
nated, the current not being permitted to as¬ 
sume this condition until it reaches the device 
which is to be carried or manipulated by the 

5 operator directly at the applying-point. I 
have already pointed out that the current to 
which my invention relates is not the ordi¬ 
nary current, and I wish to repeat that my 
invention relates to the most advanced type 

xo of high-frequency current known to thera¬ 
peutical practice at the present day, being dis¬ 
tinguished by its ability to produce a dis¬ 
ruptive or brush discharge into the air from 
spherical conductors of one inch to one and 

15 one-half inches in diameter. I take this 
means of defining'the character of the current, 
although it will readily be understood that it 
can be recognized by various other distinctive 
features and characteristics, and accordingly 

20 I do not intend to restrict myself by these 
definitions to any arbitrary frequency or po¬ 
tential, but have undertaken merely to ex¬ 
plain the field of usefulness and kind of cur¬ 
rent with sufficient clearness to enable those 

25 skilled in the art to apprehend with certainty 
what my invention is, the difficulties it is in¬ 
tended to overcome, and the advantages ef¬ 
fected thereby. 

I am aware that it has long been common 
30 to employ hand-electrodes;but so far as lam 

aware these have either been remote from the 
producer of the form of current discharged 
or else they have not been capable of deliv¬ 
ering the kind of discharge herein provided 

35 for. It will therefore be understood that I 
am not restricted in any way (excepting as 
specified in the claims) to the constructional 
details herein set forth. 

Having described my invention, what I 
40 claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 

Patent of the United States, is— 
1. A hand device or electrode for hand ma¬ 

nipulation at the point of application, com¬ 
prising a portable inclosure provided with a 

45 carrying device adapted to be grasped by the 
hand, said portable inclosure adapted to be 
connected to a source of high-frequency cur¬ 
rent, and containing within itself means for 
developing from said current a high-f req uency 

5o high-potential disr u ptive discharge-current of 
the kind described. 

2. A source of high-frequency current, and 
portable means for producing therefrom a 
high-potential high-frequency disruptive dis- 

SS charge-current of the kind described, said 
means being connected to said source by a 
long flexible conductor and being light in 

weight and small in size for carrying by hand 
and for hand application and manipulation. 

3. A standard, provided with a hand-elec- 60 
trode movable up and down on said standard 
and containing a high-frequency induction de¬ 
vice. 

4. A portable standard or support, carry¬ 
ing a disruptive discharge-electrode provided 65 
within itself with a high-potential high-fre¬ 
quency coil. 

5. A portable standard or support, carry¬ 
ing a disruptive discharge-electrode provided 
within itself with a high-potential high-fre- 70 
quency coil, said electrode being freely mov¬ 
able by hand with relation to said standard. 

6. An electrode, containing an induction- 
coil, a hollow support therefor, on which said 
electrode is freely movable, and counterbal- 75 
ancing means within said support for said 
electrode. 

7. A high-frequency induction device for 
therapeutical work, comprising a portable 
standard, a hand-electrode, containing a high- 80 
frequency high - potential induction - coil, 
mounted movably on said standard, and a gen¬ 
erating source comprising a source of alter¬ 
nating current, transformer, condenser and 
spark-gap, the latter two being mounted on 85 
said portable standard and having a short con¬ 
nection to said hand-electrode, and said trans¬ 
former and source of alternating current be¬ 
ing remote from said standard. 

8. A high-frequency induction device for 90 
therapeutical work, comprising a portable 
standard, a hand-electrode containing within 
itself means for producing from an ordinary 
high-frequency current a high-frequency, 
high-potential disruptive discharge-current, 95 
a condenser and spark-gap in the circuit there¬ 
of, mounted adjacent thereto, and a remote 
source of current therefor including a trans¬ 
former. 

9. In an apparatus in the kind described, 100 
a stationary alternator and transformer lo¬ 
cated remote from the rest of the apparatus, 
and a high-frequency translating device, 
spark-gap and condenser located close to each 
other connected by short conductors for op- 105 
eration in connection with said remote alter¬ 
nator and transformer. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub¬ 
scribing witnesses. 

THOMAS B. KIKRAIDE. 
Witnesses: 

Geo. H. Maxwell, 
E. G. Proctor. 
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To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, Howard Jackson, a citi¬ 
zen of the United States, and a resident of New¬ 
ton, Massachusetts,have invented an Iraprove- 

5 ment in Detonators or Auxiliary Protective 
Alarm Spark-Gaps for IIigh-Frequency Ap¬ 
paratus, of which the following description, 
in connection with the accompanying draw¬ 
ings, is a specification, like letters on thedraw- 

io ings representing like parts. 
The increased efficiency of high-frequency 

apparatus of the kind employed in connection 
with X-ray work, therapeutical work, and the 
like has occasioned the placing in the hands 

15 of novices and the unskilled of apparatuses 
more or less complex and requiring heavy and 
dangerous currents; and the present invention 
has for its object the provision of protecting 
mechanism for the apparatus in the form of 

20 means for automatically notifying the user of 
such apparatus in case anything goes wrong. 

My invention includes in its preferred em¬ 
bodiment means for promptly notifying the 
user both by sound and sight and also by the 

25 sense of smell whenever an open circuit or 
other breakdown occurs. 

The constructional details of my invention 
and the operation thereof and further result¬ 
ing advantages will appear more fully in the 

30 course of the following description, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, in 
which I have illustrated one embodiment of 
my invention. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a fragmentary 
35 view of a cabinet, showing my invention ap¬ 

plied thereto. Fig. 2 is an enlarged front ele¬ 
vation thereof. Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional 
view taken on the line 3 3, Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a 
diagrammatical view showing the circuit con- 

40 nections 
In many ways a breakdown is liable to occur 

in the use of the kind of apparatus in question— 
as,for example, if the spark-gap be improperly 
connected or accidentally omitted (as it often 

45 is for removal in cleaning or renewing) and 
the current is turned on the back discharge 
from the condenser will break down the in¬ 
sulation of the transformer—or the conduc¬ 
tors from the condenser to the induction-coil 

5° or step-up transformer may become detached 

or imperfectly attached, in which case the 
whole output is thrown into the condenser 
and not having any other path to discharge 
excepting through the transformer immedi¬ 
ately punctures the insulation thereof, as be- 55 
fore. Accordingly I have provided an aux¬ 
iliary device in the form of a spark-gap per¬ 
manently in circuit and so situated as to be 
plainly visible at all times, being preferably 
on the outside of the box or case in which the 60 
apparatus is situated and also preferably con¬ 
taining means for giving off an offensive or 
pungent odor when heated, said auxiliary 
spark-gap being so adjusted as to be inopera¬ 
tive when the main circuit is working nor- 65 
mally, but becoming operative instantly when 
the main circuit operates abnormally. 

My invention is capable of a wide variety 
of embodiments, the form herein shown, how¬ 
ever, being preferred because of its neat ap- 70 
pearance, compact arrangement, and certainty 
and efficiency of action. 

Referring to Fig. 4, I have indicated a 
transformer a, connected by wires b c to an 
induction-coil cl, a Kinraide coil being shown 75 
for convenience, (see Patent No. 615,653, 
December 6, 1898,) operated in connection 
with a spark-gap e and a condenser f in the 
usual manner. 1 introduce across the circuit 
an auxiliary spark-gap or detonator g, being 80 
herein shown as between the transformer a 
and the condenser /, although it is obvious 
that it may be on the other side thereof or 
otherwise located, provided it is connected 
around the part or parts which are liable to 85 
cause the trouble. The constructional details 
of the preferred embodiment of this auxiliary 
spark-gap or detonator are shown best in 
Figs. 2 and 3, where it will be seen that the 
box or cabinet h is cut away at K to provide 90 
a free and unrestricted opening to the in¬ 
terior, and over this opening K I secure a 
heavy insulating-block g\ of porcelain, glass, 
or other suitable non-inflammable material, on 
which are mounted opposite electrodes or dis- 95 
charge-buttons g\ shown as retained by screws 

which also serve to retain protectors gl of 
hard rubber or other insulating and odorifer¬ 
ous material. Binding-posts g" connect the 
wires be at their inner ends and ermao-e the 100 
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electrodes g2 as far apart as possible to pre¬ 
vent any danger of sparking across on the in¬ 
side of the box. To make a distinctive and 
very loud noise and also to prevent any pre- 

5 liminary brush discharges, which might cause 
a sudden discharge, tending to annoy and in¬ 
terfere with the steadiness of the main ap¬ 
paratus, 1 make the electrodes (f g2 circular 
in form, with rounded edges. This permits 

io the electrodes to be brought almost as close 
together as the plates of the main spark-gap, 
without any tendency, however, to operate 
during the normal operation of the apparatus. 
The protectors <f are the same shape as the 

15 electrodes (f and overhang the latter, so as to 
prevent the operator from accidentally com¬ 
ing in contact with said electrodes, and yet 
leave the latter sufficiently exposed to permit 
the free circulation of air and to permit the 

20 arc to be visible whenever the detonator is 
called into action. The electrodes (f (f are 
adjusted apart sufficiently to provide aslightly 
greater resistance than that of the coil d and 
spark-gap 0, which carry the oscillating cur- 

25 rent from the condenser, the adjustment of 
the device g determining the amount of strain 
that can be thrown upon the apparatus. This 
amount of strain will usually be greater or 
less, according to the character of the insula- 

30 tion of the transformer a. The latter is one 
of the most expensive portions of such an ap¬ 
paratus, and lienee it is desirable to protect 
it in any event, and therefore the electrodes 
g2 g2 are usually adjusted from each other 

35 such a distance as to give prompt notice of 
any back discharge from the condenser or other 
similar danger liable to break down the insu¬ 
lation of the transformer. 

In use if the apparatus is in proper condi- 
40 tion, with all the parts properly adjusted and 

connected, the current passes in usual manner 
from the transformer a by the conductors b c 
to the condenser, whose discharges are passed 
through the coil d by the action of the spark- 

45 cap <3. If now anything should occur to in¬ 
crease the resistance of the circuit or cause a 
breakdown therein, the current will immedi¬ 
ately set the detonator g in operation, prefer¬ 
ring this path of relatively low resistance to 

50 overcoming the impedance of the transformer, 
causing a loud and startling noise because of 
the discharge between the electrodes g2 g2, and 
as the device g is in plain sight the blinding 
light therefrom will also attract attention, 

55 and simultaneously therewith the smoking of 
the rubber protectors#1 will compel attention 
by the sense of smell. Thereupon the opera¬ 
tor instantly shuts off the current and is then 
at liberty to investigate at his leisure the cause 

60 of the trouble. 
It will be evident that the apparatus may 

be guarded with any degree of nicety desired, 
according to the distance apart of the elec¬ 
trodes (f rf\ The auxiliary spark-gap or deto- 

65 nator remainsidleorinactiveatall times during 

the proper running of the apparatus to which 
it is applied, but is ever present and effective 
for warning the operator of any dangerous 
tendency of the condenser - current to flow 
back to the transformer. It does not depend 70 
in any way upon any special winding or con¬ 
tain any spring-actuated device or other mov¬ 
able parts; but it consists simply of a spark- 
gap not requiring any skill or understanding 
or attention on the part of the operator. 75 

As already intimated, I am aware that many 
changes in form, arrangement, and combina¬ 
tion of parts may be resorted to without de¬ 
parting from the spirit and scope of my inven¬ 
tion. Bo 

Having fully described my invention, what 
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent 
of the United States, is— 

1. An apparatus of the kind described, com¬ 
prising an electric circuit, a cabinet, contain- 85 
ing means for impressing thereon a high-fre¬ 
quency current, and a translating device, and 
means mounted on said cabinet in open view 
for giving instant visual warning upon the 
flow of destructive abnormal current, said 90 
means being protected from accidental con¬ 
tact. 

2. A high-frequency cabinet for therapeu¬ 
tical work and. the like, containing circuit-wires 
leading from a suitable source of current, a 95 
high-frequency high-potential disruptive dis¬ 
charge mechanism within said cabinet to op¬ 
erate in connection with said circuit, and an 
auxiliary detonator in parallel with said mech¬ 
anism at the high-frequency high-potential i°° 
end of said circuit, for giving instant audible 
warning upon the flow of destructive abnormal 
current. 

3. A high-frequency cabinet for therapeu¬ 
tical work and the like, containing circuit-wires 105 
leading from a suitable source of current, a 
high-frequency high-potential disruptive-dis¬ 
charge mechanism within said cabinet to op¬ 
erate in connection with said circuit, and means 
responsive to the flow of destructive abnormal no 
current for generating instantly a volume of 
bad-smelling gas or smoke capable of immedi¬ 
ately permeating the atmosphere to the dis¬ 
tance usually occupied by the operator, for 
giving warning to said operator by the sense 115 
of smell, said gas - generating means being 
mounted in an exposed position on said cabi¬ 
net whence the said gas can freely escape in 
large volumes for the purpose set forth. 

4. A high-frequency device for therapeu- *20 
tical work and the like, comprising a cabinet, 
containing a transformer, a condenser, a spark- 
gap device, and a translating device, and an 
electric circuit connecting said apparatus for 
producing a high - frequency high -potential I25 
disruptive discharge, and an auxiliary spark- 
gap device mounted on the outside of said 
cabinet and connected across said circuit be¬ 
tween said transformer and said translating 
device, said auxiliary device being normally 13° 
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inactive but capable of instant operation upon 
the flow of abnormal current for giving warn¬ 
ing to the operator for preventing damage to 
the transformer. 

5 5. A case containing electrical apparatus 
and having an aperture therethrough, a non- 
inflammable insulating-plate secured thereto, 
a spark-gap device mounted on said plate, and 
overhanging protecting means for said spark- 

i o gap. 
6. A spark-gap device, comprising a sup¬ 

port of non-inflammable insulating material, 
opposite electrodes mounted flat against the 
top surface thereof, and overhanging protec¬ 

ts tors mounted directly on said electrodes for 
preventing accidental contact therewith while 
leaving the spark-gap exposed and visible. 

T. A spark-gap device, comprising a sup¬ 
port of non-inflammable insulating material, 

opposite electrodes mounted thereon, and pro- 20 
tectors mounted on said electrodes projecting 
over the discharge-gap, said protectors being 
composed of odoriferous material becoming ac¬ 
tive in the presence of the arc from said elec¬ 
trodes. 25 

8. A spark-gap device, having separated 
electrodes provided adjacent their discharge 
ends with material capable of emitting an 
odoriferous smoke when heated by the dis¬ 
charge, for giving warning to the operator. 30 

In testimony wdiereof I have signed my name 
to this specification in the presence of two sub¬ 
scribing witnesses. 

HOWARD JACKSON. 

Witnesses: 
Geo. H. Maxwell, 
Emilio A. Cardarello. 
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To all to horn it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Thomas B. Ivinraide, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Boston, county of Suffolk, State of Massa- 

5 ehusetts, have invented a certain new and 
useful Improvement in Apparatus tor 
Forming a Smooth Surface on Metal while 
being Milled, of which the following is a 
specification, reference being had theiein 

10 to the accompanying drawings. 
In the use of machines for nulling down 

the surface of metallic bars or thinning 
down the bars to bring them to the requisite 
thickness, that is, surfacing them, as it is 

15 termed in the trade by the use of milling 
cutters, and of other cutters, it is well known 
that the chips formed by the cutter acdiere 
to the cutting edges of the blades or teeth 
more or loss, thus absolutely preventing a 

9o perfectly smooth surface being ioi in.a on 
the bar which is being worked, and in fact 
often times after a few turns of the cutter 
the chips accumulate so that by reason of 
their burring effect on the surface Ox the bar 

25 while the cutter is in operation, the surface 
of the bar becomes very much roughened. 
The softer the metal of the bar which is 
being worked, the rougher will be the sur- 
face after the cutter has been over it. this 

30 is noticeable to some extent in steel bars 
but-it is especially noticeable m the soxtei 
metals such as aluminum, copper and lead. 
In copper and lead it is true to a very 

marked degree. 
35 In many kinds of construction where 

metal bars'are employed, it is extremely im¬ 
portant, in fact absolutely necessary, that 
the surfaces shall be very smooth, tor in 
stance in the construction of crank cases tor 

40 automobiles where it is important that the 
-joints shall be very tight, the overlapping 
surfaces at their ioints should be very 
smooth. It is also essential in aeroplane 
construction where aluminum is used to a 

45 considerable extent. . . , 
One object of the present invention is to 

provide a method of thinning down a me¬ 
tallic bar or plate and at the same operation 
forming a smooth surface on the face of the 

50 metal, said method consisting of surfacing 
the bar or plate by a cutter and clearing 
the cutting edge of the cutter automatically 
each time'-that the cutting edge passes out 

of contact with the metal plate before it 
again comes into operative contact witli the 55 
plate. . 

Another object of the present invention 
is to provide an attachment for a milling 
machine which can be readily attached to the 
milling machines in ordinary use to auto- 60 
matically free the cutting edges of the blades 
of the milling cutter from the chips as Hist 
as they are formed. Another object of the 
invention is to provide means for connect¬ 
ing the attachment with the milling machine 65 
in such manner that the cleaning device 
may be adjusted when desired, either in an 
operative position with relation to the mul- 
ino- cutter or out of operative position as 

desired. , 70 
The invention will be fully understood 

from the following description when taken 
in connection with the accompanying draw - 
ino-s and the novel features thereof will be 
pointed out and clearly defined in the claims 75 
at the close of this specification. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a view in 
elevation, partly in section, of a portion or 
a milling machine, having attached thereto 
one form of a device embodying the mven- 80 

tion. „ , , 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of a portion or the 

top of the milling machine and the attach¬ 
ment embodying the. invention. 

Referring now to the drawings, 1 is a 85 
platen of a’milling machine, partly broken 
away, the lower portion, of the. machine 
being omitted. A milling cutter 2 is mount¬ 
ed on an arbor 3 which is journaled in the 
column or arbor support 4. The arbor 3 90 
is driven by any suitable mechanism. A. 
horizontal arm 5 is mounted on the upper 
part of the arbor support 4, and mounted on 
said arm 5 is a yoke or hanger in which 
is journaled a rotary brush 6. In the form 95 
of device shown in the drawings, the hanger 
in which the brush 6 is j ourhaied comprises 
two depending arms 7 parallel with each 
other which are respectively provided at 
their upper ends with straps 8 which en- 100 
circle-the arm 5, each of said straps being- 
split transversely so that the strap may be 
spread open somewhat to permit its adjust¬ 
ment on the arm 5. Each strap has a boss 
31 on the outer periphery near one end, 105 
which is connected with the boss on the cor- 
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responding end of the other strap by a tie 
xod 9, and the other ends of the two straps 
aie vonnected together by a tie rod 10 which 
is journaled in the two bosses 12, 12 on the 

5 outer periphery of the two straps near the 
said otner ends. The two tie rods are con¬ 
nected together by links 11, 11. An eccen- 
tric 13 is carried by the rod 10 at each end 
thereof. The rod 10 is provided with a lever 

10 arm 14 whereby said arm may be rotated, 
f/ -r°tatmS the sai<J rod 10 the eccentrics 
13, 13 are rotated in a manner to close or 
open the straps 8, 8 according to the direc- 
tion . of rotation of the eccentric, thereby 

15 causing the straps to grip or loosen their 
Hold as the case may be on the arm 5. The 
straps are loosened for the purpose of per¬ 
mitting adjustment of the hanger on the 
arm 5 and are tightened again to clamp the 

20 hanger in its adjusted position. When the 
straps are loosened the hanger may be 
turned on the arm so as to swing the brush 
up out of contact with the cutter, as shown 
in dotted lines in Fig. 1, and the straps 

26 ™a.Y be tightened to hold the brush in 
the said inoperative position. 

The brush 6 is preferably a bristle brush 
of cylindrical form, the tufts of the bristles 
being set into a cylindrical head 15 which 

30 is mounted fast on a shaft 16. The bristle's 
are preferably short and stiff. Said shaft 
16 is journaled in the depending arms 7 of 
the hanger. 

By properly adjusting the hanger radially 
35 on the arm 5 the brush may be positioned 

so that the bristles will engage with the 
blades of the milling cutter 2 as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

F°rthe purpose of cleaning the blades of 
40 the cutter 2 the brush 6 should be rotated 

continuously when the cutter 2 is beinc ro¬ 
tated, and it is important that it should be 
c™n m a direction so that the bristles 
of the brush will engage particularly with 

45 the cutting edges of the blades of the'cutter 
hence they should be rotated so that the 
travel of the blades and of the bristles of 
the brush will be in the same direction when 

-ft “ST are m contact with each other, but at 
different speeds. It is preferable to hare the 
brush travel faster than the cutter. Any 
Suitable means of accomplishing this result 
may be employed. The means shown are 
as follows: 

55 Mounted on the end of the spindle 19 
which^ames the cutter arbor 3 is a driving 

23 mounted on the brush shaft 16. The 
gears 20 and 23 are shown as proportioned 

M H hr i vll. J, y 

gear 1< which engages with a gear 18 
mounted on the arm 5, the said two gears 17 

,A and 18 bKei.nff as one to one. Mounted fast 
60 on arm 5 is a gear 20 of smaller diameter 

than the gear 18. As shown in the clraw- 
mgs, gear 20 is formed integral with the 
gear 18 Said gear 20 engages with an idler 
21 mounted on a Stud 22 carried in one of the 

65 arms .( and said idler engages with a gear 

vy , - ~ Oiivvvii ao jJiUJJUrbiOIieCl 

three to one, so that the brush will make 
three revolutions while the cutter 2 makes 
one revolution. It will thus be seen that 70 
when the parts are adjusted as in Fig. 1 
during the rotation of the milling cutter the? 
Drush will be^ constantly traveling at a 
greater rate of speed than the cutter and 
will be operative on the front or cutting 75 
edges of the blades of the cutter 2 and 
thoroughly clean the cutting edges of the 
blades from the chips of the metal which 
may be cut away from the surface of the 
bar which is being milled. The bristles be- 80 
ing short and stiff and the cutter constantly 
turning its blades into the ends of these 
bristles, this causes a powerful thrust upon 
the particles of metal adhering to the blade 
so that the brush has two functions, it not 85 
only acts as a brush to wipe the particles 
xrom the braces, but it also acts as a mattino* 
lool upon the adhering particles and thrusts 
thein away from the cutting edge. The 
c rawing shows a bar 24 mounted on the feed 90 
Mock 251 m the process of being milled. 

1 have found that the chips or fine parti- 
metal which are cut from the bar 

which is being operated upon are less likely 
to adhere to the cutter, or if they do ad- 95 
here to the cutter, they are more easily 
brushed away, if the blades of the cutter are 
kept oiled. Inasmuch as it is not desired 
ic have a large amount of oil on the cutter 
at any time but rather to keep the blades 100 
slight.y oi.ed all of the time, I have found 
it productive of good results to keep the 
brush 6 oiled and to oil the blades by means 
of the brush 6 at the same time that the 
brush cleans the blades. In order to keep 105 
the brusn 6 constantly oiled without drip¬ 
ping I provide an oiling roll which is of the 
same width as the brush and against which 
the brush will contact during its rotation. 

ro11 ,is preferably a pad of no 
felt 2o or other equivalent material mounted 
on the periphery of a wooden core 26. The 
said roll is mounted loosely on a shaft 27 
so as to be rotatable thereon. Said shaft 27 
is mounted fast m the arms 28 which are n5 
pivotally connected at 29 with arms 30 " 
which project from the outer periphery of 
the strain 8 of the hanger which carries the 

ruMi. By reason of the pivot connection 
a™s 278 Wlth the straps 8 the oiler 120 

loll 25 will when the device is mounted as 
shown m Fig 1, drop by gravity into con¬ 
tact with the brush roll 6. 

The pad 25 is sufficiently saturated with 
oil so that as the brush in its rotation en- 125 
gages the periphery of the oil pad the bris- 

oiled ^ie ^rilS^ constantly re- 

The oil roll need not have any independent 
means for rotating the same but it will be 130 
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which said brush is journaled, said strap 
beino- adjustable on said shaft; wneieby the 
?e i„„ 4-1,., Ut-hqU is radially adjustable ■asnsra ■ - -*-—-— 

5 br^le I have described one form of at¬ 
tachment for a milling machine whereby the 
blades of the cutter are cleaned automati blades oi-tiie culicj. aio r 
callv during the rotation of the cutter, I 

0 do not intend to limit the claims to the 
particular form of mechanism shown, said 
mechanism being illustrative of onj iorm o. 
means for cleaning the blades. iVIy mvex 
Son resides broadly in the idea of aulo- 

L5 matically cleaning the cutting edges of toe 
blades during the movement of the cuttn 
after each operative contact ot a biacle oe 
fore i? again comes into operative engage¬ 
ment with the metal which is being milled, 

,0 or in other words, it resides broadly m the 
method of cutting down the surface ox < 
metal plate in such manner as to constantly 
Save a smooth surface where it is milled 
down said method consisting of removing 

25 the metal from the surface by a cutter and 
cleaning the cutting edge of eacn blade au¬ 
tomatically each time after it leaves the 
metal before it again comes into contact wit 

the metal. 

3 o What ^^ination with a milling machine 

havino- a rotary cutter, a rotary bristle brush 
XbVis extLds parallel- fc ™ °‘ 
the cutter, a yoke in which said brush is 

35 journaled, a supporting shaft parallel witl 
the axis of said brush, means for adjustaoiy 
securing said yoke to said shaft to maintain 
the brush parallel with the axis ox the cin- 

• ter the yoke being adjustable to change the 
,0 Sit ™ of the brush toward and away from 

IS cutter, aud means for mamtammg the 
yoke in its adjusted position, so that the 
brush may be maintained either in engage- 
ment with the cutter or entirely free from 

* "t tSSmtoSSn with a milling machine 
having a rotary cutter, a rotary brush whose 
aSs is parallel with the axis.of.the cutter, a 
mount in which said brush is journaled, so 

50 located that the brush enguges with the 

cutter during the rotation,, and a-lotorj 
ing roll which engages with the peupbexj 
of the brush throughout the length of the 
brush, and bears with a pressure on said 

55 bThin combination with a milling machine 
having a rotary milling cutter a rotary 
brush whose axis extends parallel with the 
axis of the cutter, and means for supporting 

60 said brush in relation to the said cuttm, 
said supporting means compiismg a shait 
which extends parallel with the axis of tire 
brush and of the cutter, a strap adjustably 
secured to said shaft, an . arm projecting 

65 from said strap and having bearings m 

Z position of the brush with rela- ^ 

fcl°4n ^combination with a milling machine 
having a rotary milling cutter, a rotaij 
brush whose axis extends parallel with the 
axis of the cutter, and means for supporting 
said brush in relation to the said cutter, 7o 
said supporting means comprising a 1 
which extends parallel with the axis of the 
brush and of the cutter, a strap adjustably 
secured to said shaft, an arm projecting 
from said strap and having bearings m 80 

which said brush is journaled, said stiap 
beino- adjustable on said shaft whereby the 
bearino- for the brush is radially adjustable 
to vary the position of the brush with rela- 
tion to the cutter, an oiling roll and an aim bo 
projecting from said strap with which said 
oilin°- roll is pivotally connected m such 
manner that the oiling roll bears upon the 

PfSmbSLSa milling machine « 

Si»S”iS.c«2 
blades of the cutter during the rotation, and 
an adjustable mount for the brush said 
mount being adjustable to bring the brush 9o 

into position to engage the blades of tl 
cutter and to shift the brush out of engag- 
ino- position, and means for maintaining 

the mount with the brush in 100 
position, either m engagement with the cut 
ter or entirely free from engaging position 

with the cutter, as desired. 
6 In combination with a machine having 

i rotarv milling cutter, a rotary brush, 
m4is for holding the brush so that it may 105 
at"will be located in position to engage the 
blades of the cutter during the rotation oi 
in a position where it will be out of engag - 
ment with the cutter, and means for mam- 
taming the brush in the adjusted position, 
either in engaging position with the cuttei 
or entirely out of engaging position as de- 

SU7.C\n combination with a milling machine 
having a rotary milling critter, a brusi 
which extends alongside of the cuttei its 
full length, means for holding the brush^^ 

a position to engage the blades o 
diming the rotation, means for rotating both 
fte Wh and the cutter, and a rotary o.lmg 
member which engages ^dh the biusl 
throughout the entire length of the mush 

‘ .11U| thereby applies oil to the brush as the 
brush and oiling member rotate m engage- ^ 

ment with each, other. 
8. In combination with a milling machine 

having a rotary milling cutter, a rotary 
bristle" brush, means for holding the bru* 
in a position to engage the blades of the 
cutter during the rotation, means for rotat- ISO 
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ing the cutter and the brush, and means for 

oil t0 lto said br"A 

i»vi.5 TitfyTS' 
brusli, means for holding the bnwh hf« 

SS°"the“'otf the bhdes ot •*«•* ciuimg the lolation, means for rotating 

the cutter and the brush, 
member located in positioi 
bristle brush, said second 
being provided with an oil r 
eij whereby it maintains 
bristles of said first brush ii 

In testimony whereof I af 
THOMAS B. 

& second rotary 
I to engage said 
rotary member 

ad on its periph- 
the ends of the 
■ an oily state, 
ix my signature. 
kineaide. 
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION. 

Improvements in Automatic Break or Interrupter Apparatus for 

Electric Currents. 

I, Thomas Burton Kinraide, of 38, Spring P&rk Avenue, Jamaica Plain, in the 

State of Massachusetts, one of the United States of America, Electrician, do hereby 
declare the nature of this invention, and in what manner the same is to be 

performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following 
5 statement:— 

It is the object of my invention to provide an improved automatic break or inter¬ 
rupter for electric currents, my invention being particularly adapted for use in inter¬ 

rupting the primary current of induction coils in connection with X-ray and kindred 
apparatus. 

10 My invention secures high speed and accuracy of break, the successive breaks 

being rendered similar and synchronous, provides uniformity of wear of the make- 
and-break contacts, cures the irregularity and unsteadiness of the current hitherto so 
objectionable, increases the frequency, and gives uniform action of both current and 
apparatus under different resistances, besides simplifying and prolonging the life of 

15 the instrument. 

As heretofore constructed, these instruments have had a break hammer carried 
on the free end of an ordinary leaf-spring vibrating between the core-end of an 

electro-magnet and a small contact or anvil, the latter being mounted 

oh the end of an adjusting screw in the * free end of a post or 
20 standard. 

One serious drawback to these instruments has been that the speed of interruption, 

i.e., the speed of the vibrations of the hammer, has been quite limited and there 
has beqn an unevenness of break. 

I have found that these faults are due to a compound vibration of the instrument 
25 which tends to hasten some of the breaks and to retard others, and I have further 

found that this compound vibration, as I call it, may be obviated and that high speed 
may be attained and accurate breaks secured by providing an absolutely rigid and 
unyielding post or standard ; as a result of this feature of my invention, • the objec¬ 
tionable inaccuracy and unevenness of the breaks or interruptions dissappear, and a 

30 nicety of adjustment and compensation is feasible which would not otherwise be 
possible. 

A further objection to the present old style of instrument, above mentioned, is 
that as the tension of the spring vibrator is increased to vary the electrical resistance 

of the break, the sparking of the instrument is increased, the current being also 
35 otherwise rendered irregular and uncertain, and I have discovered that this is due to 

the fact that in the adjustment of the vibrator the hammer is thrown* more or less 
out of alignment with the core-end and anvil. 

It is therefore one chief feature of my invention to provide means to maintain 
the hammer in proper accurate alignment with its core and anvil. 

40 Again, irregularity and unsteadiness of current are due to the uneven wear of the 

contacting surfaces of the hammer and anvil, the intense heat of the constant arcing 
serving to fuse and batter down the said surfaces unevenly; and therefore I have 

[Price 8c/.] 
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Improvements in Automatic Break or Interrupter Apparatus for Electric Currents. 

mounted one of these surfaces on a rotatable spindle, so that the irregularities thereof 
may be automatically removed or obviated by rotating it as the hammer is 
vibrated. 

In order still further to increase the efficiency of the break, I make the several 
parts thereof laminated, so as to get rid of the heating effects, thereby permitting 
the break to be extremely rapid. 

In this connection also I provide a collector for the lines of force, thereby enabling 
a smaller hammer to be used with the effect df a large one. 

Other advantages and features of improvement will be pointed out in the course of 
the following description of the details of construction. 

In the drawings I have omitted all unnecessary details, confining the drawings to 
the details of improvement, and it will be understood that the latter may be used in 
connection with any suitable or preferred general style of apparatus. 

Fig. 1 is an end elevation, partly broken away, showing one embodiment of my_ 
invention. 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view thereof. 
Fig. 3 is a broken detail in side elevation, showing a slight modification. 
Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the collector, a portion of the hammer being shown in 

operative position. 
Fig. 5 shows a detail of a modified collector. 
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary detail in top plan, showing a rigid collector placed on the 

side of the hammer opposite the coil. 
* Fig. 7 illustrates one of the objectionable features of the old style instrument. 

On a suitable base A is mounted a coil B supported by end supports c, c\ herein 
shown as receiving the core 6 at its ends. 

The hammer D, carried by a vibrator E, reciprocates between the core end 61 and 
an anvil Gr, the hammer having a reduced end e held rigidly on the vibrator by a 
nut e1. 

Heretofore this vibrator has been a leaf-spring h9 as indicated in Fig. 7, this spring 
being deflected more or less to the right when it has been desired to increase the 
electrical resistance offered by the hammer, the result being as shown in exaggerated 
form in Fig. 7, where it appears that the spring h when deflected to its dotted 
position inevitably upsets the hammer, so Ihat the latter, when attracted to the 
core b\ strikes the latter with its upper edge d2 only, thereby increasing the resis¬ 
tance entirely out of proportion to that intended, and tending to burn or fuse the 
small point of contact d2, also leaving a spark gap d3, tending to ruin the hammer; 
the disastrous effects at the opposite end of the hammer being of the same sort 
excepting that the contact surfaces being smaller and composed of platinum, said 
effects are still more serious. 

Accordingly, I obviate these disastrous results by making the vibrator E rigid and 
unyielding for most of its length, as shown at e2, a short resilient section e* being 
preferably provided at its lower end next to the stud a, to which it is shown as 
fastened, &nd the necessary tension being secured by means of an auxiliary or tension 
spring K on the shank of an adjusting screw A, working at its threaded end in a 
post a1 and journaled at A1 in a standard a2. 

An adjustable thumb nut A2 receives one end of the spring K, the opposite 
end bearing against the vibrator E which rides loosely over the screw rod fc. 

In this preferred form of mechanism for accomplishing my object, turning the 
screw k to the right or left correspondingly relaxes or tightens the’spring K, thereby 
tending to move the vibrator E bodily forward to a greater or less extent to increase 
the number of amperes or quantity of current transmitted, and it will be noted that 
the hammer does not depend on the vibrator for its tension or resistance, but rather 
on the independent spring K, which bears centrally forward against the vibrator, the 
yielding section e? flexing readily, enough to permit the required movement forward 
of the rigid portion 62. 

I prefer to place the hammer at one side of the core, directly in the field of the 
greatest number of lines of force, the direction of the latter bei^g indicated by 
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arrows in Fig. 2, whereby the action of the apparatus is very materially improved ; 
and in order still further to increase the frequency, and to get rid of the heating 
thereof, so that the brake can be extremely rapid, I make the several parts thereof 
laminated, as clearly shown, the core being preferably composed of a plurality of wires, 

5 and the hammer of a number of plates secured together, although any other means 
of lamination is within my invention. 

In connection with the improved hammer, I provide means for positively limiting 
its movement, said means being herein shown as a projection or engaging lug e4 on 
the vibrator cooperating with a stop e6 preferably adjustable. 

10 By reason of this construction the length of the spark gap between the hammer D 
and its anvil Gr is positively controlled, so that the time period of the interruptions 
may be regulated to the requirements of the circuit, for discharging the condenser at 
the proper moment to accelerate the inductive action of the primary of the induction 
coil with which we will suppose the apparatus is being used. 

15 Adjacent the hammer and preferably above it I provide a collector L for the lines of 
force, to direct them upon the hammer, whereby a much smaller hammer may be used 
than would otherwise be possible for the same effect. 

In Figs. 1, 2 and 4, this collector is shown as composed of a body of metal L, pre¬ 
ferably soft steel or iron and laminated, placed within the field of force of the coil 

20 and immediately adjacent the hammer, thereby presenting to the hammer a 
field of strong magnetic intensity, so that it is equivalent to making the hammer 
much larger, at the same time permitting a miichi smaller moving part than 
usual. 

Preferably this collector is movable relatively to the hammer, so that its effect ou 
25 the latter may be varied* as indicated in Figs. 1—5, where the collector is shown 

as pivotted at l and as having its lower end convexly curved (Fig. 5) adjacent the 
hammer D, or internally formed to endorse said hammer (Figs. 1, 4). 

By means of the collector the amount of current delivered through the break is 
readily controlled, inasmuch as the collector tends to gather in the lines of force and 

30 direct them to the hammer ; sq that if the collector is in the full line position, Figs. I 
and 5, the greatest intensity will result, whereas if the collector is in its dotted line 
position, a less intensity will result, and this may be varied according to the position 
into which the collector is swung, the resultant effect upon the hammer being that it 
has an active or sluggish movement according to the position of the collector. 

35 When the collector is swung entirely away from the hammer or in case it is 
omitted entirely, the tendency of the hammer is to lag or hang to the anvil as it is 
drawn away, whereas with the collector in its full line position, as shown, the action of 
the break is short and quick. 

The collector is shown as laminated. Fig. 5, showing it applied to a break having 
40 its hammer at the end of the core, while the other figs, show the collector applied to 

the special form of hammer forming part of my new break. 
The configuration and position of the collector may be changed to include a greater 

or fewer number of the lines of force, or into the entire field, according to the effect it 
is desired to produce upon the hammer, one example being illustrated in Fig. 6 in which 

45 the collector L1 is shown as mounted at the side of the hammer opposite the 
coil. 

With this construction, whenever, by the tearing off of small pieces of the metal 
from the contact points, the break gap is partially short circuited when open, the 
rapidly increasing lines of force are so concentrated by the collector upon the hammer 

50 as to drag the latter sideways, toward the collector, thus overcoming the short circuit 
by shearing apart the fused particles and separating the points, the hammer then 
resuming its normal vibration. 

It will be understood that as the hammer end e is pulled away from the anvil Gr, an 
arc is formed which inevitably fuses a slight portion of the opposing surfaces, and, 

55 as the breaks are rapid these surfaces, although platinum, are quickly rendered 
uneven. 
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Accordingly, I provide means to relatively rotate the meeting surfaces of the anvil1 
and hammer, independently of the rotations due to the adjustments of said parts, the 
said means being herein shown as preferably consisting of a freely rotatable spindle g 
centrally mounted in a hollow adjusting screw g1 having threaded engagement with 
an extended bearing as in the standard a4, being fixed in its adjustments by a check 
nut grV . * 

The spindle g is rotated by a thumb wheel g3 pinned on its outer end, and is held 
against longitudinal movement by a collar g4 fixed near its inner end to abut against 
the inner end of the screw carrier g1. • ■ *. • 

The spindle is threaded at g* to receive the anvil Gr the latter being shown in the 
form of a threaded cap provided with a required platinum contact, the platinum being 
soldered thereon, as indicated in heavy section lines Fig. 1. 

The collar gr4 and anvil are made of a size to permit them to be withdrawn 
together, with the adjusting screw gl, as the latter is screwed out of the standard a4. 
. It is understood that .as the platinum points wear and fuse away the anvil is nicely 
adjusted forward by its screw carrier g1 to compensate therefor. 

Under the old construction the surfaces would fuse and wear unevenly, as explained, 
and then when it became necessary to adjust the anvil forward, it would be impossible 
because it would be found that the surfaces had become more or less interlocked, 
thereby preventing any relative rotation thereof, the result- being that the apparatus 
was rendered useless until the anvil had been removed and the contacting surfaces 
carefully filed down, not only entailing loss of time but loss of the platinum. 

According to my invention the adjusting movement is entirely independent of any 
rotation of the anvil. 

In order to give the most efficient work, the breaks should not only be exceedingly 
rapid, but they should be even or accurate in synchronism. 

Accordingly, I have rendered the standard, which supports the anvil, absolutely 
rigid and non-vibrant, finding as a result that the accuracy of break which is sought 
is thereby attained, and that the speed or note of vibration is raised, this being due 
to the prevention of compound vibrations. 

I prefer to render the standard thus rigid by interposing a bar or brace M, 
Figs. I and 2, or M1, Fig. 3, of insulating material between opposite posts of the 
frame, this bar being let into the frame and held rigid by said screws, the object 
being to prevent the standard, and hence the anvil, from being responsive to the 
vibrations of the hammer, and thereby occasioning a compound or confused vibration 
.or interruption of the current. 

Various modifications and details of mechanisms may be used to embody my 
invention. 

. Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said inven¬ 
tion, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what I 
claim is 

In an automatic break or interrupter for electric currents:— 
1. ‘A high speed break, comprising a coil and its core, an anvil in electric circuit 

with said coil, a standard supporting the anvil, and means to render said standard 
absolutely non-vibrant, whereby compound vibrations are prevented and the speed 
is increased, substantially as described. 

2. A high speed break, having a hammer vibrating between a core-end and an 
anvil, means to vary the vibrating resistance of said hammer, and means to main¬ 
tain said hammer in approximately unvarying end alignment with said core-end and 
anvil, substantially as described. 

3. A high speed break, a hammer, a vibrator supporting the same, and an adjust¬ 
able tension device to vary the resistance of said hammer, said vibrator having an 
extended rigid portion extending from said hammer, substantially as described. 

4. A high speed break, a hammer, a vibrator supporting the same, and an adjust¬ 
able tension device to vary the resistance of said hammer, said vibrator having an 
extended rigid portion extending from said hammer and being provided at its 
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opposite end with means to permit said rigid portion to be deflected slightly, sub¬ 
stantially as described. 

5. An electric break, having a hammer vibrating against an anvil, and means to 
adjust the latter, means to rotate said anvil independently of its said adjustment, 

5 substantially as described. 
6. An electric break, the combination with a hammer, its anvil, and a hollow 

adjusting screw for the latter, of a spindle carrying said anvil and rotatably mounted 
therein, substantially as described. 

7. The herein described anvil, the same consisting of an interiorly threaded cap, 
10 and a centrally extended platinum contact integrally secured thereon, substantially 

as described. 
8. The combination with an electric break having an electro magnet, an anvil, and 

a vibrating hammer, of a collector to concentrate the lines of magnetic influence on 
said hammer, substantially as described. 

15 9. The combination with an electric break having an electro-magnet, an anvil, 
and a vibrating hammer, of a collector to concentrate the lines of magnetic influence 
on said hammer, and means to vary the position of said collector relatively to said 
hammer, substantially as described. 

10. The combination with an electric break, having an electro magnet, an anvil, 
20 and a vibrating hammer, of means to shear or drag sideways the hammer from the 

anvil whenever the break-gap between the hammer and anvil is partially short cir¬ 
cuited by the fusing or clinging of the metal at the contact points, substantially as 
described. 

11. An electric break of the vibrator class, provided with a hammer composed of 
25 laminated material, substantially as described. 

12. An electric break, a core, a hammer, and collector, to concentrate the lines of 
magnetic influence on the hammer, said collector being composed of laminated 
material, substantially as described. 

13. The combination with an electric break, having an anvil and a vibrating 
30 hammer, of a positive stop to limit and positively stop the movement of the latter 

from the anvil, substantially as described. 

Dated the 9th day of July 1898. 

35 

Redhill: Printed for tier Majesty’s Stationery Office, by Malcomson & Co., Ltd.—1898. 

WM. BROOKES & SON, 
55 & 56. Chancery Lane, London, 

Agents for the Applicant. 
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION. . 

Improvements in Electric Spark Gap Apparatus. 

I, Thomas Burton Kinuatde, of 38, Spring Park Avenue, Jamaica Plain, in 
the State of Massachusetts, one of the United States of America, Electrician, do 
hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to 
be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following 

5 statement:— 

The more recent developments in electrical matters, and particularly in the 
line of experimental research in connection with static electricity, has developed 
conditions requiring the discharge of such enormous potentials and amperage as to 
render the apparatus heretofore provided for such purposes inefficient and largely 

10 useless, for the reason that these enormous discharges which the electrician frequently 
desires to experiment or deal with very quickly render inoperative or destroy such 
usual apparatus. 

Accordingly, it is the object of my present invention to provide a practically 
indestructible discharge apparatus to meet the more exacting requirements of the 

15 present day, and to that end I provide a spark gap which is virtually self-recuperative,' 
and comprises opposite parallel discharge surfaces of considerable ar^a, which, besides 
their practically indestructible character, possess numerous very' important advan¬ 
tages all as will be more fully pointed out in the course of the following detailed 
description of the apparatus, reference being had to thie accompanying drawings 

20 illustrative of preferred embodiments thereof. ...... ’’ 
In the drawings, Fig. 1 represents in side elevation a simple form of my improved 

spark gap. 
Fig. 2 is a similar view shewing a modification. 
Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the form of apparatus shewn in Fig. 2. 

25 I provide electrodes preferably in the form of opposite parallel discs g, gl, the air 
gap between whose frame surfaces constitutes the spark gap, . the extended area of 
these electrodes preventing the tendency of the condenser (for example) with which 
my invention will ordinarily be used, to discharge until it has reached its maximum 
charge, and also causing the discharge to be exceedingly sudden when it does take 

30 place, and the discs not being liable to become unduly heated. 
The spark gap* constitutes virtually a self-rccuperative condenser, as it were, the 

parallel, and preferably plane, metallic surfaces g9 g\ being the discharge surfaces 
which discharge through or across the intervening air dielectric. The air gap is 
broken through when the voltage has exerted a sufficient strain upon the air to 

35 rupture it. The larger the discs are, the greater condenser capacity will they have, 
and hence the further apart they will.spark. 

At each discharge of the condenser a small portion of the plates g9 /71, is oxidized, 
the successive discharges producing very thin oxidation here and there until the 
entire surfaces of the two discs are completely oxidised. These discs may be made of 

40 copper or other suitable conductor material. 
Suitable means is provided for accurately adjusting these plates relatively to each 

other and regulating their distance apart, or, in other words, for controlling the 
resistance of the intervening gaseous dielectric, and referring to the drawings, where5 

[Price 8d.~\ 
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I have sliewn a preferred, means for accomplishing my object., it will be seen that I 
provide a plurality of posts g1 2 threaded at their upper ends and carrying shouldered 
nuts g3 on the shoulders of which is placed the top disc cj1. 

The opposite plate g rests on a support or table gA and is mounted loosely on a 
post #5, being normally held downwardly by a spring <?6 contained in a hanger or 5 
housing g7 depending from the table g4 said spring bearing at one end against the 
flanged lower end of the hanger g7 and at its other end bearing against a.washer gs 
retained by a screw g9 whose head enters a hole or recess in the plate g for centering 
the latter. 

The plate g is provided on its underside with a plurality of recesses or sockets, 10 
herein shewn as three in number, which receive props or struts g10 projecting upwardly 
from the base of the instrument. - 

These props g10 are of precisely equal length, so that they support the plate g in 
absolute parallelism to its opposite plate g\ 

■ The support g* has depending from its lower side a stud g11 which is engaged by 15 
the bifurcated end glz of a lever glz pivoted at <?14 to a post g15 on its base. 

By this provision the most delicate adjustment is possible simply by swinging the 
lever g13 one way or the other so as to incline the struts g10 more or less, and thereby -•* 
increase or decrease the distance between the plates g, g\ the nuts g3 being depended 
upon for the coarser adjustments of the plates. 20 

In Figs. 2 and 3 I have shewn the plates g, a1, as hollow and provided with water 
circulation pipes g16, in order that they may be absolutely prevented from all heating 
under extraordinary conditions. * 

Under usual conditions, however, this provision is entirely unnecessary, it being 
sufficient simply to provide the plates as shewn in Fig. 1. 25 

When the .adjacent surfaces of the plates have become entirely oxidized, the plates 
may be turned over and their opposite sides used, and when both sides have become 
oxidized, they may be readily removed and scoured off without destroying any of 
their adjustments. 

My apparatus makes possible the sudden discharge of a condenser after the latter 30 
has reached a certain predetermined, point, and said discharge is of great volume or 
large amperage and of a very sudden and abrupt nature, as the current will not break 
across the spark gap until it cannot helj> doing so, and when it does do so the discharge 
takes place with a minimum heating effect, not interfering with the .efficiency, with 
very rapid and with very short and sharp oscillations incapable of being obtained 35 
between a ball or point discharge gap. 

The adjustment of the plates relatively to each other regulates the amperage 
discharge of the instrument being discharged. 

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said inven¬ 
tion, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what I 40 
claim is:— 

1. A spark gap of the kind described, said spark gap presenting opposite parallel 
discharge surfaces of relatively large areas, and means for regulating the discharge 
distance between said parallel surfaces, substantially as described. 

2. The herein described spark gap comprising opposite electrodes presenting 45 
parallel discharge surfaces, one of said electrodes being supported on three or more 
struts of equal length, and means for rotating said strut-supported electrode about 
its centre, whereby its adjustment may be varied to and from the opposite electrode, 
substantially as described. 

3. A spark gap comprising two permanent large superficial areas parallel to each 50 
other, constituting opposite discharge surfaces, and an interposed gaseous dielectric, 
said discharge surfaces having condenser capacity for breaking down the intervening 
dielectric, and the latter automatically restoring or renewing itself, substantially as 
described. 

4. A spark gap comprising opposite hollow plates or discs having parallel discharge 55 
surfaceS, means for regulating the discharge distance between said surfaces, and 
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circulation pipes entering the same, whereby a circulation of water may be maintained 
for keeping the plates or discs cool, substantially as described. 

5. A spark gap comprising three or more posts, shoulders adjustable thereon, a 
plate or disc supported on said shoulders, a second plate below the same, a support 

5 therefor, three or more upright struts loosely engaging said support, and means to 
rotate said support about its centre, whereby said struts are simultaneously and 
similarly moved for varying the distance apart of said plates, substantially as 
described. 

6. A spark gap comprising a. central post, a plurality of supporting posts, two 
10 plates, one carried by said supporting posts and the other adjacent said central post, 

three or more similar struts supporting said lower plate, a spring maintaining said 
struts in proper supporting relation, and means to rotate the lower plate on said 
central post, substantially as described. 

7. A spark gap comprising a plurality of supporting posts, two plates, the lower 
15 plate being pivotally mounted, three or more similar struts supporting said lower 

plate, and the upper plate being supported by said supporting posts, a lever pivotally 
mounted adjacent said lower plate and loosely connected therewith at its inner end 
for rotating said plate and tipping said struts, substantially as described. 

8. A spark gap comprising a central post, a plurality of supporting posts, two 
20 plates, the lower plate being pivotally mounted concentrically to said central post, a 

hanger depending adjacent said post, a spring between said post and hanger and 
engaging the hanging at its lower end and held by the post at its upper end, three or 
more similar struts supporting said lower plate, and the upper plate being supported 
by said supporting posts, a lever pivotally mounted adjacent said lower plate and 

25 loosely connected therewith at its inner end for rotating said plate and tipping said 
struts, substantially as described. 

Dated the 14th day of March 1899. 

WM. BROOKES & SON, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, Agents for the Applicant. 

Redliill: Printed for Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, by Malcomson & Co., Ltd.—1899. 
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION. 

Improvements in Electric; Break Apparatus. 

I, Thomas Burton Kinraimc, of 38, Spring Park Avenue, Jamaica Plain, in 
the State of Massachusetts, one of the United States of America, Electrician, do 
hereby declare the* nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to 
he performed, to he particularly described and ascertained in and by the following 

5 statement: — 

Electric breaks as heretofore provided have* been subject to considerable spark¬ 
ing, which is not only destructive of the apparatus but is very objectionable in 
its effects on the current and system being operated, this being especially true of 
rotary breaks which operated by means of u brush in frictional engagement with 

10 a rotating surface. 
Accordingly I have invented a break in which there is no chance for arcing as 

there is no surface to arc over, and also a leading object of my break is to provide 
a means for making an exceedingly quick break with a relatively long period of 
closed circuit, my break rendering it possible to regulate the period of closed 

15 circuit accurately. __ 
In the drawings Fig. 1 is a top plan view of one form of my break. 
Fig. 2 shows the same in elevation. 
On a suitable base D I journal in a central post or bearing d a spindle d1 of an 

iron plate or armature d2, having two or 'more regions of varying mass of magnetic 
20 material, herein shown in the form of eccentric edges d3, as clearly shown in Fig. 1. 

My object is to provide regions of increasing magnetic attraction to cooperate 
with one or more suitable electro magnets or solenoid devices, so located as to suc¬ 
cessively attract these regions of varying mass of magnetic material, for rotating 
the armature, as will now be explained. 

25 Mounted on or otherwise connected to rotate with the armature c/2 are one or 
more small antifriction rolls d*y two being herein shown mounted at the opposite 
ends of a bar d3 damped adjustably on the plate cP. 

These rolls or circuit interrupters are preferably of indurated fibre. . 
Mounted to extend into the path of the rolls d% is an arm shown as a wire d6 

30 carrying a hammer d7 to contact with an anvil ds on a post dI9, and limited in its 
movement by a fibre stop d™ on the end of an adjusting screw dxx. 

The wire d6 is carried by a hub d12 loose on a pin d13 and held under tension by 
a spring coil c/14, Fig. 2, fastened at one end to said hub and at its other end to 
a nut c/15 carrying an adjusting or set screw d16; so that by loosening the set screw 

35 and swinging its handle one way or the ether the resistance of the arm <jp may be 
varied. • ^ % 

Preferably adjacent the periphery of the armature <d*9 I place attracting means, 

[Price Sc/.] 
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herein shown in the form of solenoids or electro magnets d17, d18, connected with 
the main or other source of current by wires J19, which enter the solenoids at 
their inner terminals, so that as the magnets d17, are energised, they attract* 
the armature or plate d2, and by the increasing pull exerted thereon, on account 
of the eccentric surfaces d3, they cause the plate to rotate with a speed only 5 
checked by the striking of the interrupters d4: against the end of the arm d3, said 
rolls being placed relatively to the highest points of the surfaces d\ so that they 
cut.off the current just before said highest points get opposite the propelling mag¬ 
nets, thereby permitting the momentum of the plate or armature d? to carry 
said highest points beyond the magnets sufficiently to prevent the* latter exerting 10 
any retarding influence on the rotation of the break. " 

Preferably I mount the anvil and hammer on a swinging ledge or carrier cZ20, 
journaled on the post d, so that I am enabled to regulate the speed of the break 
simply by swinging the carrier d20 one way or the other. 

The same effect may he obtained by shifting the roll or rolls d4 on the 15 Elate d?y provided they are carried, as preferred, on a bar ds, so that they can 
e shifted. 
This adjustment cannot of course, take place, while the apparatus is in operation, 

and therefore for instantaneous regulation of .the apparatus I provide the swinging 
carrier d20. 20 

A movement of the carrier from right to left causes the current to be broken 
before the armature has reached its point of greatest attraction, and as it is moved 
further toward the' left, tho pull on the armature exerted by the- magnets is 
diminished more and more, and the speed of rotation of the armature is cor re- . 
spondingly reduced, thereby reducing the number of breaks, and at the samel 25 
time lengthening the time which the circuit being interrupted is closed. 

I place the arm or wire d6 slightly tangential to the armature, as. will be seen 
viewing Pig. 1, in order that the rolls d4 may strike the extreme end thereof with 
least friction, striking outward instead of square against the end. 

The arm dPis connected to the main or branch therefrom, at d?1 by means of any 30 
suitable conductor d22, and the anvil dP has a connection d23 to the delivery 
end tP4 of the circuit as will readily he understood. 

In operation the magnets being energised attract the eccentric surfaces or other 
varying masses of magnetic material so as to cause the armature to rotate over 
to the left, Fig- 1, the circuit being completed' at d7, dP, until the very moment. 35 
when the interrupter d4 strikes the free end of the arm cl6, whereupon tho circuit 
is instantaneously broken and as this time occurs slightly before the highest points, 
or places of greatest, attraction of the armature, come opposite the solenoids, the 
latter are rendered inactive merely during the moment when the momentum of the 
armature is carrying the latter by the solenoids so as to bring the region of least 40 
magnetic mass again opposite the solenoids in position for the latter, upon becom¬ 
ing active by the making again of the circuit, to renew their pull upon the arma¬ 
ture and thereby continue its rapid revolution. 

This action is rapidly repeated at every make and break of tha instrument. 
I prefer to provide opposite solenoids in order to render the device perfectly 45 

balanced and vsmooth running, although it will he understood that variations in 
this and in all other details of my invention may be made. 

By the use of my invention the time period of closed circuit may be made as 
considerable as desired. 

With any usual break this would be impossible for the reason that in order 60 
to give an equivalent period of closed circuit the brush would of necessity remain 
upon the surface of the break so long as to heat fractionally the surfaces so as to 
produce a constant arc, ultimately destroying the break as well as the efficiency of 
the circuit. 

In my break there is not only no chance for it to arc, as there is no surface for 55 
" it to arc over, but the break itself is so exceedingly quick that there is not even, 

a spark at the time of break, but there is merely occasionally a residual spark upon 
tile closing of the break, •• .••••• * ' 
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Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said inven¬ 
tion and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what I 
claim is:— * * 

1. An electric break comprising a rotating member, an electro magnet, a break 
” device, and means driven by said rotating member for interrupting said break 

device, said rotating member presenting a surface of attraction to said magnet 
eccentric to the centre of rotation of said member, substantially as described. 

2. An electric break comprising a rotating member, an electro magnet, a break 
device, and means driven by said rotating member for interrupting said break 

^ device, said rotating member presenting a surface of attraction to saick magnet 
eccentric to the centre of rotation of said member, and means for varying the 
time of interruption of said break device relatively to the point of highest attrac¬ 
tion of said eccentric surface, substantially as described. 

3. An electric break comprising a rotating member, an electro magnet, a spring, 
15 a break device, means to vary the resistance of said break device, and means driven 

. by said rotating member for interrupting said break device, said rotating mem¬ 
ber presenting a surface of attraction to said magnet eccentric to the centre of 
rotation of said member, and means for varying the time of interruption of said 
break device relatively to the point of highest attraction of said eccentric surface, 

20 substantially as described. 
4. An electric break comprising a rotating member having regions of varying 

mass of magnetic material producing regions cf increasing magnetic attraction, an 
electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break device, and an interrupter 
driven by said rotating member for interrupting the break device, substantially 

25 as described. 
5. An electric break comprising a rotating membra* having regions of varying 

mass of magnetic material producing regions of increasing magnetic attraction, 
an electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break device, and an inter¬ 
rupter carried by said rotating member for interrupting the break device, 

30 substantially as described. 
G. An electric break comprising a 7-otating member having regions of varying 

mass of magnetic material producing regions of increasing magnetic attraction, 
an electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break device, and a pivoted 
roll earned by said rotating member lor interrupting the break device* suh- 

35. rtantially as described. 
7. An electric break comprising a rotating member having regions of increasing 

magnetic attraction, an electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break 
device, and a pivottod roll carried by said rotating member for interrupting the 
break device, and means for adjusting said roll on said rotating member, sub- 

40 stantially as described. 
8. An electric break comprising a rotating member having regions of increasing 

magnetic attraction, an electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break 
device, and a bar fixed on said rotating member and provided witb rolls pivotted 
thereoni at its opposite ends in line witb and to interrupt said break device, 

45 substantially as described. 
9. An electric break comprising a rotating member having regions of increasing 

magnetic attraction, an electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break 
device, and an interrupter carried by said rotating member for interrupting the 
break device, said break device being mounted on a carrier movable concentrically 

50 to said rotating member, substantially as described. 
10. An electric break comprising a rotating member having regions of increas¬ 

ing magnetic attraction, ah electro magnet adjacent said rotating member, a break 
device, and a revolving interrupter driven by said rotating member, said break 
device including a yielding arm projecting obliquely into the path of said inter- 

55 r up ter, substantially as described. 
11. An electric break comprising an arm carrying a hammer, an anvil opposite 

«aid hammer, said arm being yieldingly supported and provided with means for 
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regulating the tension or resistance thereof, an interrupter- for engaging the free 
end of said arm, and automatic means operated by the current being broken for 
driving said interrupter, substantially as described. 

Dated the 14th clay .of March 1899. 

WM. BROOKES & SON, 
55 & 56, Chancery Lane, London, Agejnts for the Applicant. 

Kedhill: Printed for Her Jdajesty'B Stationery Office, by Malcomson & Co., Iitd.—X899 
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION. 

Improvements in and relating to Static Rectifiers and other Electrical 
Apparatus for Producing or Maintaining Continuous or Uni¬ 
directional Discharges 

I Thomas Burtont Kinraidr, of 38 Spring Park Avenue, Boston, State of 
Massachusetts, one of the United States of America, Electrician, do hereby 

, declare the nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to be 
performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following 

5 statement:—• 

This invention is shown as embodied in an electrical machine of the kind 
known as static rectifiers, but the invention considered in its broader features is 
not restricted to this particular electrical machine, but is of wide application 
to various kinds of electrical apparatus, and embodies certain important 

10 discoveries which I have made, whereby I am enabled to positively maintain an 
electrical discharge in one direction only, and under proper conditions to 
maintain said discharge continuously, producing, /for instance, without the 
intervention of a commutator, a continuous current, directly from an alternating 
or intermittent current. 

15 Without necessarily stating that such is the fact, it may he supposed that there 
is simply electrical energy and that the presence of said energy is what we 
call a positive condition, and the absence of said energy is what we call a 

‘ negative condition, and. this, taken with my discovery that electric energy in 
its positive condition discharges reluctantly from a plane (without edges, or 

20 angular or pointed surfaces) and discharges with perfect freedom from a point, 
enables me to control the direction of discharge of the current and hence the 
accumulation of potential. 

The requisite conditions are provided by means of what I term an extensionless 
point which provides, as nearly as it can be done mechanically, the ideal discharge 

25 electrode or positive condition for the outward flow of the electrical energy, 
and by means of what I term a limitless plane which provides in the same 
manner the receptive electrode or negative condition in which there may be said 
to be an absence of energy (or a lower potential than that of the point from 
which the discharge comes), analogous to a vacuous condition or absence of 

30 ^electrical pressure. 
By this means, the electrical energy tends to discharge continuously in one 

direction only, viz : from the extensionless point to the limitless plane. 
I have applied my invention in various ways, as, for instance, in a static 

machine in which the receiving electrode has an extended plane surface or 
35 large flat area of the limitless plane type and the discharge electrode has a point 

discharge or preferably a series of points like a usual cone; but for the purposes 
of fuller explanation of my invention as well as being covered by certain of the 
claims in this application, I have illustrated my invention more elaborately in 
an electrical apparatus for producing unidirectional discharges of high potential. 

40 In the drawings Fig 1 is a view, partly in perspective and largely diagram- 
mat ic, of one form of machine embodying my invention; 
. Fig 2 is a vertical cross-sectional view showing the most approved form of 

' two of the cooperating electrodes; 
. Fig 3 illustrates the application thereof for transforming an •intermittent 

45 current into a constant current; 

[Price 8cZ-3 
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Pig 4 illustrates the application of my invention to Leyden jars for converting 
an intermittent discharge into a continuous discharge. 

Referring now more particularly to Fig 2, in order that the foundation idea 
of my invention may he first' clearly understood, it 'will be seen that the elec¬ 
trode a is pointed or pencil shaped and that the extreme discharge point b is 
in or projected slightly through a small aperture c in a rubber or other fiat disc d 
which extends at right angles thereto, the purpose of this disc being to cut off 
-the attracting area which would otherwise be present in the' converging iv alls 
■or surfaces of .the electrode, "a. 

By this means I provide an .extensionless point, speaking electrically. By 
this term, I mean a point in which the attractive area of the electrode relatively 
to the opposite electrode is limited to the point itself or, in other words, in which 
the rubber disc d shields all the surface of the rod or electrode behind the very 
point thereof. ' 
. The rubber disc constitutes means for cutting off the receptive area about the *15 
discharge point. 

Opposite the electrode point b is the receptive electrode e which maintains a 
negative condition relatively to the electrode a, and which I have .termed the 
limitless plane, speaking again electrically, this electrode having a large* receptive 
area and being provided with means for preventing the tendency to discharge, said 
means residing in presenting a receptive surface or plane without angles or 
points, and this plane is secured by providing a flat surface f of considerable 
relative extent and curving its edges back and inwardly as indicated at g> 
whereby, viewed electrically, the surface is limitless inasmuch as it has no 
termination within the influence of the discharge point b♦ 

In operation, the positive energy discharges invariably from the point b to 
the plane f and there is no discharge from the latter back to the point, one 
reason therefor being that the attraction of the limitless plane is cojmpelling, 
there being practically no attraction in the opposite direction, due to the shielded 
point. 

From the foregoing the extensionless point and limitless plane feature, which 
is at the basis ox my invention, will be readily understood, and it will be seen 
that its. field is important and large. 

For example, in Fig 3 I have indicated a typical source of intermittent or 
alternating energy in the form of an induction coil h (operated by an alternating 
current) whose terminals i, j, arc provided with electrodes e, of the kind 
already described, and opposite these electrodes which are arranged in pairs are 
complementary electrodes c a, connected to a working circuit 1c which it i3 
desired shall have a continuous current. 

Remembering that, as already explained, the extensionless point and limitless Elane electrodes compel the discharge to take place in one direction, it will 
e* seen that the intermittent or alternating discharge from the coil h is auto- 

matically transferred into a continuous current by the lower sets of electrodes 
as arranged in Fig 3. 

Referring now to Fig 1, where I have shown a more complete machine con- 45 
structed to employ my invention in an elaborate manner, I have mounted on 
suitable insulating posts 2 a series of these electrodes a, e, arranged in opposite 
sets, there being herein shown three pairs in each set, on opposite sides of the 
machine. 

On the right hand side of the machine the point electrodes are mounted in a 50 
rail 3 and screened by a shield 4 (although they may be screened by any other 
suitable means, as may be convenient, and, in fact, the machine will operate to \ 
advantage for some purposes without any screen), and the plane electrodes are 
mounted in a conductor rod 5, while on the opposite side of the machine the 
arrangement is reversed, the plane electrodes e being mounted in the rail 3, 55 
and the point electrodes in .the rod 5. 

In a suitable position, herein shown as the end of the right hand rod 5, is - 

20 
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mounted a point electrode a1, and opposite thereto mounted in the opposite 
rod 5 is a plane electrode e, while suitably connected thereto is any form of 
apparatus with which it may be desired to use the machine, herein shown as a 
condenser 6 connected by wires 7, 8, to the conductor rods 5. 

5 On the base or table 9 are carried a plurality of high potential generating 
units, as they may be called, herein shown as usual induction coils 10, 12, 13, 
the terminals of whose secondaries are connected respectively to the lower set of 
electrodes immediately above them, as is clearly shown, and whose primaries are 
connected to a battery or other current source 14, an interrupter m being inter - 

10 posed in the circuit and a series of condensers 15, 16, 17, being properly interposed* 
The condensers may be thrown into the circuit, as may be desired, by 

switches n, n\ n%. 
While the machine will work with other forms of interrupters, yet for the best 

efficiency thereof I have found it necessary to employ a special interrupter con- 
15 sisting of a cup m1 provided with a quantity of mercury ma, above which is a 

bath of kerosene oil ma. 
A fixed conductor m4 from the interrupter m leads into the mercury, and 

above the same is arranged a series of plungers or contact makers m5, m7, 
connecting respectively with the several high potential units 10, 12, 13, and 

20 operated by a shaft to8 driven by any suitable means, as by a motor m9, belt mi0 
and pulley mia. 

On the shaft m8 are eccentrics m13 relatively adjustable by means of set 
screws mu. 

I have described my mechanism in all its preferred details of construction, 
25 as herein embodied, but it will be understood that many changes and substitu- 

fions may be resorted to without departing from the spirit and scope of my 
invention, and that the .form and general make up of the apparatus will usually 
he modified to conform to the particular situation and purpose for which it 
is intended. v . 

30 The operation is as follows When quantitative effect of discharge is desired, 
the interrupter is set as shown, the eccentrics all being placed the same, so that 
the coils are all broken simultaneously, the Goils being in multiple, and thereby 
the lower electrodes a at the right hand, simultaneously discharge their 
lespective coils, and this combined discharge is received by the opposite 

35 electrodes e and conveyed by the conductor 5, thereby giving an enormous 
discharge from the point a1 to the receiving electrode e1, the circuit being com¬ 
pleted therefrom through the upper electrode a to the electrode e, and meanwhile 
the condenser 6 is charged, according to its capacity. 
• If, on the other hand, continuity of discharge is desired, the eccentrics m13 are 

40 adjusted in step with each other, so that the interruptions in the mercury cup 
are made dissimultaneously, or in succession, thereby discharging the coils 10, 
12, 13,# successively, and hence producing a continuous discharge between the 
electrodes a1, e1, this discharge being at a given voltage, according to the 
capacity of the condenser 15, 16, 17, or such part thereof as may be used. 

45 By having a plurality of induction devices or high potential generators arranged 
in step in connection with the point and plane electrodes, I am enabled to 
obtain a continuous discharge, yet employ a slow interruption, the result being 
that a maximum output is made certain. 

This result, has not heretofore been feasible, as it would be necessary to 
50 operate the interrupter with great rapidity in order to get the high potential 

required, and when the interruptions of a coil are exceedingly rapid the output 
from the secondary, as is well known, is below its capacity. 

This invention makes possible obtaining a purely direct discharge, i.e.y free 
from oscillations, such as has heretofore been obtained only from a static 

55 machine; accomplishes the handling or control of any quantity, however great, 
of high potential current; is a most powerful generator for X-ray work, and 
ideal in its control of the quality of X-rays, on account of the discharge being 
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wholly in one direction, continuous, and from a condenser; besides various; 
other advantages which will occur to those skilled in the art. 

In Fig 4 I have illustrated my electrode invention applied to two Leyden 
jars 18 having their outer coatings electrically connected by a wire 19 and 
their inner coatings connected by posts p in which are mounted usual discharge 
rods r, said posts, however, being provided on their upper extremities with 
the electrodes a, e; opposite to electrodes e, a, at the terminals of a coil h 
(operated by an interrupted current). 
- 13y this means, it is possible to maintain constant discharge at an approxi¬ 
mately fixed potential similar to the discharge from a static machine, as the 
intermittent discharge from the induction coil which is the “source of supply 
for the Leyden jars, is enabled to keep the Leyden jars, at a practically saturated 
point, so that the latter can maintain a constant discharge between their rods r. 

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature ofmy said 
invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, declar^ that 
what I claim ia:—- .. .. . . %% . 

■ 1. The herein described means for producing a continuous or unidirectional 
discharge, consisting of electrodes one of which has a discharge point and is 
provided with means for cutting off the receptive area about said point, and 
another of which has a large receptive area provided with means for preventing 
the tendency to discharge, as set forth. 

2. An electrode terminating in a plane conducting surface, having its edges 
curved or rolled rearwardly and inwardly. 

* 3. An electrode terminating in a comparatively fine point, and a flat shield 
extending approximately at right angles to said electrode and having a small 
aperture in which said point is located. 

4. In an electrical apparatus, a source of intermittent electrical energy having 
at its opposite terminals electrodes one of which has a discharge point provided 
with means for cutting off the receptive area about said discharge point and 
the other of which has a large receptive area provided with means for preventing 
the tendency to discharge, said means residing in presenting a receptive surface 
without angles or points, and other electrodes cooperating with said terminal 
'electrodes, there being a discharge point electrode arranged to cooperate with a 
receptive area electrode and vice versa. 

* 5. An electrical apparatus, comprising a plurality of high potential generating 
units, and means uniting them in a unidirectional* discharge. * 

6. An electrical apparatus, Comprising a plurality of high potential generating 
units, means for giving them a unidirectional discharge, and mechanism for 
discharging them simultaneously or dissimultaneously, as desired. ’ 

* 7. An electrical apparatus, ‘ comprising a plurality of induction coils whose 
secondaries have at one end a point electrode, and at the other end a piano 
electrode, cooperating electrodes therefor, and a condenser and interrupter in 
the circuit of the primaries of said coils, said interrupter comprising a mercury 
cup having a series of movable contact'makers movable in oil above said mercury 
’ 8. An electrical apparatus, comprising a plurality of induction coils whose 
secondaries have at one end a point electrode, and at the ether end a plane 
electrode, cooperating electrodes therefor, a condenser and interrupter in the 
circuit of the primaries of said coils, said- interrupter Comprising a mercury cup 
having a series of movable contact makers movable in oil above said mercury, 
and means for varying the movement of said contact makers with relation to each 
other. , . 

9. An electrical apparatus comprising a plurality of induction coils whose 
secondaries have at one end a point electrode, and at the other end a plane 
electrode, cooperating electrodes therefor, a condenser and interrupter in the 
circuit of the primaries of said coils, said interrupter comprising a mercury cup 
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having a series of movable contact makers movable in oil above said mercury, 
Haid condenser having a plurality of independent parts, and switching mechanism 
for throwing said parts independently into the circuit of said primaries. 

Dated the 18th day of June 1901. 

5 WM. BROOKES & SON, 
65 & 66 Chancery Lane London 

Agents for the Applicant 

itedhiH: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Malcomson & Co., Ltd.—1901. 
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